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1 Introduction
The materials science field of organic electronics is comparably young, although the first report
on organic conductive materials dates back to the 19th century, and constitutes the oxidation
of polyaniline described by Henry Letheby in 1862.1,2 The research on organic materials with
regard to their semiconducting properties and potential for optoelectronics, as it is known to-
day, rather started in the 1960s for example with the high conductivity of a tetraiodopyrrole
derivative or the electroluminescent properties of anthrazene.3–5 Most importantly, Heeger,
MacDiarmid und Shirakawa demonstrated in 1977 that polyacetylene can be doped or oxi-
dized with halogens, causing a controlled change in conductivity reaching from insulating to
a quasi-metallic state.6 Since doping is the key-technology for electronics built from semicon-
ductors like silicon, this discovery is considered to be the foundation of organic electronics and
was rewarded with the Nobel Prize in 2000. The most successful application are organic light
emitting diodes (OLED) which are presently employed in display manufacturing and reached a
considerable market share in consumer electronics of phones, computer or television screens.
Among the first OLED devices built by Ching Tang in 1987,7 doping of organic layers was not
required, but charge recombination and light emission occurred at the hetero-contact between
separate electron and hole transport layers. The same can be said about organic photovoltaics
(OPV) with regard to charge separation at a donor/acceptor interface.8 The fact that doping was
not used is partially due to stability issues and to the high mobility of dopants, since in early
studies doping was realized with volatile halogens or diffusive alkali-metals.9,10 Today, small
molecular OLEDs consist of multiple functional layers including a transparent electrode, lumi-
nescent and phosphorescent dyes embedded in an organic matrix as well as blocking, transport
or injection layers.11 In modern devices doping is employed to improve contact properties and
to reduce ohmic losses of organic charge transport layers.12 For this purpose, small molecular
dopants have been developed, which act as an oxidizing or reducing agent and show increased
morphological stability.13 However, there are still material systems reported, especially poly-
mers, in which a considerable diffusion of molecular dopants is observed.14,15 Since molecular
dopants are known to cause exciton quenching,16 a suppression of diffusion is of interest for the
future design of strong dopants for organic semiconductors. A more detailed review on litera-
ture about doping and dopant diffusion can be found in Section 3.1 and 6.1. Possible strategies
to prevent inter-diffusion of dopants are discussed in Section 7.1 with regard to successful at-
tempts in literature.
The goal of this work is to first investigate diffusion in a known dopant-host system and to
identify properties that can impact or control the diffusion. In a second step, strategies of im-
mobilization are considered with the prospect to synthesize a dopant that can be universally
employed with any organic host matrix and activated after blending, in order to engage an
immobilizing reaction with its host. Accordingly, this thesis is structured into three parts: in
the first part basic and principles on the subject are summarized from literature, the second
part deals with characterization of a host-dopant system with which diffusion is investigated in
a sequential doping scheme, and the third part covers immobilization of a novel synthesized
n-dopant bearing an anchor group.
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More specifically, Chapter 2 tries to briefly explain the electronic structure of organic semi-
conductors present in the solid phase, and how energetic states are affected if an additional
charge or polaron is present. As in inorganic semiconductors, the charge carrier density can
be controlled by doping, causing a change in electrical conductivity and shift of the Fermi level
position. In Chapter 3 two prominent models for doping followed by a detailed statistical de-
scription are summarized from literature. Using semi-empirical corrections of the text-book
formalism in Chapter 3, the position of the Fermi level can be estimated for silicon used as sub-
strate in Section 9.3. Experimental techniques utilized in this work and special methods of data
analysis are presented in Chapter 4 and 5. A survey of literature about diffusion of dopants in
organic semiconductors is given in Chapter 6 introducing the system of poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) doped with the soluble molybdenum complex Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3, which is used in the
second part of this thesis. In Chapter 9 electrical and spectral characteristics of doped P3HT are
investigated for the purpose of identifying charge transfer and diffusion in a sequential doping
process, in which the dopant is deposited on a pristine P3HT film and subsequently diffuses into
the polymer. The diffusion of sequentially doped P3HT is then thoroughly studied in Chapter 10
and fitted by a numeric model that describes the absorption, charging and diffusion of dopant
molecules. Also desorption is discussed for comparison but which is unable to sufficiently ex-
plain the data. A short summary on the drift of ionic molecular dopants in an externally applied
field can be found in Chapter 11. Strategies to suppress diffusion are introduced in Chapter 7
comparing different approaches pursued in literature. The immobilization scheme in this work is
based on organic azides, which can be activated by UV-light, inducing photolysis and potentially
generating reactive singlet nitrenes that can undergo an insertion reaction with neighbouring
molecules (see Section 7.2). A phenyl azide has been succefully introduced to the n-dopant
DMBI in the group of of Prof. Bunz at the Institute for Organic Chemistry in Heidelberg and
is shown in Section 8.2. Its reaction and doping properties are tested with PCBM as matrix in
Chapter 13. An increase in thermal stability and a reduction of volatility at room temperature
is demonstrated by photoelectron spectroscopy after reaction of the azide group. A counter-
doping effect of the n-dopant in unintentionally p-doped polymer P3HT is observed in Chapter
14. Details about the azide reaction and processing properties were initially studied in Chapter
12 by means of a simplified model system. Finally, a summary and discussion of the main results
of this thesis is presented in Chapter 15. A list of publications related to this work can be found
in Section A.
6 1 Introduction
Part I
Basics and Principles
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2 Organic Semiconductors
2.1 Structure and Classification
In general, organic materials are electrically insulating, i.e. the energy difference between high-
est occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is
larger than 3 eV. Semiconducting properties can be observed for the class of organic materials,
which feature an extensive pi-conjugated system.17 The carbon atom in its ground state has six
electrons in the electron configuration 1s2 2s2 2p2 or [He] 2s2 2p2. Depending on the covalent
bond, electrons from the 2s orbital are promoted and can form sp, sp2 or sp3 hybridization.
For organic electronics the sp2 hybrid orbitals are crucial for their electronic properties. In this
hybridization, a total of three 2sp2 hybrid orbitals are formed with one remaining 2pz orbital.
By overlapping of 2sp2 hybrid orbitals, σ-bonds are created between two carbon atoms or in
a C-H bond with the 1s orbital of hydrogen. The σ-bonds are strong covalent bonds with a
high electron localization and large splitting between bonding σ and anti-bonding σ∗ orbitals.
In double bonds the remaining 2pz orbital overlap laterally and form usually weaker pi-bonds,
which are more diffuse and exhibit a lower splitting between binding pi and anti-bonding pi∗-
orbitals. A so-called conjugated pi-system is formed from alternating single and double bonds,
which are interchangeable in the case of e.g. benzene, leading to a large delocalized pi system.
As a consequence, the HOMO and LUMO level are built up from pi and pi∗ orbitals reducing
the gap to around 1.5 to 3 eV, which in principle leads to semiconducting properties and light
absorption in the visible range.17 Organic semiconductors classification distinguishes between
conjugated molecules with a molar mass around 100 g mol−1 and polymers in the order of
10000 g mol−1. They differ in morphology but also in processing methods. Small molecules
can be thermally deposited under vacuum conditions, which is not possible for polymers as they
likely decompose before evaporation. Thin films of conjugated polymer are obtained either by
spin-coating, as it is mainly done in this work, or by printing from solution.
2.2 Electronic Properties
Organic molecules form weakly-interacting molecular solids, in which intermolecular attraction
is mainly given by van-der-Waals or dipole-dipole interactions. Small molecules can form a
highly ordered single crystal, which is often monoclinic or triclinic and displays anisotropy of
physical properties like carrier mobility or refractive index.18 However, due to weak interactions
and exchange energies, the splitting of energy levels in the solid is very small and consequently
the band width amounts to only 10 - 300 meV compared to inorganic solids with a band width
of 2 - 8 eV. The small band width in combination with thermal motion yields a high effective
mass of charge carriers and causes Bloch waves to be scattered. In literature, the charge trans-
port in molecular crystals is often referred to as "band-like" transport and sometimes to hopping
of strongly localized charge carriers.19
In practice, most organic films processed for devices are amorphous or semi-crystalline, which
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usually yields localized states limited to a single molecule. For partially crystalline films, delo-
calization can extend within the crystalline regions but breaks at distortions and defects. The
disorder in amorphous films causes a variation in polarization of the molecular environment
leading to a broadening of the distribution of states as depicted in Figure 2.1. They are usually
assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution.20
The charge carrier transport in amorphous organic solids is described by the thermally stimu-
lated tunnelling based on the Miller-Abraham model of hopping in disordered materials.21,22
Here, the transport takes place via tunnelling between an initial and final state under the ab-
sorption or emission of a phonon. Usually the probability of phonon emission is set to one and
the absorption probability is approximated by Boltzmann statistics. The mobilities in amorphous
organic semiconductors are typically 10−6 to 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 which is considerably lower than
for example silicon with 1340 cm2 V−1 s−1, see e.g. in Section 3.2.23
Figure 2.1: Energy level diagram of (polaronic) molecular states from the gas phase, crystal to
amorphous solid. The polarization energies of cation and anion are denoted by Ph
and Pe. The width of the disorder state distribution is given by 2σ and the band
width in the crystal by the exchange energy J . (Based on Bässler20)
2.3 Band Gap in Organic Semiconductors
Whereas the band gap in inorganic semiconductors is a characteristic quantity that describes
the energy difference between top of the valence band and bottom of the conduction band, a
corresponding definition for organic semiconductors is more complex. In analogy, the distance
between HOMO and LUMO level can be regarded as band gap, however, the position of energy
levels in soft organic materials depends on polarization, relaxation and electronic excitation.
Therefore reported values for the band gap in OSC may differ with respect to their intended ap-
plication and measurement technique. In general, one can distinguish four types of band gaps
following Figure 2.2, which are named adiabatic, photoemission, transport and optical band
gap.24
The adiabatic band gap is the largest energy gap and is calculated in thermodynamic equilibrium
for the ionization potential and electron affinity of an isolated non-ionized molecule but which
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is difficult to asses experimentally.
The photoemission band gap refers to the band gap estimated from HOMO and LUMO levels mea-
sured by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and inverse photoelectron spectroscopy
(IPES). The resulting energy gap is smaller than the adiabatic band gap due to final state re-
laxation effects of the generated charge in electron emission or capture process. Details about
photoelectron spectroscopy can be found in Section 4.1. With regard to relevant timescales,
possible relaxation processes include electronic (ca. 10−16 s), molecular (ca. 10−14 s) and lattice
relaxations (ca. 10−13 - 10−14s). The electronic relaxation holds the biggest contribution of the
order of 1 eV compared to molecular (ca. 200 meV) and lattice relaxation (ca. 10 meV).24,25
Given the time-scale of the photoemission process of ca. 10−14 s, electronic relaxation is ac-
counted for in the measured energy gap, but molecular relaxation contributions are difficult to
assess as they are approximately on the same time-scale.
Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of different band gaps definitions.
The transport gap represents the energy gap of those levels, at which electrons or holes are
transported. Since charge transport can be considered to be a comparably slow process, all of
the above mentioned relaxation phenomena are included in the transport gap. The fully relaxed
charged state is referred to as polaron and defines the transport gap. Since lattice relaxation ef-
fects are normally small, the photoemission band gap can be regarded as a good representative
for the transport gap up to an error of ca. 200 meV.26 However, the transport level is not neces-
sarily located at the maximum or onset of the state distribution. In a theoretical description of
Schmechel et al. the transport level is defined as the centre of the differential conductivity, which
is calculated from the combination of density of states (DOS), occupation statistics and differen-
tial mobilities.21 As a consequence, the transport level is generally located somewhere below the
maximum and above the onset of the density of states. In summary, the transport gap relevant
for device operation may be about 0.2 to 0.5 eV smaller than predicted by UPS/IPES.24,27,28
Finally, the optical band gap is measured by light absorption spectroscopy, and represents the
binding energy of a Frenkel or charge-transfer exciton, which is located on a single or on
neighbouring molecules, respectively. In case of inorganic semiconductor the delocalized Mott-
Wannier excition has a low binding energy (ca. 0.01 eV) due to a higher dielectric constant and
lower effective mass. In contrast, Frenkel excitons in organic matter feature a low dielectric
constant and have a binding energy in the order of 0.1 to 1 eV.24 The observed optical band gap
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is typically lower than the measured photoemission band gap, and has been empirically studied
by Sworakowski showing a larger deviation for larger band gaps.29
2.4 Optical Properties of Polarons
Originally, the term polaron defines a quasiparticle of an electron or charged particle moving
through a dielectric crystal causing a distortion or change in bond length of the lattice due to
polarization, screening the charge with a "phonon-cloud". In organic semiconductors (OSC)
the definition applies to molecular crystals, whereas for amorphous OSC it is adapted to inter-
molecular and, with a larger contribution, intra-molecular reorganization.27 Adding a charge
to a molecule leads to relaxation and reorganisation of molecular orbitals with a corresponding
shift in the respective energy levels. Additionally, the charge causes a polarization of its sur-
rounding further stabilizing the charged state. The energy levels of polarons according to the
Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model are depicted for a positively charged molecule in Figure 2.3
together with the energy position of the neutral molecule or polymer.30 In this model and its
extensions, polaronic states are predicted in the band gap with optical absorption lines P1 and
P2 as sketched in Figure 2.3.31 For certain polymers a polaron delocalization can not only occur
along the backbone but also across pi-pi stacked chains, which is referred to as 2D polarons with
transitions DP1 and DP2.32,33 In fact, the SSH model was developed for an ideal conjugated
polymer with the assumption that electronic interactions such as the coulomb interaction of pi-
electrons are negligible. The model is further used for amorphous solids of small molecules, but
the range of its applicability is still under discussion.34 Winkler et al. and Heimel include inter-
site Coulomb interaction and propose an energy scheme depicted in Figure 2.3, which suggests
a slightly different origin of the charge-induced optical transitions.35,36
Figure 2.3: Scheme of energy levels with optical transition S1 of a neutral molecule in (a). Tra-
ditional scheme for positively charged polymer in (b) with two polaronic states in
the band gap that are probed by transitions P1 and P2. The situation of (b) in the
case of a two-dimensional delocalized polaron in (c). Recently proposed states of
small molecules and polymers in (d) which feature similar transitions P1 and P2. The
graphic is based on Kahmann et al.31
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3 Doping of Organic Semiconductors
3.1 Doping Mechanism
In the context of this work, the expression doping always refers to electrical or electrochem-
ical doping, which describes the introduction of impurities to modify electrical properties of
semiconductors. This is indeed possible for organic semiconductors (OSC), which enhances
the conductivity of the bulk material by several orders of magnitude. This is mainly due to an
increase in the charge carrier concentration n which relates to the conductivity σ according
to:37
σ = enµ . (3.1)
The mobility µ in OSC also depends on the charge carrier concentration and the doping level.
For example, broadening of the density of states (DOS), dopant-induced coulomb traps and
filling of intrinsic trap states is known to influence the observed carrier mobility.38 Since the
discovery of polyacetylene doped by iodine, which dates back to the year 1977, a large variety
of dopants is investigated today. Compared to halogens and alkali metals used in early stud-
ies,10 molecular dopants offer better morphological stability, which is discussed with regard to
diffusion in Section 6.1. For p-dopants organic molecules, transition-metal-oxides and organo-
metallic complexes have been reported in literature, summarized in Section 3.4. Due to their
inherent air-instability, the synthesis of molecular n-dopants was not successful for many years
and is discussed in more detail in Section 8.1. When introducing a molecular dopant to the
OSC, a charge transfer occurs between host and dopant. One distinguishes the integer charge
transfer (ICT) model and the generation of charge transfer complexes (CTC), which are detailed
below. In comparison to inorganic semiconductors, dopant-ions and the charged OSC are usu-
ally closely bound, causing strong localization of charge carriers and consequently low doping
efficiencies. For OSC doping concentrations of 10−3 to 10−1 mol% are typically applied, op-
posed to 10−6 to 10−3 mol% for inorganic semiconductors.39 The binding energy of e.g. a hole
at an ionized acceptor site can be estimated using the analogy of a hydrogen atom for inorganic
semiconductors, which gives approximately 30 meV in case of silicon.37 The coulomb energy of
the organic equivalent is significantly higher, being several 100 meV as inferred from a distance
of ca. 1 nm and a low dielectric constant of εr = 3− 4.40
3.1.1 Integer Charge Transfer Model (ICT)
The generation of charge carriers can be achieved by either chemical oxidation or reduction of
the organic host molecule. In case of p-doping, the acceptor impurity must have an electron
affinity (EA) which is higher than the ionization potential (IE) of the organic semiconductor
(OSC).41 For n-doping the roles are reversed and the dopant acts as a donor with an extremely
low ionization potential. Under these conditions an integer charge is transferred between OSC
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and dopant, resulting in a polaron on the OSC and an ionized donor or acceptor molecule. For
molecular dopants this picture directly translates to the respective positions of highest occu-
pied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in Figure
3.1a. Consequently, for p-doping the HOMO level of the host must be positioned higher, i.e. at
lower binding energies, than the LUMO-level of the acceptor to allow for an electron transfer
to the dopant, see Figure 3.1. As mentioned before, due to the low dielectric constant of OSC
in the order of 3-4 Coulomb interactions are strong and can give electron-hole binding energies
of several 100 meV.34 Therefore, the energetic landscape after electron transfer is important to
describe the transport of free charge carriers. Because of its charge, the cation experiences relax-
ation of frontier orbitals with energy λ. Compared to the neutral molecule, the cation features
a higher second IE and a lower EA, which splits into occupied and un-occupied HOMO derived
sub-levels by the so-called Hubbard energy U .35 This is depicted in Figure 3.1b. However, the
situation is more complex, if molecular anion and cation are lying close together as for the ion
pair formed after ICT. It is presumed that disorder is an important factor for the final dissoci-
ation of the charge transfer complex resulting in free holes.42 There are many dopant-matrix
systems for which an ICT is experimentally verified by optical and infrared spectroscopy.43–45
For ideal crystalline polymers a singly occupied positive polaron state within the neutral OSC
gap is suspected but which is still under discussion.30,46,47 For example, Salzmann et al. stated
that such an intragap polaron level has not yet been identified unambiguously using photoelec-
tron spectroscopy and concluded on a more "molecular" nature of commonly doped conjugated
polymers.34 For more information please refer to Section 2.4.
Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of ICT for p-doping in (a) and energy levels of neutral OSC and
charged dopant anion in (b). The situation for n-type doping is analogous. The
reorganisation and Hubbard energy is denoted byλ and U , respectively. The diagram
is based on Salzmann et al.34
3.1.2 Charge Transfer Complex (CTC)
A second doping mechanism is the hybrid charge transfer complex (CTC) model, proposed by
Salzmann et al.34 Here dopant and host are in close vicinity and form supra-molecular hybrid
orbitals due to an overlap of electron wave functions. In case of p-doping, the frontier orbitals of
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the host HOMO and the dopant LUMO develop new hybrid states in the band gap that consist of
occupied bonding and unoccupied anti-bonding orbitals. The relative contribution of the parent
states defines the de-occupation of the organic semiconductors (OSC) HOMO and the amount
of charge transfer δ which then takes non-integer values. Using a Hückel-type model, the CTC’s
is given according to Salzmann et al.:34
ECPX,H/L =
HOSC + Ldop
2
±q(HOSC − Ldop)2 + 4β2 (3.2)
Here, the OSCs HOMO is denoted by HOSC and the dopant LUMO level by Ldop. The resonance
integral β is an important parameter that influences the energy gap between bonding and anti-
bonding orbitals upon interaction and consequently the doping efficiency. A bonding effect and
thus partial charge transfer can occur even if HOSC and Ldop are not in resonance or even if Ldop
is higher, in which case an ICT is energetically forbidden. The unoccupied hybrid state LCPX
is accessible for electrons from the neutral OSC via thermal activation, but depending on the
energy difference compared to kBT , its occupation is not favoured. This situation is depicted
in Figure 3.2. The are several studies on CTC formation using density functional theory and
spectroscopy techniques to identify hybrid states and a non-integer charge on the dopant.48,49
In conclusion, the neutral CTC state can act as a dopant, but is usually not as effective as ICT
doping.
Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of CTC for p-doping in (a) and energy levels of neutral OSC and
partially charged CTC state in (b). The situation for n-type doping is analogous. The
reorganisation and Hubbard energy is denoted byλ and U , respectively. The diagram
is based on Salzmann et al.34
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3.2 Theoretical Description: Inorganic Semiconductors
The theoretical description of doping in Organic Semiconductors can be approached from the
established classical semiconductor theory. In the following, important characteristics and for-
mula for intrinsic and extrinsic inorganic semiconductors are summarized. These can be directly
applied to silicon, which is certainly the most important semiconducting material in present-day
industry. Another goal of this derivation is to comprehensively establish the necessary semi-
empirical equations connecting the Fermi level position in silicon with its conductivity. For
Section 9.3 the doping concentration and Fermi level position of silicon as a substrate is of in-
terest for band alignment experiments with doped organic materials. Therefore, it is sought to
calculate Fermi level position from a measured electrical conductivity or data provided from the
wafer manufacturer. Electronic properties are generally determined by band structure and oc-
cupation of electron states. An energy gap above the valence band of a few eV with no electron
state in between (for clean and defect free materials) is the defining feature of semiconductors,
in which the gap is generally much larger than kBT . In the intrinsic case, a conduction of elec-
trons is only possible if they are thermally excited into the conduction band across the band gap.
Conducting electron n and hole concentration p can be calculated from the density of states at
the band edges DC , DV and its occupation given by Fermi-Dirac statistics f (E, T ; EF):37
n=
∞∫
EC
DC(E) f (E, T ; EF) dE and p =
EV∫
−∞
DV (E) [1− f (E, T ; EF)] dE . (3.3)
The limits of integration reflect the band gap Eg between valence band maximum EV and con-
duction band gap minimum EC = EV + Eg . For intrinsic semiconductors at low temperatures,
the Fermi level EF is located nearly in the middle of the band-gap and there are only few free
charge carriers ni = pi rendered by the tail of the Fermi-Dirac distribution. For further calcula-
tions, it is common to approximate the band extrema by a parabola and use the definition of the
effective mass for electrons mn and holes mp, respectively. This resembles the simple case of a
free electron gas in a box. The density of states in three dimension then yields:37
DC(E) =
(2m∗n)3/2
2pi2ħh3
p
E − EC for E > EC (3.4)
DV (E) =
(2m∗p)3/2
2pi2ħh3
p
EV − E for E < EV (3.5)
Values for the effective electron and hole mass can be found in literature and are determined by
the corresponding band curvature of the band dispersion. For silicon one typically finds values
like mn = 1.09me and mp = 0.81me with the free electron mass me. In order to solve the
integral in Eq. 3.3 analytically using the density of states in Eq. 3.5, the Fermi-Dirac distribution
has to be approximated by Boltzmann distribution in Eq. 3.7. This is a reasonable approach if
the Fermi level lies within the band gap (ca. 3kBT from the band edges) and only the tail of
Fermi distribution is considered.37
f (E, T ; EF) =
1
e(E−EF )/kBT+1 ≈ e
−(E−EF )/kBT for E > EF (3.6)
1− f (E, T ; EF) = 1e(EF−E)/kBT+1 ≈ e
−(EF−E)/kBT for E < EF (3.7)
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With Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.5 a closed expression for electron and hole density can be derived, which
is written in terms of the effective density of states Nn and Np.37 However, since Eq. 3.3 is
to be solved for strongly doped semiconductors, Eq. 3.3 is carried out numerically and not
reverted to Boltzmann approximation in Eq. 3.7. Demanding charge neutrality ni = pi then
determines the position of the Fermi level, which lies directly in the middle of the band gap for
T = 0 or for identical effective mass of electrons and holes. For doped semiconductors similar
considerations define the position of the Fermi level. In case of low doping concentrations,
impurities and defects introduce electron states within the band gap that can either donate or
receive an electron from bands of the host crystal. One distinguishes between density of donors
nD, with energy level ED close to EC and density of acceptors nA, with energy level EA close to
EV . Effective dopants will induce shallow states close to the band edges, e.g. in silicon typically
Boron and Phosphorus are used with an ionization energy of around 45 meV. The density of
donors nD can be divided in neutral n
0
D and charged donors n
+
D, which are in total nD = n
0
D+n
+
D.
The same holds for acceptors nA = n0A + n
−
A with neutral n
0
A and negatively charged acceptors
n−A . Their energetic distance with respect to the Fermi level determines if defects are ionized or
remain neutral. The probability of occupying the dopant ground state, not being ionized, can
also be calculated by Fermi-Dirac statistics:
n+D
nD
=

1+ gD e
(EF−ED)/kBT−1 and n−A
nA
=

1+ gA e
(EA−EF )/kBT−1 (3.8)
The statistics are weighted with degeneracy factors associated with the ratio of initial and ac-
cessible free states. For silicon and donors like Phosphor it is gD = 2, which directly reflects the
spin degeneracy of occupation. For acceptors in silicon also the double splitting of the valence
band has to be considered, e.g. for Boron gA = 4. If one now includes donors and acceptors,
charge neutrality demands:
n+ n−A = p+ n+D (3.9)
In equilibrium charge neutrality has to be fulfilled, which allows to calculate the Fermi level po-
sition using Eq. 3.8, 3.5 and 3.3 if the doping concentration is known. This has to be carried out
numerically, since there is no simple analytical solution for Eq. 3.9. Finally for the conductivity
both electrons and holes are considered as charge carriers and contribute with their respective
mobilities µe,µp. In a simple picture, scattering time and effective mass are characterizing the
mobility µ = eτ/m∗. Typically the average scattering time is similar for holes and electrons but
the effective mass may differ. The total conductivity σ then reads:
σ = enµn + epµp (3.10)
Corrections for Silicon
The above description holds for very low doping concentrations. For higher doping, donor
and acceptor levels can further extend and form bands within the host semiconductor, which is
referred to as degenerate semiconductors. In order to obtain reasonable predictions for higher
doping concentration, further corrections and improvements have to be taken into account. In
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order to avoid a full band calculation for each doping level, compact correction terms or semi-
empirical formula are sought to improve quantities given in Eq. 3.8, 3.5 and 3.3. It is known
that the band gap in silicon decreases upon increasing the temperature or doping level due to
changes in the band structure. The dependence on temperature is governed by electron-phonon
coupling in general and can be approximated using several models. Beside the Bose-Einstein
model,50 and a phonon related model proposed by Pässler et al.,51 the Varshni equation is a
very commonly used fitting with parameter A, B to describe the band gap Eg(T ):52
Eg(T ) = Eg(0)− AT
2
T + B
(3.11)
The parameters A,B are documented for silicon. Its dependence on doping is known as band
gap narrowing and has been of importance for vertical integrated bipolar transistor struc-
tures and contact doping for solar cells. In literature, one distinguishes the real band gap
∆EG and the apparent band gap reduction ∆E
app
g .
53,54 The band gap narrowing leads to an
increase in the np product beyond the normal equilibrium value of n2i . This has been elec-
trically measured and related to the np product following Boltzmann statistics according to
np = n2e f f = n
2
i exp(∆E
app
g /kB T ).
55,56 The apparent band gap therefore holds both degener-
acy and density of states effects (including nonparabolicity contributions).54 Since Fermi-Dirac
statistics is used, a fit of calculated ∆EG from Schenk et al.
57 seems reasonable in this case:53,54
∆Eg(ND) = A

ln

ND
Neff
b
+ C , (3.12)
where A,b,C are fitting constants and Neff denotes the relevant doping concentration ND at
which band gap narrowing effects start to occur. The constant C is often not needed and only
improves the result for low doping concentrations. Typical values for Neff are about 10
17 cm−3
and b = 1 for the apparent band gap narrowing. Here, Neff = 1014 cm−3, b = 3 and a somewhat
lower A for the real band gap narrowing is used in connection with Fermi-Dirac statistics.54 For
this calculation the centre of the band gap is set to zero yielding a conduction and valence band
position of EC = Eg/2 and EV = −Eg/2, respectively. Without further considerations, the energy
levels of donors and acceptors are affected by ∆EG. Since donors and acceptors can form con-
ducting bands in degenerate semiconductors, it is reasonable to assume that also the ionization
energy will be reduced. In a simple picture, the decrease in activation energy can be explained
by a reduced average potential energy of an electron or hole at higher doping concentrations.
In the semiconductor ionic impurities are shielded on average by charge carriers, which leads to
a lowering of potential energy.58 An overlapping or distribution effect will be inversely propor-
tional to the distance which is governed by N1/3D . A theoretically motivated expression for e.g.
EA is written in terms of acceptor density NA and isolated ionization energy EI as:
58
EA = EI − aN1/3A (3.13)
The values EA are determined from Hall data of doped silicon at lower temperatures and lead,
to a fit of a of the order of 4 · 10−8 eV cm.58 The consequence is a vanishing ionization energy
at very high doping levels. This is only a very rough estimate59 but can be used to improve
the applicability of Eq. 3.8 towards high doping concentration. Finally, in order to connect
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calculations of charge carrier concentrations with conductivity, the effect of impurities on the
charge carrier mobility has to be taken into account. There is a study of Arora et al.60 using
combined theoretical and experimental data on the mobility of electrons and holes to derive a
fit which holds for doping concentration up to 1020 cm−3 and a temperature between 250 K -
500 K within 13% of errors. They used a fitting expression of the mobility:60
µ= µmin +
µ0
1+ (ND/Nre f f )α
(3.14)
where µmin is the minimum mobility and Nre f f denotes a reference concentration marking the
onset of the impact of doping concentration ND controlled via the exponential α. Experimental
data on the lattice scattering mobility yield a temperature dependence for electrons and holes
given by µL = 8.56 · 108 T−2.33 and µL = 1.58 · 108 T−2.33, respectively.61–63 The ionized im-
purity scattering was estimated by a modified Brooks-Herring formulation,64 taking anisotropic
scattering effects into account, and combined with the lattice mobility by a mixed scattering
formula.59 At high doping concentrations the mobilities were found to depend on the dopant
type as well. Their numeric fits then read with Tn = T/300:60
µe = 88 T
−0.57
n +
7.4 · 108 T−2.33
1+ [ND/(1.26 · 1017T 2.4N )] 0.88 T−0.146N
(3.15)
µh = 54.3 T
−0.57
n +
1.36 · 108 T−2.33
1+ [ND/(2.35 · 1017T 2.4N )] 0.88 T−0.146N
(3.16)
Putting the above corrections of Eq. 3.16, Eq. 3.13 and Eq. 3.12 into the equations derived previ-
ously with the parameters for silicon, it is possible to calculate the Fermi level position for given
resistivity and doping type (being either Boron or Phosphorous). In Figure 3.3 they have been
plotted using above equations for various cases. In order to account for different crystal growth
methods and impurities an opposite donor or acceptor concentration is assumed for compensa-
tion. In the case of Czochralski process (CZ) Nd,a = 1014 cm−3 is chosen and a concentration
of Nd,a = 1011 cm−3 for floating zone purification (FZ). In Figure 3.3e, f the temperature be-
haviour of charge carrier concentration and Fermi level position is depicted. For doped silicon at
moderate temperatures, e.g. room temperature, there is a plateau where charge carrier concen-
tration equals n = nD since kBT ≈ Ed . If the temperature increases, the Fermi level approaches
the middle of the band gap since electrons can be thermally excited from the valence into the
conduction band, which is referred to as intrinsic conduction. This results in a rise in charge
carrier concentration in Figure 3.3f at low 1/T . For this simplified description, a very high
doping concentration requires the temperature to be further increased to render intrinsic con-
duction dominant leading to a shift of the Fermi level towards centre of the band gap expected
for electron and hole symmetry provided comparable effective mass. For very low temperatures
the charge carrier concentration decreases with inverse temperature due to disabled ionization
of donors since kBT < ED. The Fermi level is then determined by the donor state ED, which
remains partially ionized from compensation of acceptors. The mobilities in Figure 3.3h, i show
a decrease with both temperature and doping concentration as expected from Eq. 3.16 origi-
nating from scattering with phonons generated at high temperatures and impurities caused by
doping. In Figure 3.16k a high resistivity can only be reached for low doping concentrations
which are usually achieved using floating zone (FZ) process since standard Czochralski grown
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silicon has a higher impurity density of dopants. Nowadays it is possible to produce Czochralski
grown silicon with higher purity too. For the study in this work several silicon wafers of 100
±0.5◦ orientation have been ordered from Sil’tronix silicon technologies. With nominal resis-
tivity data the Fermi level position is calculated as explained above and compared to XPS data
in Section 9.3. All wafer surfaces are covered with a native oxygen layer of ca. 2 nm, which is
not taken into account in this description, especially with regard to surface states recorded in
literature65–67. In addition, conductivity was measured experimentally yielding similar values.
Label Resistivity Doping concentration Band Gap Fermi level - VB
[Ω cm] calculated [cm−3] calculated [eV] calculated[ev]
n++ 0.003 3 · 1019 1.02 1.04
n+ 0.013 1 · 1018 1.07 1.02
n 0.9 5 · 1015 1.12 0.90
n 4 1 · 1015 1.12 0.86
i 3000 2 · 1012 1.13 0.69
i 10000 5 · 1011 1.13 0.66
p 2 7 · 1015 1.12 0.20
p+ 0.0015 3 · 1020 0.89 -0.07
Table 3.1: Calculated charge carrier concentration and Fermi level position at room temperature
from conductivity data of silicon wafers of 100 ±0.5◦ orientation doped with either
Boron or Phosphorous. The resistivity is provided from the retailer, but was addition-
ally measured in Section 9.3. The label is chosen arbitrarily to mark the individual
wafer batch. The highest doped wafers n++ and p+ can be considered degenerate.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 3.3: All Figures are plotted with parameters of silicon, where Boron and Phosphorus de-
note p- and n-type doping. Figure (a) and (b) show the doping and temperature
dependence of the band gap reduction according to Eq. 3.12 and Eq. 3.11. Decrease
of ionization energy in (c). In (d) and (e) changes in the Fermi level position EF versus
doping concentration and temperature. The electron density is given in (f) as a func-
tion of inverse temperature. Electron and hole mobility for different temperatures
versus doping concentration in (h) and (i). The Fermi level for Phosphorus and Boron
doped silicon in (g) and (l). Their resistivity versus doping concentration in (j) and (k).
The label CZ and FZ stands for silicon crystals grown by Czochralski and Floating Zone
method, for which a low opposite impurity concentration of donors and acceptors
of Nd,a = 1014 cm−3 (CZ) and Nd,a = 1011 cm−3 (FZ) is assumed. To achieve high
resistivity in (k) a FZ method becomes necessary.
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3.3 Theoretical Description: Organic Semiconductors
A theoretical description of molecular doping in organic semiconductors as presented in liter-
ature is typically approached by common statistical models of inorganic semiconductor theory,
detailed in the previous section.13,68 Such a model is adapted to organic semiconductors by
applying modifications to the density of states and introducing deep traps in the band gap.
Even though doping in Organic semiconductors is not yet fully understood, an effective statis-
tical description based on classical semiconductors physics was found to nicely match exper-
imental data of the Fermi level position as shown by Tietze et al.13 in a wide doping range.
Also conductivity and thermoelectric power could be analysed by Schmechel et al.21 using
the Miller-Abraham model of hopping transport to describe data from Maenning et al.69 on
p-doped Zinc-phthalocyanine (ZnPc). Recently, doping induced changes in the density of states
for charge transfer complexes were further studied by Salzmann et al.34,70 in a statistical pic-
ture being also able to quantitatively reproduce experimental data. There may be few points
that are not fully understood or accounted for and which need to be resolved in future stud-
ies, however, the model of Tietze et al. does effectively describe experimental data surprisingly
well and therefore it will be summarized in the following.13,68 Unlike inorganic semiconductors
forming large bands of several eV in size, organic semiconductors can only have sharp bands
of ca. 100 meV due to weak intermolecular coupling or rather localized states which follow a
Gaussian distribution, generated by disorder and polarization effects.71,72 It is to mention, that
a local spatial correlation is not taken into account in a Gaussian disorder model, but is neces-
sary to explain the electrical field dependence.73 The Gaussian is then superimposed with an
exponential tail of defect states reaching into the gap.13,74,75
gDOS(E) =
 N0p2piσ e−
(E−E0)2
2σ2 , if E < Eβ .
Nβ
β e
− E−Eββ , if E > Eβ .
(3.17)
Centre of the Gaussian representing a HOMO level in Eq. 3.17 is marked by E0 with a typical
width of σ ≈ 0.2 eV. The transition between Gaussian and exponential tail is controlled by
Eβ . Usually a definition of a transport energy as maximum of conductivity is commonly used
since the relevant energies for transport are located in the outer end of the Gaussian or the
exponential tail of gDOS(E). The maximum conductivity derives from a product of mobility and
charge carrier concentrations, i.e. the density of states convoluted with Fermi-Dirac function. In
literature, a trap density is usually introduced by Gaussian shaped distribution:68
gT(E) =
NTp
2piσT
e
− (E−ET)2
2σ2T (3.18)
The trap density is not directly measured and may have an arbitrary shape. The parameters
are fitted by Tietze et al. and situated in the centre of the band gap.13,74,76 In case of p-doping,
neglecting free electrons, charge neutrality equation demands with hole density p, trap density
NT and dopant or acceptor density NA:
68
p+ N+T ≈ N−A . (3.19)
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The occupation of states in the HOMO and traps are governed by Fermi-Dirac statistics f (E; EF)
with a suitable degeneracy, according to:70
p =
∞∫
−∞
gDOS(E) [1− f (E, EF)] dE (3.20)
N+T =
∞∫
−∞
gT(E) [1− f (E, EF)] dE . (3.21)
The acceptor is not introduced in terms of a density but as a single level EA by Tietze et al.
13
The acceptor state is defined in a statistical context but is not directly connected to an accessible
level like the LUMO state of the dopant. Identical to Eq. 3.8 the ionization of the single acceptor
level is derived by:
N−A
NA
=

1+ e(EA−EF )/kBT
−1
(3.22)
This is different to the model of Salzmann et al.34 in which a density of states is assumed for
the dopant instead of a single effective level in order to take new states from charge transfer
crystals into account.49 Salzmann et al. then derive the fraction of charged dopants or occupied
acceptor states similar to Eq. 3.21. For strong p-type doping the Fermi level will be pinned or
saturated about 0.35 eV above the HOMO level, which requires the acceptor states in this de-
scription to be located above the HOMO as well.68 This is also the case for very strong dopants,
which possess a high electron affinity locating their LUMO below the host’s HOMO. Given low
doping concentrations the activation energy of dopants can be estimated from a temperature
dependent impedance spectroscopy measurement at a Schottky contact linking the width of the
depletion region to the amount of space charges NA: with the hole transport material and the
dopant an ITO/MeO-TPD:C60F36/Al Schottky diode was build by Tietze et al.13 Its capacity-
voltage dependence suggested ∆EA = 32 meV in the temperature range 178 - 313 K at 0.5
wt% doping.13 To resolve this discrepancy Tietze et al. concluded that a virtual acceptor state
represents rather the generation of free charge carriers for the statistical analysis. It is assumed
that strong dopants have a high charge transfer efficiency of close to 100% at moderate doping.
However, they form bound charge transfer complexes [M+A−] of matrix M and acceptor A,38
where charges are closely bound due to Coulomb interaction and a low dielectric background.
For contributing to free charge carriers they have to overcome Coulomb attraction and dissociate
to A−[M+M] decreasing the overall doping efficiency p/NA.13 More precisely, an equilibrium of
hole release and recapture at negatively charged acceptors sites has to be considered. Assuming
the hole release does not strongly depend on the doping concentration, the capture of free holes
is expected to increase with NA as the density of acceptor sites increases.
68 The Fermi level being
below the dopant states reflects this situation as acceptor states are occupied and correspond-
ingly holes are captured. At high doping concentration Olthof et al.47 measured a Fermi level
pinned closer to the HOMO for a more crystalline material having a higher permittivity, which
agrees with the interpretation of hole release from Tietze et al.13 On the basis of this arguing
the situation should be similar for n-type doping, however, other measurements68,74 indicate
that the Fermi level may not necessarily be pinned as for p-doping and can even cross the LUMO
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level of the matrix. It is to be mentioned that for this statement to be valid, the LUMO position
has to be indirectly inferred from IPES or transport measurements, which may hold systematic
errors. Nonetheless, this is a curious finding and may require further investigations on the fun-
damental doping mechanism.
Tietze et al.68 measured the dependence curve of the Fermi level position versus doping concen-
tration by UPS, which shows three different slopes on a log-scale. In their model, these regimes
are explained by trap-filling, dopant saturation and reserve. At very low concentration, deep
traps get occupied and the Fermi level position EF is affected by the trap density gT(E). After
all traps are filled the Fermi level EF is rapidly moving towards EA.
68 In the dopant saturation
regime, all dopants are ionized and the charge carrier density directly increases with the dopant
concentrations. This is the region with highest slope of Fermi level shift versus doping ratio,
determined by EA and gDOS(E) in the charge neutrality relation of Eq. 3.19.68 If EF exceeds
EA, there will be more uncharged dopants reducing the doping efficiency and ultimately caus-
ing the Fermi level to be pinned above the HOMO-Level. This is then labelled as dopant reserve
regime68 in resemblance with inorganic semiconductor theory, in which usually the temperature
regions of EF are described.
37 These classifications can be found in the corresponding electrical
measurements of doping efficiency and conductivity.68,75 It is to be mentioned, that all models
do not take morphology effects into account. Especially, for high doping concentrations dopants
are likely to form clusters and transfer charges across a dopant matrix interface. This is an
alternative mechanism for the reduced doping efficiency at high concentrations, too. Addition-
ally, changes in the density of states due to polaron formation of the mobile excess charge of
ca. 0.1 eV is either neglected or incorporated by simply shifting HOMO/LUMO states effectively
reducing the gap.70
3.4 Overview of Materials
Even though it is not a straight-forward criterion for efficient p-doping, as a rule of thumb, the
LUMO of the dopant has to be located below the HOMO of the organic semiconductor. There is
a discussion in literature on how to determine the proper HOMO and LUMO levels in the blend
in order to best predict ICT. The direct measurement with photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and
inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPS) yield the HOMO/LUMO values of a pure dopant or
matrix film. Additionally HOMO/LUMO levels of isolated molecules can be derived by density
functional theory (DFT) calculation or in solution by cyclic voltammetry (CV).29 Often there
is a certain discrepancy between HOMO/LUMO values, which depends on the measurement
technique and film properties. A list of energy levels reported in literature of common materials
is given in Table 3.2.
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HOMO [eV] LUMO [eV] Band Gap [eV]
rr-P3HT 4.6577 2.1377
rra-P3HT 5.2578 2.2578
CBP 6.2379, 6.380 2.2379 3.180,81
NPB, α-NPD 5.4779, 5.580, 5.682, 5.783 0.8584, 1.5279 3.180–83
CuPC 5.080, 5.285, 4.9582 1.780,82
Alq3 6.1
80, 5.9583, 5.885 2.780,81,83
Pentacene 5.284 384
ZnPC 5.0786 1.686, 2.4287
F4ZnPC 5.4686 2.4287
Spiro-OMeTAD 588, 5.2289 2.2489 2.9889
MoO3 9.68
79 6.779
Mo(tfd)3 7.84
90 5.5990
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 7.2
91 591
F4TCNQ 8.3414 5.2414, 5.2492
F6TCNNQ 5.013, 5.3792
Table 3.2: HOMO and LUMO values reported in literature for several p-dopant and ma-
trix molecules: Poly(3-hexylthiophen-2,5-diyl) (P3HT), 4-4’-N,N’-dicarbazolyl-
biphenyl (CBP), N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’- bis(1-naphthyl)- 1,1’biphenyl-4,4” diamine
(α-NPD), copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), tris(8-hydroxy-quinoline)aluminum
(Alq3), zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc), fluorinated zinc phthalocyanine (F4ZnPc),
N2,N2,N2’,N2’, N7,N7,N7’,N7’ -octakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-9,9’ -spirobi[9H-fluorene]-
2,2’,7,7’-tetramine (Spiro-OMeTAD), molybdenum trioxide (MoO3), molybdenum
tris-[1,2-bis(trifluoromethyl)ethane-1,2-dithiolene] (Mo(tfd)3), molybdenum tris-[1-
(methoxycarbonyl)- 2-(trifluoromethyl) ethane-1,2-dithiolene (Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3),
tetrafluorotetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ), 2,2-(perfluoronaphthalene-2,6-
diylidene)-dimalononitrile (F6TCNNQ). The HOMO values or the ionization potential
are directly taken from literature and were mostly measured with UPS. Ideally the
LUMO level is determined by IPES or by CV. If only the optical gap is used to derive
the LUMO level for energy diagrams, the literature vales are sorted in the band gap
column. It is to note, that this list is not complete nor does it contain all literature on
that matter.
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4 Experimental Methods
4.1 Photoelectron Spectroscopy
4.1.1 Principle of Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Photoelectron or photoemission spectroscopy (PES) is an important tool in surface science and
interface characterization. The analysis method is based on the photoelectric effect, which
describes the emission of electrons from the surface of a material if irradiated with light of
sufficiently high energy. If X-rays are used as light source, electron from core-level shells can
be excited. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) is often applied for determining chemical
composition and oxidation states at the surface. Electrons from the valence region are typically
excited with lower-energy radiation from UV-light sources. In ultra-violet photoemission spec-
troscopy (UPS) the density of states in the valence region, ionization potential, work function
and the respective position of the Fermi level is detected. A mapping of the band structure at
the surface can be approached by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (AR-XPS), which
holds additional information on the scattering process of valence electrons and their direction.
For primary photoelectrons the binding energy EB can be calculated if the light energy hν is
known and their kinetic energy Ekin is measured, assuming a complete absorption of the photon
and no secondary scattering processes. Conservation of energy therefore dictates:
EB = hν− Ekin −φ , (4.1)
where in fact E˜kin, as defined in Figure 4.1, is measured instead of Ekin, which depends on the
work function of the sample φ and the detector φD. In practice, the contact potential differ-
ence has to be determined by calibration of, for example, a clean metal surface to set the zero
reference point for the binding energy axis, provided that the spectrometer is in electrical con-
tact with the sample. The work function can be inferred from the difference in binding energy
between excitation energy and the secondary-electron cutoff (SEC). Direct photoelectrons in-
elastically scatter when escaping the surface generating a background of electrons appearing at
higher binding energies. Those secondary electrons that just manage to leave the sample have
to overcome the work function and are left with zero kinetic energy detected as the SEC. With
Ekin(SEC) = 0 the work function is given according to Eq. 4.1 by φ˜ = hν− EB(SEC), requiring
calibration of the spectrometer, since in practice an additional bias of -5 eV is applied to the
sample in order to accelerate the slow electrons for better detectability. After photo excitation,
the remaining hole is filled by an electron from higher shells, which can transfer its energy to
an other electron getting excited and possibly emitted from the surface. The so-called Auger
electrons leave the surface with constant kinetic energy irrespective of the light source. When
using different excitation energies, Auger-lines therefore appear at variable binding energy. In
XPS high resolution spectra, a spin-orbit splitting of core-level lines can be observed depending
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on the energy of the final state of the atom. As a consequence core-level lines in XPS are labelled
by nl j with n the principal quantum number, l angular momentum and j = l ± s with s = 1/2
which can either align parallel or anti-parallel. The relative intensity of the doublet is then given
by its degeneracy g = |2 j + 1|.
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the energy diagram of the photoemission process plus detector in (a).
Schematics of the Auger effect in (b).
4.1.2 Inelastic Mean Free Path
Photoemission spectroscopy is a very surface sensitive method due to a low inelastic mean free
path (IMFP) of electrons in solid state materials. The mean free path λ depends on both the
material properties as well as on the kinetic energy of electrons. The overall dependence of λ on
the kinetic electron energy is shown in Figure 4.2 and follows a "universal" curve, which has the
same shape for many materials. Especially for metals the function λ(Ekin) has a very universal
character. Given the mean free path at fixed Ekin, the intensity of primary electrons I0 is reduced
after travelling a distance d in the solid according to:
I(d) = I0e
− d
λ(Ekin) . (4.2)
Then λ determines the distance for which an electron beam is reduced in intensity by a factor
of 1/e. To approximate the IMFP for organic materials, or to improve on the material specifi-
cations, certain semi-empirical equations can be used.93–96 In this work, the predictive formula
of Tanuma et al.97 is used for calculating coverages on different substrates. Whereas the agree-
ment with experimental values is large in the range 50 to 200 eV, a precision of about 13% is
reported for the high energy range. Modified from the Bethe equation, the IMPF TPP-2 formula
of Tanuma et al. reads:97
λ=
E
E2p [β ln(γE)− (C/E) + (D/E)2] , (4.3)
where λ denotes the IMFP (in Å) as a function of electron energy E (in eV) with the free-electron
plasmon energy Ep = 28.8(Nvρ/M)
1
2 (in eV), the number of valence electrons per atom Nv , the
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molar weight M and the bulk density ρ (in g cm−3). The parameters γ, β , C , D are fitted based
on theoretical or experimental data, further depending on the density, Ep, M , ρ, Nv and the
band gap Eg . For composites mean values of M , Nv and Ep are taken from all atomic species
and inserted into Eq. 4.3 to get the best estimation.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the Inelastic Mean Free Path (IMFP) of silver as a function of kinetic energy,
calculated from Eq. 4.3.
4.1.3 Quantitative XPS
With XPS stoichiometric information can be obtained from different core-level emission lines
taking into account their respective photo excitation cross-sections. However, in order to get
quantitative information, the use of a reference method and database becomes necessary, that
involves knowledge of the detection process like the detector system, sample properties, geome-
try and processing of the spectra. In general, the photoelectron signal I may be written in terms
of kinetic energy E:98
I = σ D(E)
∫
γ
∫
φ
L(γ)
∫
y
∫
x
J0(x , y) T (x , y,γ,φ, E)
∫
z
N(x , y, z) e
−z
λ(E) cosθ (φ,γ) dVdΩ . (4.4)
Here, σ denotes the cross-section from the specific core-level shell, D(E) the detector efficiency,
L(γ) the angular asymmetry of the intensity of the photoemission process, J0 the X-ray flux in-
tensity over the surface area (x , y), T (x , y,γ,φ, E) the analyser transmission function, N(x , y, z)
the atom density of the atom under consideration, λ(E) inelastic electron mean free path in the
matrix and θ is the angle between surface normal and detector. The angle between emission
axis and incident X-rays is marked by γ, whereas φ is the rotational angle of emitted electrons.
Assuming a homogeneous distribution of atoms and a single take-off angle, the integration over
z can be carried out. Within the same probed area and photon flux, the ratio of intensities of
atom A and B can then be connected to their molar ratio:
NA
NB
=
IA
IB

σA D(EA) T (EA) λ(EA)
σB D(EB) T (EB) λ(EB)
−1
(4.5)
The remaining factors in Eq. 4.5 are often enclosed in the detector-specific atomic sensitivity
factors ASF which then lead to Eq. 4.6. It is to note that an average inelastic mean free path has
to be assumed which may differ for example in organic materials.
NA
NB
=
IA
IB
ASFB
ASFA
(4.6)
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4.1.4 Charging
During PES measurement photoelectrons are constantly emitted from the surface and leave a
positive charge behind, which has to be compensated from within the bulk of the material. Con-
sequently, there is a small current between the sample and the reference potential or ground of
the spectrometer. If these positive charges at the surface can not be replenished fast enough,
they will pile up and build a positive surface potential. Electrons leaving the surface are slowed
down by the attractive potential and appear at higher binding energies compared to a neutral
surface. This leads to wrongly assigned binding energies and false conclusions when investi-
gating doping or performing interface experiments, which result from the sample not being in
equilibrium.
The conductivity of the sample is an important criterion for charging effects to become appar-
ent. If the resistivity is too high, electrons are not compensating the photo-generated holes
at the same rate they are created by photoemission.99 For strong charging and surface in-
homogeneities, an additional broadening of peak shapes is observed. For intrinsic organic
semiconductors with a band gap up to 2 eV and mobilities of down to 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1, a
high resistivity can be expected. Given a photo-current of 20 nA, a beam diameter of 200 µm
and a film thickness of 100 nm, a potential drop of 0.2 eV occurs within the organic layer for a
conductivity of σ = 10−7 Ω−1 m−1, where a full compensation is assumed. The amount of pho-
toelectrons depend on the flux of the light source but also on the cross-section of the respective
electron-shells, which is a function of photon energy. For organic materials, charging is much
more severe in case of UPS, compared to XPS at comparable photon flux. The reason is a much
higher cross-section for the C 2p orbitals (with UPS at 21.22 eV) than for the C 1s state (with
XPS at 1486.7 eV). In addition, XPS produces a large number of secondary electrons distributed
in vacuum which may also contribute to hole compensation.
Since this is a common problem in PES, there are several strategies to account for charging.
Most modern spectrometers are equipped with a neutraliser composed of an electron flood gun
and/or a soft ion beam, which can compensate surface charges but leaves the precise Fermi level
position unknown. In principle, the application of very thin films can reduce the resistance and
therefore charging, however, the influence of the e.g. metal substrate can become dominant for
very low thickness. Alternatively a thin gold layer can be deposited on-top and the position of
the Au 4f peak may be used as a reference in conjunction with the value of a clean gold sample.
It is to be noted, that effects of gold cluster size and interactions with the metal need to be
considered. Nonetheless, there are parameters that can be analysed which are not affected by
charging like difference in binding energies or for example the modified Auger parameter.99
4.1.5 Setup and Settings
In this work, photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) measurements were carried out using a PHI5000
Versa Probe scanning photoelectron spectrometer attached to the clustertool, a fully integrated
UHV system at InnovationLab (Heidelberg). The spectrometer was equipped with a monochro-
matic Al Kα X-ray source at 1486.7 eV photon energy for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). For ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), a differentially pumped helium dis-
charge lamp is attached to the spectrometer chamber, which is operated for He I emission at
21.2 eV with a current of 80 mA. To increase He II emission the partial pressure is lowered and
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the set point for the current loop increased to 200 mA. The energy offset is regularly calibrated
with the Fermi level edge of a sputter-cleaned silver sample distributed in vacuum. The focused
X-ray spot is approximately 200 µm in diameter and can be narrowed down to 10 µm. The pass
energy for measuring high resolution core-level lines was set to 11.75 or 23.5 eV.
4.2 Infrared Spectroscopy
In this work, infrared spectroscopy (IR) measurements are discussed to complement XPS anal-
ysis, since additional information on charge-transfer in the bulk, composition and molecular
properties can be obtained from optical spectroscopy which are not accessible with XPS. All IR
spectra shown in this work have been measured in the group of A. Pucci at the clustertool of
InnovationLab Heidelberg. Since this work is not carried out by the author, only important ex-
perimental findings are mentioned, which support conclusions presented herein and which help
to draw a more conclusive picture on the system under investigation. For more information the
reader is referred to corresponding literature.100,101
4.2.1 Setup and Settings
For IR transmission measurements the FTIR-spectrometer Vertex80v from Bruker was used. The
base pressure in the sample compartment was ca. 3 mbar to prevent absorption from ambient
air. Most of the measurements were recorded near normal transmittance (7◦) with a Mercury
Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector. In this spectrometer, a globar is used as a light source,
which is a heated rod made from silicon carbide. The resolution can be estimated to about 4
cm−1 and an average of 200 scans is usually taken. To further obtain a good signal to noise
ratio, the MCT detector has to be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. Additionally, the
spectrometer possesses a DLaTGS-detector (deuterated L-alanine doped triglycene sulphate),
which does not require cooling and has a good linearity but worse sensitivity. The MCT detector
(580 cm−1 - 6000 cm−1) shows a linear response for low intensity and software corrections are
possible. In standard measurements an aperture of 1 mm and a potassium bromide (KBr) beam
splitter is used.
4.3 Vacuum Thermal Evaporation
Small molecules for organic electronics are usually deposited from heated crucibles at high vac-
uum (HV) to ultra high vacuum (UHV). Since organic materials are heated in UHV, they do not
decompose but pass over into the gas phase from a liquid phase or they directly sublime, pro-
vided that the decomposition temperature is higher than the evaporation temperature at given
pressure. Contaminations can only stem from impurities within the source material or residual
gas molecules. With this technique stacks of multiple layers of different materials can be easily
realized, since layers are grown molecule by molecule at an adjustable evaporation rate con-
trolled by distance and temperature. Especially homogeneously doped layers can be fabricated
by co-evaporation, in which both dopant and matrix molecule are simultaneously deposited.102
The molecular beam can be stopped by a simple shutter and the rate is monitored by a quartz
micro-balance.
For this work, a new preparation chamber was built up that is small enough to work with only
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little amount of organic material. The initial goal was to characterize new dopant molecules
with a set of common matrix materials. For a first successful synthesis there can be as little
as <100 mg substance after purification. To run several experiments with one material batch,
a small crucible and a short distance to the substrate is required. However, if the sample-to-
source distance is chosen too small, the thin film will be inhomogeneous and a simultaneous
monitoring with a micro-balance is difficult. For this purpose, an old (mostly organic contam-
inated) evaporation chamber was thoroughly cleaned and set-up as depicted in Figure 4.3. At
the bottom a water-cooled metal source can be attached and a commercial 4-cell evaporator was
mounted to the side. Since the individual cells are small, a shutter is not needed due to a fast
heat-up and cool-down time. The sample enters the chamber horizontally on the transfer rod.
At the connecting cross on the top a pressure sensor and a turbo-molecular pump is attached.
A water-cooled micro-balance is introduce from a small flange at the upper 45◦ position to par-
tially catch the molecular beam that does not hit the sample. A sensitivity check and tooling
factor calibration was not jet conducted. A simple geometric consideration yields a thickness
variation of 1.5% for a 1 cm sample from the central source positions (θ = 0◦) in Figure 4.3c
(evaporated mass M , density ρ) but increases to ± 8% at the θ = 45◦ position, if the sample is
kept horizontally:
d =
M cosθ
ρ4pir2
=
Mh
ρ4pi(h2 + L2)3/2
(4.7)
(a) (b) turbo pump, pressure sensor, 
window, ..
(c)
micro-balance
transfer rod
evaporation source
r
h
evaporator
L
θ
substrate
Figure 4.3: Computer designed model of the evaporation chamber (a) with intended configura-
tion (b) and geometric properties in (c).
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5 Methods in Data Analysis
5.1 Doping Concentration
As described in Section 4.1, it is possible to estimate stoichiometric element ratios with quanti-
tative information in XPS. Here, a homogeneous distribution of the respective elements has to
be assumed, because XPS is very surface sensitive and an element that originates from e.g. a
top layer has a higher detection efficiency compared to an element that is only present in the
bulk. Provided a homogeneous atomic distribution and benefiting from the comparably higher
information depth in organic materials, the doping concentration can be calculated on the basis
of atomic ratios. Additionally, the doping concentration needs to be high enough in order to
detect dopant-related core-level emission lines, which is usually around >1%. However, for or-
ganic semiconductors a doping concentration in the order of a few vol% is often used to achieve
high conductivity. If the number of atoms in each molecule is known from their structure, ra-
tios of elements can be converted to molar ratios or to molar fractions of molecules. In case
of p-doping, the dopant is commonly fluorinated, whereas the matrix is not. Hence, fluorine
can be used as an unambiguous marker for the dopant. However, the matrix may not posses an
exclusive core-level emission and in an extreme case (for example in n-doping of Section 8.1)
all core-level lines bear contributions of both dopant and matrix, in which only their relative
intensities change with doping concentration. In order to calculate the most probable doping
ratio based on all available elements in XPS, the following method is proposed. Let I˜x be the
ASF or transmission/cross-section corrected intensity of the relevant core-level emission line of
element x and nA be the molar concentration of molecular species A. Then, with the number of
atoms of element x in A denoted by Nx ,A, the intensity can be expressed for multiple molecular
species according to:
I˜x ∼
∑
A
Nx ,A nA (5.1)
I˜∼ N n , (5.2)
where n = (nA,nB,nC , ...) is the vector of molar densities for molecular species A, B, C , ... and
I˜= ( I˜x , I˜ y , I˜z, ...) the vector of corrected core-level intensities for elements x , y , z, ... connected
by the matrix N = (Nx ,A). There is a single unknown proportionality factor in Eq. 5.1 which
cancels for ratios like nA/nB. Eq. 5.2 can be solved via n ∼ N−1I˜ with the pseudo inverse of
N. However, errors for the intensity have to be taken into account, if the difference in absolute
values is large. The noise level can be estimated by shot-noise with square-root dependence on
intensity which leads to the weights w = diag(
p
I). Consequently, the result can be improved
by solving the weighted least square fit in Eq. 5.3 with a common numeric library, yielding also
values for the standard error in n.
min
n
w−1/2 (˜I−N n)2 (5.3)
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5.2 Satellite Removal in UPS
For UPS measurements, the UV light source is often a non-monochromatized differentially-
pumped cold cathode capillary discharge lamp which is filled with a low-pressured noble gas,
typically Helium. The resonant fluorescence occurs when the noble gas is excited in the dis-
charge process and subsequently decays to the ground state. Common choices of emission lines
are Ne I (16.6 eV) and Ne II (26.8 eV) or He I (584 Å, 21.2eV) and He II (304 Å, 40.8 eV). In
this work, a helium discharge lamp is used that can be adjusted to operate in He I and He II
emission. Usually the transition from the first excited to the ground state is the most intense,
but there are also other transition from e.g. higher excited states. The strongest emission of He
I is at 584 Å but there are lines at 537 Å, 522 Å and 304 Å which can have intensities of about
2% of the main line. For heavier noble gases also a richer satellite structure can be expected.
Since photoemission in UPS occurs mainly from the He I emission at 21.22 eV, the He I satellites
generate ghost lines of the UPS spectra shifted in binding energy due to a variation in photon
energy. These can be partially corrected by subtracting the scaled and shifted recorded spec-
trum according to the distribution and intensity of He I satellites. For most purposes this is a
sufficiently good correction given the relative intensities of around 2%. However, when trying
to investigate band gap states or using heavier noble gases, a more accurate satellite correction
can be attempted. Assuming that the cross-section of photoemission does not change within the
energy range of He I satellites, the measured spectrum I(E) is derived from the pure or true
spectrum S(E) via convolution:
I(E) =
∫
S(E′) t(E − E′) dE′ , (5.4)
where t(E) holds information on the exciting UV spectrum. In a simple approach t(E) can be
constructed from the sum of the main line plus individual satellites. Provided that their relative
strength Ni and energy shift ∆Ei is known from calibration or calculation, the transfer function
t(E) can be expressed by:
t(E) = N0δ(E) + N1δ(E −∆E1) + ... =:
∑
i
Niδ(E −∆Ei) (5.5)
With the above approximation for t(E), the clean spectrum S(E) can be inferred from Eq. 5.4
via deconvolution. In fact, if only a sum of delta peaks is considered in Eq. 5.5, the convolution
matrix will be sparse and a direct inversion by singular value decomposition can be attempted
if the data vector is not too large. Alternatively iterative deconvolution like Richardson-Lucy
algorithm or Fourier-based methods are favoured. This can in principle also be applied to XPS
for a non-monochromatized Al Kα source. With the expression in Eq. 5.4 also photoemission-
induced charging (mentioned in Section 4.1) can be corrected for, if t(E) describes a charging
process that causes an energy shift and broadening. For example, the transfer function can
be determined from deconvolution of a charged core-level line with its uncharged reference
obtained by deposition of an additional conducting toplayer. With this transfer function, the
charged XPS valence band can be recovered, which would not be possible with a conducting
toplayer.
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6 Diffusion in Organic Semiconductors
6.1 Overview Diffusion
Doping of organic semiconductors can be beneficial for many types of devices since it improves
contact resistance to metals or metal-like oxides and reduces Ohmic losses in charge transport
layers.12,44,102–106 Ideally, the position of the Fermi level can be controlled with respect to the
transport level of the semiconductor, that offers a powerful tool to engineer electrical proper-
ties of organic layers in a multi-stack device.12,107 An increase in conductivity of 10 orders of
magnitude has been reported, giving rise to almost metal-like doped polymers.6,10 With highly
increased conductivity, organic polymers also become promising candidates for thermo-electric
applications featuring a low thermal conductivity.108,109 However, in modern state-of-the-art de-
vices electrical or electrochemical doping plays a minor role or is sometimes not used at all. Up
to recently,110 homo p-n-junctions still posed a challenge for organic devices and is still prob-
lematic for polymers.111 The problems of stability are mainly due to reactivity and diffusion of
dopants, since in early studies, halogens and alkali-metals have been used for doping.9,10,112,113
As an example, dopants can diffusive into adjacent layers and cause exciton quenching, re-
ducing the lifetime of optoelectronic devices.16,114–116 This has been improved by introducing
molecular dopants, which constitute of small molecules with a specifically high electron affin-
ity or low ionization potential acting as electron acceptors or donors.13 For example in case
of p-doping, molecules like 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ)
and molybdenum tris(1,2-bis(trifluoromethyl)-ethane-1,2-dithiolene) (Mo(tfd)3) possess a high
electron affinity and enable an integer or partial charge transfer.43 Details about the charge
transfer mechanism and the generation of free charge carriers is subject of intensive research.
However, even for molecular dopants a strong diffusion and drift has been reported and gained
more attention recently.14,15,117–120 Generally speaking, a higher diffusivity can be expected for
polymers as hosts in comparison to conjugated host molecules like fullerenes, since polymers of-
fer a large free volume and lower density.120 The host morphology plays an important role when
considering diffusion, as for example stable doped layers have been reported with F4TCNQ
and Mo(tfd)3 in N,N’-di(1-naphthyl)-N,N’-diphenyl-(1,1’-biphenyl)-4,4’-diamine (α-NPD),
46,121
whereas F4TCNQ was found to diffuse in more crystalline materials like zincphthalocyanine
(ZnPc) and 4,4’-bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1’-bi-phenyl (CBP), causing migration to a metal electrode
modifying its surface potential.14,15 Moreover, the size and chemical properties of molecular
dopants can determine their mobility in an organic matrix. Thermally activated diffusion of
F4TCNQ and the fluorinated fullerene C60F36 was studied by Li et al. in N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-
methoxyphenyl)benzidine (MeO-TPD) by means of photoluminescence spectroscopy, neutron
reflectometry, and near-edge X-ray absorption finestructure spectroscopy, showing that the
larger C60F36 provides an increased morphological stability than F4TCNQ.117 The diffusion
of small molecules was also quantitatively studied in literature: A series of work was focused
on the diffusion of fullerene-derivatives in the polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), which
is of interest for bulk hetero-junctions made from PCBM:P3HT in solar cell applications, yield-
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ing diffusion constants D of ca. 10−11 and 10−14 cm2s−1 at around 140 ◦C.122–124 Very recently,
the diffusion of F4TCNQ and its monoester-substituted derivative, in which one of the cyano
moieties is replaced by an alkyl ester, was measured quantitatively using confocal fluorescence
microscopy, a measurement technique that enables analysis of spatial concentration profiles
as a function of time.125 The results of a two-component fit reveal that charged F4TCNQ (D ≈
10−13cm2s−1) is less mobile than neutral F4TCNQ (D ≈ 10−11cm2s−1) and that the slightly more
bulky derivative shows an order of magnitude reduced mobility than F4TCNQ.125 As another
example in this context, the diffusion of ions in polymers from electrolyte dielectrics used in or-
ganic thin-film transistors was measured to be 10−12 - 10−14 cm2s−1 at room temperature.126,127
On the other hand, the diffusivity of molecular dopants can be beneficially used in sequential
doping, in which the pure polymer is processed to achieve optimal morphology, eg. crystallinity,
and the dopant is introduced subsequently by vacuum or solution-based deposition.128–130 Pro-
vided the dopant enters the film, this offers doped and, at least in some cases, highly ordered
polymer films with coherent charge transport.118,131 Parallel to this work, Li et al. reported that
F4TCNQ diffuses more easily in crystalline P3HT, compared to fully amorphous P3HT, which
causes a reduction in fidelity for dopant induced solubility control (DISC) patterning.132 The
DISC patterning method employs sequential deposition of dopants, which diffuse into the semi-
conducting polymer and render doped regions insoluble in nonpolar solvents due to the high
polarity of charge transfer.133 The diffusion of small molecules in rubbery or glassy polymers
has been extensively studied in literature, but is mainly focused on the penetration of solvents
and other liquids.134,135 Theoretical descriptions of diffusion in such systems require concepts of
free volume and partial immobilization to explain deviations from Fickian diffusion.136–140 The
temperature dependence of diffusion in such systems is modelled by Arrhenius law and involves
an activation energy for transport.134 These concepts may also play a role in the diffusion of
molecular dopants in organic semiconductors.
This work is aimed at testing and investigating diffusion within a known system to fur-
ther discuss and verify strategies of immobilization. In the first part of the chapter, the
bulky dopant molybdenum tris(1-(methoxycarbonyl)-2-(trifluoromethyl)-ethane-1,2-dithiolene
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is studied in P3HT to characterize spectroscopic features used to identify dif-
fusion, which is then discussed for sequentially doped P3HT with regard to its morphology in
the second part.
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6.2 Material System P3HT
In order to investigate the diffusion of molecular dopants in more detail, a suitable model system
of dopant and matrix has to be chosen. A more elaborate literature reviews on recent studies,
that focus on diffusion in common organic materials, are presented in Section 6.1 and 7.1.
The materials used for this study are shown in Figure 6.1. By choosing a polymer as matrix,
a higher diffusivity of dopants can be expected, being favourable for the context of this work.
The polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is a very well known hole-transport and donor
material for organic photovoltaics (OPV)141,142 and organic field effect transistors (OFETS),143
which found broad application in previous studies.143–145 P3HT essentially contains a backbone
of repeating thiophene units with attached hexyl side chains. The precise conformation of
the polymer depends on the regioregularity of its hexyl side chains.146 Ideally, an alternating
alignment of thiophene (head) and side chains (tail), which is referred to as head-tail coupling,
leads to high structural order and "straight" 2D-sheets of lamellar structures in a crystalline
phase (see Figure 6.2b).147 The percentage of head-tail coupling is considered as degree of
regio-regularity and allows efficient pi-pi stacking of thiophene backbones. A completely random
orientation of P3HT is referred to as regio-random P3HT (rra-P3HT) and results in isolated
chains in a coiled conformation.147 P3HT exhibits broad absorption bands in the visible range
between 400 nm and 600 nm as depicted in Figure 12.4b.145
(a) Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 (b) P3HT
Figure 6.1: The Figure shows the structural formula of the dopant molecule molybdenum tris-(1-
(methoxycarbonyl)-2-(trifluoromethyl)ethane-1,2-dithiolene) (Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3) in
(a) and the matrix poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) in (b). The dopant was provided
by the group of S. Marder (Georgia Institute of Technology).
The energy levels of P3HT, i.e. the HOMO and LUMO levels are located around 5 eV and
3 eV with respect to the vacuum level.148,149 The precise position of energy levels depends
on the morphology of P3HT, as for example a stronger bound HOMO-level at 5.25 eV was
reported for rra-P3HT, compared to regio-regular P3HT (rr-P3HT), and was possibly assigned
to an increased backbone-twist.78 For rr-P3HT a HOMO and LUMO level of 4.65 eV and 2.13
eV has been reported.77 Additionally, the structural orientation of P3HT at the substrate’s in-
terface affects the determination of bulk energy levels. P3HT is known to exhibit large space
charge regions in a Schottky diode configuration. The morphology of rr-P3HT is regarded to
be semi-crystalline with a crystalline content of 40-70%, depending on molecular weight and
regio-regularity.150 For P3HT crystals two characteristic stacking distances are observed in elec-
tron diffraction measurements that are assigned to the pi-pi stacking of the thiophene backbone
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at 0.38 nm in (010)-direction and the lamellar stacking at 1.68 nm in (100)-direction.151–154 In
P3HT OFETs the orientation of crystals at the gate strongly affects the observed mobility, since
a edge-on orientation of the lamellar-stacked sheets enable a charge transport along the (010)-
direction supported by pi-pi-interactions increasing the hole mobility.155,156 For comparing the
influence of morphology in this work, rr-P3HT was purchased from Merck KGaA (lisicon SP001)
and rra-P3HT from Rieke Metals with material properties listed in Table 6.1. For this study,
Mw [g mol
−1] Regioregularity [%] Polydispersity
rr-P3HT 24 320 93.7 2.1
rra-P3HT 57 000 - 2.9
Table 6.1: Material parameters of the utilized P3HT such as molar weight and regularity.
the dopant Molybdenum tris[1-(methoxycarbonyl)-2-(trifluoromethyl)-ethane-1,2-dithiolene]
(Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3) was investigated, which is a derivative of Mo(tfd)3 designed by Zhang et
al. to increase solubility.121,157 As a consequence Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 can be both vacuum (UHV)
and solution processed, which is necessary to compare effects of different processing methods
(sequential or "in-solution" doping) on, for example, morphology, charge transfer efficiency and
energy levels.158 The dopant Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 has an electron affinity of around 5 eV which is
lower than for strong dopants like Mo(tfd)3 or F4TCNQ.
91,121,159 Nonetheless, a high doping
efficiency is observed with P3HT (see Section 9.1 and 9.2), although P3HT has a HOMO of
around 5 eV as well.77,148,149 Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 undergoes integer charge transfer with P3HT
and quantum calculations from Tenderholt et al. suggest, that the electron is mainly localized
around the C2S2 portions of the dithiolene ligands.
91,160 A goal of this work is to test the impact
of P3HT crystallinity on dopant diffusion. In principle, even a directional dependence of the
dopant diffusion in P3HT crystallites may be possible provided that the lamellar or pi-pi plane is
blocking the dopants in one direction. However, there is a discussion in literature whether large
molecular dopants can actually enter P3HT crystallites or are only located in the amorphous
regions of rr-P3HT. Liu et al. suggested that a reduction in pi-pi spacing upon doping is not due
to intercalated dopants but due to charging itself.161
lamellar
stacking
π -π
stacking
regio-regular
P3HT
regio-random
P3HT
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: (a) Sketch of the morphology of regio-regular rr-P3HT and regio-random rra-P3HT.
(b) Schematic of the P3HT crystallites with pi-pi and lamellar stacking order.
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7 Immobilization Strategies
7.1 Overview of Immobilization Strategies and Molecule Design
The potential benefits of electrical or electrochemical doping in organic semiconductors are
crucial for the development of devices and can be used in state of the art applications,12,162
which was stated in the introduction in Section 6.1. In the previous chapter the volatility and
diffusivity of dopants in low dense organic host materials like for example polymers was dis-
cussed. Since dopant migration has been identified as an important degradation mechanism
for organic light emitting diodes16 limiting lifetime and reducing performance for long-term
operation, the prospect of suppressing or reducing any kind of molecular diffusion is of in-
terest in the design routes for universally employable and strong dopants.34 For example it is
known that dopants entering adjacent layers can cause exciton quenching in optoelectronic de-
vices.16,114–116 Also stable p-n structures are not possible with halogens and alkali metals as
oxidizing or reducing agent because of their high diffusivity.9,10 Moreover they were found to
cause problems in organic hole transport layers for planar n-i-p perovskite solar cells. In the
previous chapter properties that influence the diffusion were identified. It is known in literature
that the specific material combination determines if a dopant-host system is stable. In general,
larger dopant molecules offer better thermal stability as they experience more hindrance when
diffusing through the matrix.117 Li et al. directly measured the diffusion constant of F4TCNQ
(D ≈ 10−11cm2s−1) in P3HT and its bulkier monoester-substituted derivative, yielding more
than an order of magnitude lower diffusivity.125 Regarding the host material, polymers enable
a generally higher dopant mobility than for example molecular glasses.120,129 Although there
is no direct proof for this conclusion, experimental observations may suggest that crystalline
semiconductors may allow for a higher diffusivity than fully amorphous materials like α-NPD or
C60. For example, stable layers have been reported for F4TCNQ and Mo(tfd)3 in α-NPD.
46,121
However, in similar-sized but more crystalline materials such as ZnPc and CBP, the same dopant
F4TCNQ was observed to migrate towards a metal electrode changing its surface properties.14,15
A possible explanation may include grain boundaries acting as dopant pathways. This idea can
at least agree with the higher dopant-uptake in sequentially doped rr-P3HT found in this work
(see Section 10.3). Moreover, Li et al. reported that charged F4TCNQ molecules in P3HT are
much less mobile (D ≈ 10−13cm2s−1) than their neutral counterparts (D ≈ 10−11cm2s−1).125
In modelling the diffusion in sequential doping, studied in Section 10.3, charged dopants were
practically treated as immobile, because a change in surface concentration was only observed
for neutral molecules. An explanation for this difference is given by increased electrostatic in-
teractions of the charged dopant with its surrounding. Coulomb forces and polarization effects
are considered to enhance the onsite binding energy, preventing the dopant from migrating.163
In conclusion, suppressing diffusion can either focus on morphology, i.e. size and crystalline,
or on increasing intermolecular interactions which is the case for charged molecules. There are
some publications in literature addressing these two approaches to stabilize dopants in for ex-
ample soft polymers. Dai et al. proposed an additional dopant blocking interlayer to hinder
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dopant migration in adjacent layers, which was introduced by soft-contact transfer lamina-
tion.91,158 It was shown via secondary ion mass spectrometry that dopants are not diffusive
in the P3HT:ICBA bulk heterojunction suggesting that ICBA is filling up voids and thereby pre-
sumably blocking dopant pathways.158 Li et al. investigated doping of the modified thiophene
poly(thiophene-3-[2-(2-methoxy-ethoxy)ethoxy]-2,5-diyl) (S-P3MEET) bearing very polar side
chains intended to increase the binding to F4TCNQ anions.164 In fact, they found that the ethyl-
oxy side-chains of S-P3MEET are capturing the F4TCNQ molecules and retain them up to an
annealing temperature of 210 ◦C. In a stack of P3HT and S-P3MEET absorption and fluores-
cence spectroscopy revealed that F4TCNQ diffused into S-P3MEET, where it is more strongly
bound, and little F4TCNQ was left in P3HT.164 Interestingly, with regard to this study presented
in Section 13.4, they found an increase in the melting temperature of S-P3MEET with 5 wt%
doping suggesting that F4TCNQ further stabilizes the polymer film. A different approach was
followed by Mor et al., where contact doping was achieved with strong polyelectrolytes, i.e.
sulfonated poly(sulfone)s improving charge carrier injection.119 Polymer strands incorporating
acidic moieties aligned in ultra thin layers at the anode mimic doped transport layers for contact
barrier reduction.119 The advantage is, that in principle p-type polymer donors serve the same
role as for example small molecular dopants like F4TCNQ, but resist diffusion due to their large
size and can be employed within the electrode region. Usually most of these methods have
some drawbacks or are only effective in a specific material configuration. For example, addi-
tional dopant blocking interlayer complicates the stack processing and induce possible problems
for energy level alignment at its interfaces.165 Also making dopants simply large probably causes
problems concerning morphology. In this work, it is sought to increase intermolecular interac-
tions between dopant and matrix in order to reduce diffusivity and create a more stable doped
layer. In organic solids intermolecular interactions include dispersion force, dipole-dipole in-
teractions, pi-pi interactions or even hybridization. Anchoring, i.e. thermally stable connections
between dopant and host, are likely achieved via a covalent bond. A pre-modification of the host
with a functional group that introduces self-doping was previously used to localize dopants in
fabricated thin films.166,167 In order to engage a bond after film formation or blending at desired
concentration, host and dopant require complementary functional groups to trigger a specific
chemical reaction such as amino, ester, epoxide or thiol groups.168–170 This "click-chemistry"
principle however requires to synthetically modify each organic semiconductor to fit the dopant
which is not feasible given the scope of materials in use. Possible strategies are depicted in Fig-
ure 7.1. The goal is to functionalize a common dopant which possess an anchoring group being
able to undergo covalent bonding to any organic semiconductor. In particular, this means the re-
active group has to attach to aliphatic C-H or olefinic C=C bonds present in almost any organic
semiconductor without introduction of severe degradation and traps by altering the electronic
structure of the host molecule, caused by additional covalent bonds. Furthermore, a possible
partial polymerization or interconnection among dopant molecules is also not excluded, if seg-
regation occurs and they are not individually dispersed in the matrix. However, this tends to
reduce the diffusivity as well and is initially not considered to be a problem. In the following
organic azides are discussed to provide an universal anchoring mechanism and are applied as
suitable dopants for immobilization.
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Figure 7.1: This schematic illustrates different immobilization approaches for the n-type dopant
DMBI (in the centre) either by increasing intermolecular interaction with a bulky an-
chor that decreases diffusivity in low dense matrix or by creating covalent bonds to
the host molecule or the electrode.
7.2 Chemistry of Organic Azides
As described in the previous chapter, organic azides are of interest for the purpose of bind-
ing molecular dopants to neighbouring matrix molecules. The class of organic azides is very
diverse and includes aryl, acyl and alkyl azides. Their unique properties and applicabilities
in synthetic chemistry is used for example in heterocycles or anilines, pharmaceuticals, explo-
sives technology, biomarkers and peptides and photo-activation of polymers.171,172 Bräse et al.
counted more than 1000 publications and there are several reviews on the topic.171,173–176 The
first aromatic azide has been synthesized by P. Griess in 1866 and hydrogen azide was synthe-
sized by Curtius in 1890.71,177 In biochemistry azides are used for acetylation of proteins178,179
and azidonucleosides like azidothymidin, which inhibits reverse transcriptase employed for an-
tiretroviral medication in for example AIDS treatment.180 Inorganic azides on the other hand
often form explosives. In the case of heavy metal azides, e.g. lead azide, they serve as pri-
mary explosives for booster detonation since they easily trigger on impact or heat.181 Sodium
azide is used to inflate air bags of cars, since decomposition can be initiated by heat or an
electrical impulse and rapidly releases nitrogen.171 Organic azides are likely explosive, if the
azido moieties are dominating, i.e. as a rule of thumb for compounds having (C+O)/N<3.182
In general, azides are also very toxic and have to be handled with care. In the context of
this work the photochemical cross-linking of spacers like bis-azides is of particular interest.
This has received much attention lately as desolubilization is not limited to a specific polymer
and may be very well be applied to any suitable material. As an example, Png et al. used a
bis(fluorophenyl azide) (sFPA) for cross-linking,183 thus protecting polymer strands from re-
dissolution in solution-processed heterostructures. The cross-linker bis(perfluorophenyl) azide
(bis-PFPA) has also been tested in conjunction with doped polymer films, however, not on the
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dopants themselves but mixed in a doped film preserving the doping benefits.184 FPA is investi-
gated to be activated by deep-ultraviolet light (UV, 254 nm) inducing photolysis and generating
reactive singlet nitrenes;174,183 afterwards they potentially undergo a scope of reactions but de-
pending on reaction partners preferably cross-linking. Another field of applications involves the
modification of surfaces which is based on an azide click-chemistry to selectively bind organic
molecules and in its principle proceeds by a functionalization via SAMs.179,185–187 For example,
carbon surfaces can be treated by gaseous iodine azide vapour yielding an azide terminated sur-
face, which then selectively can be used in click chemistry: coupling them to terminal alkynes via
copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition has been demonstrated by Stenehjem et al.179 This
approach was previously applied to graphitic surfaces in a solution based process.186 The use
of azide termination or as an intermediate connector for SAMs was demonstrated also for hy-
drogen terminated silicon surfaces in conjunction with diacetylene species or bifunctional short
oligoethylene oxide spacers using azide-alkyne cycloaddition in order to attach biomolecules
like e.g. glycans for sensing (specific) glycan binding protein absorption.185,188 In fact, there is
a broad application of azides for click-chemistry in surface science.179,185,186,188
7.2.1 Structure
Figure 7.2: The Figure shows N−3 Lewis-structures in (a) and exemplary for an organic azide in (b)
possible resonance structures.173 A schematic drawing of DFT results in (c) based on
Chen et al.189,190
Azides form (metallic) salts of the anion N−3 or of organic compounds of the hydrazoic acid
(HN3), which belong to the group of pseudohalogenes. The nitrogen atoms in the azide group
are arranged linearly, and have a polar mesomeric structure.171 Their corresponding resonance
structures are depicted in Figure 7.2. For organic azides the bond length of for example CH3N3
are given by 1.47 A in R-N(1), 1.23 A in N(1)-N(2) and 1.14 A in N(2)-N(3) provided the num-
bering in Figure 7.2c.189,191,192 This means that the outer N(2)-N(3) bond has the character of a
triple bond whereas the inner N(1)-N(2) bond is very close to an isolated nitrogen double bond.
The structure of the azide chain then implies a pentavalent central nitrogen. Atomic distances
between atoms were found to vary only little for different azide species.189 The charge distri-
bution however depends on the rest R connected to the azide R-N(1).
191 A density functional
theory (DFT) calculation yields the Hirshfeld charges Q for particular nitrogen atoms.193 Chen
et al. calculated a rather symmetric charge distribution with a central electron deficient nitro-
gen provided the azide is bound to carbon which is sketched below in Figure 7.2c.189 In case
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of H-N(1) the nitrogen attracts more negative charge. Because of their polarity azides can react
with electron-deficient (electrophiles) and electron-rich compounds (nucleophiles) at the dif-
ferent nitrogens bearing a partial negative and positive charge, respectively.171 Furthermore,
the azide chain is not perfectly linear but shows some bending with bond angles of 173.2◦ for
ÝN(1)-N(2)-N(3) sketched in Figure 7.2c.189–191 The angle of course varies again with the organic
moiety the azide is attached to.191
7.2.2 Spectroscopic characteristics
IR Spectroscopy: Due to its polar nature the azide group exhibits strong IR active vibrations
bands. They have been measured and calculated for several azide species. The N3 group has
a symmetric and asymmetric stretching mode experimentally measured to be at ca. 1270 cm−1
and 2100 cm−1,194–196 which shows slightly different values depending on the species. In ad-
dition, there is a torsion and bending vibration involving the organic rest and therefore being
strongly dependent on the chemical compound. For example, the wavenumber of torsion and
bending mode in HN3 and CH3N3 are interchanged.
189 Due to the lighter hydrogen atom a tor-
sional mode becomes easier whereas for the heavier CH3 group the moment of inertia shifts and
the bending mode is favoured.189
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Figure 7.3: The Figure shows a schematic drawing of N 1s core level species from DFT results
based on Chen et al.189 The separation of the lateral nitrogen core level N3 and N1
depends on the organic rest group and may not be resolved in an experiment. This
picture agrees with various experimental findings.185
Photoelectron Spectroscopy: The uneven charge distribution of the mesomeric azide bond
significantly affects the N 1s core shell ionization energy which depends on the electrostatic sur-
rounding and therefore on the chemical environment of the atom. N 1s spectra consist of three
components and have been measured experimentally and calculated theoretically for several
azide species.189 The organic rest mainly alters the global peak position and the relative energy
of the inner nitrogen atom N(1). For example in the case of HN3 the energetic distance of N(1)-
N(3) is much larger than for CH3N3 because carbon is more electronegative than hydrogen.
189 As
a general trend, the energetic ordering seems to be EB(N(1))< EB(N(3))< EB(N(2)) with the cen-
tral nitrogen N(2) distinctively separated up to 2-3 eV to higher binding energies.
189 This agrees
with a Hirshfeld charge distribution calculation for organic azides in which the central nitrogen
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is found to be electron deficient.189,193 Considering the valence electrons the HOMO/LUMO
levels are only situated on the azide group for a small organic rest like e.g. HN3 and CH3N3
otherwise the HOMO is dominated by the organic moiety. Azide orbitals can be identified to
have σ bond character at ca. 30 eV ionization energy (from the nitrogen 2s orbitals) and pi
orbitals at ca. 15 eV (consist of 2px and 2py components).
195,197
7.2.3 Possible Reactions
Figure 7.4: The Figure shows a schematic drawing of possible reaction adducts that can occur
with a phenyl azide group activated by photolysis embedded in a matrix. There are
favourable reactions like CH insertion that leads to an addition of the phenyl anchor
and immobilization. But also reactions are possible like amine formation or triplet
expansion, which do not form a covalent bond with the OSC host, in which case an
immobilization of an attached dopant may not be successful.183,198
As it is previously mentioned, organic azides are explosive or at least unstable, meaning a re-
action can be triggered by heat or photolysis (UV light) causing rapid azide decomposition
accompanied by nitrogen release and possibly by a generation of (intermediate but long-lived)
singlet nitrenes.174 The term singlet refers to electrons in the nitrogen valence shell occupying
low-energy orbitals in pairs opposed to triplet with one pair and two electrons with parallel
spin.174 This offers a handy tool to induce immobilization by cross-linking of azide contain-
ing molecules after for example processing and mixing. However, it is described in Section
7.2 that there are plenty of possible products arising from a nitrene radical embedded in ma-
trix of suitable organic educts. An insertion into aliphatic C-H-bonds is favorable for the goal
of this work but there are other possible undesired reactions involving triplet reactions, aro-
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matic insertion, reactions with other functional groups or ketenimine ring expansion, which
are sketched in Figure 7.4.183,199 If properly substituted, nitrenes were found to preferably un-
dergo insertion reactions in a solid state matrix or at very low temperatures.199,200 Leyva et
al. investigated the reaction of nitrene with frozen polycrystalline toluene, which yields inser-
tion adducts of modest yield.199 However, in solution a photolysis only results in trace amounts
of azobenzenes and singlet nitrene rapidly undergoes ring expansion to form dehydroazepine,
being captured by nucleophiles like amine and which may result in polymerization giving unde-
fined red tar.198 Ring expansion is found to be dominating only in solution for non-fluorinated
aryl azides,199,201,202 whereas in thin films or matrices, C-H insertion prevails.200,203–205 For
fluorinated perfluorophenyl azides a significantly higher yield of CH insertion products up to
57% was found in cyclohexane, which were intended for the use as photoaffinity labels.198,206
The fluorine substitutes withdraw electrons and increase nitrene lifetime.207 It was further re-
ported that matrix effects and, interestingly, polymer rigidity has an effect on radical lifetimes,
which is important for reaction kinetics and spin relaxation.203 In a polymer matrix, Cai et al.
developed bis(perfluorophenyl) azides (bisPFPAs) for cross-linking polystyrene under electron
beam exposure or UV-light (250 nm) and demonstrated a high yield of bis-CH insertion of 45%
(after purification).205 Non-inserted phenylazides may be removed by an additional annealing
step.200
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8 N-dopant DMBI
The goal of this work, as explained in Section 7.2, is to attach a reactive functional azide group to
an existing molecular dopant without diminishing its reducing or oxidizing capabilities. How-
ever, the synthesis or derivatization of p-dopants, having a phenyl azide attached, was not
yet successful. The research was mainly focused on trying to modify F4TCNQ and F6TCNNQ.
Molecular acceptors are designed to be electron poor, which is why hydrogen is often sub-
stituted by fluorine. This renders intermediate synthesis steps prone to radical-nucleophilic
aromatic substitution and therefore purification of the desired product is challenging. A suc-
cessful synthesis route was then found for the n-dopant 1,3-Dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-
benzoimidazole (DMBI). There are several derivatives of DMBI synthesized by S. Benneckendorf
from OCI Heidelberg, which are supposed to connect to organic host materials or bind to the
surface of electrodes. A phenol group was attached to DMBI in ortho position yielding the
non-reactive reference molecule o-BnO-DMBI and the desired functional representative 2-(2-
((4-azidobenzyl)oxy)phenyl) -1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H -benzoimidazole (o-AzBnO-DMBI)
by introduction of phenyl azide. Additionally 2-(2-methoxyphenyl) -1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-
1H -benzoimidazole (o-MeO-DMBI) with a smaller methoxy group, known to literature, was
synthesized for comparison. Instead of the functional azide group a phosphate or thiol group
can be considered to form self-assembled monolayers on suitable substrates that can achieve a
potential work function reduction or contact doping effects. For this goal the derivative o-PBnO-
DMBI-I was designed. The synthesis and characterization was not performed by the author and
is therefore only briefly mentioned for the sake of completeness and can be found in detail
elsewhere.208
8.1 Air Stable Dopant DMBI
In principle, the synthesis of stable molecular n-dopants or donors has been elusive for many
years due to their inherent problem of being unstable in air. A low ionization energy is re-
quired for charge transfer from the dopant HOMO to the host’s LUMO, but also allows for easy
oxidation causing degradation under ambient conditions. Doping of electron transport layers
was formerly realized by alkali metals or injection layers like Lithium Fluoride (LiF) with the
drawback of high diffusivity.209 Larger molecular n-dopants like bis(cyclopentadienyl)cobalt(II)
(CoCp2),
210 decamethylcobaltocene (DMC)211 or bis(terpyridine)ruthenium212 [Ru(terpy)2]
0
are less mobile but still suffer from stability issues.44 The key to overcome this prob-
lem is to prepare the dopant in a non-doping but stable preliminary stage and acti-
vate the precursor via a chemical reaction facilitating the desired dopant or radical which
is then able to donate an electron. This was achieved with organometallic dimers
rhodocene [RhCp2]2, and ruthenium(pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)(1,3,5-triethylbenzene),
[Cp*Ru(TEB)]2.
213 These precursors are neutral and comparably stable until processed, then
they initiate a reaction with acceptors cleaving the dimer carbon bond and forming monomeric
cations and acceptor radical anions.212 Another class of molecules that can trigger a reaction
upon processing is given by salts of cationic dyes like pyronin B and rhodamine B.214–216 When
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co-evaporating Pyronin B chloride, both the leuco and neutral radical form are present in the
blended film, whereas the neutral radical form has been identified to cause doping. The con-
tribution of intermediate leuco base in the course of doping was investigated by means of the
triphenylmethane dye crystal violet (CV) and its leuco base, leucocrystal violet (LCV), whereas
LCV is generated during evaporation of the cationic CV dye.215 An irreversible electron-transfer
can be induced by light or heating which excites LCV to form the radical ions LCV+• together
with the negative host and then decay to the non-radical CV cation by hydride transfer.44 If
met with a strong oxidant, LCV can be oxidized directly via hydride transfer with subsequent
electron donation.217 A similar doping mechanism was found for air-stable dopants based on
1,3-Dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazole (DMBI) developed by Bao et al.218,219
The dopant DMBI is sufficiently stable in air and increases the conductivity of e.g. PCBM over
4 orders of magnitude, being applicable for n-channel organic thin-film transistors or electron
transporting layers of perovskite solar cells.220,221 Additionally, DMBI can be further derivatized
in ortho or para position yielding for example the commonly used 4-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-
1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenyl)dimethylamine (N-DMBI).222–224
Figure 8.1: Structure of DMBI in (a) with nomenclature according to Naab et al.225 of rest R1 in
o- (ortho) and R2 in p- (para) position, for example with R1 being a methoxy group
gives o-MeO-DMBI. The ionic form with counter ion X− in (b), e.g. DMBI-I with X
being iodine. The DMBI dimer in (c) with different possible rest groups. The doping
mechanism proposed by Wei et al.218 depicted in (d) showing hydride and electron
transfer. The hydrogen atom is assumed to be accepted by the host in the doping
process.225
For vacuum processing DMBI is either used as the oxidized salt 1,3-dimethyl-2-phenyl-1H-
benzoimidazol-3-ium iodide (DMBI-I) or as neutral benzimidazoline-radical dimers with cyclo-
hexyl (2-Cyc-DMBI)2, ferrocenyl (2-Fc-DMBI)2 and ruthenocenyl (2-Rc-DMBI)2.
226,227 Here, the
doping mechanism of DMBI proceeds via a hydride or hydrogen atom transfer similar to LCV,
but its details are still under discussion. Recently, Naab et al. investigated the mechanism and
reaction rates of DMBI in more detail, suggesting bimolecular hydride or hydrogen-atom trans-
fer which leads to the generation of host radical anions with PCBM.225 For the DMBI-I salt, the
dopant has to be reduced during evaporation splitting from its halogen counter ion and enable
n-doping as DMBI radical. This process does not occur in solution processing which is why no
doping is found for PCBM mixed with DMBI-I. The DMBI dimers, on the other hand, were found
to be effective solution- and vacuum-processable dopants, since a DMBI radical is formed after
C-C homolysis ideally reducing the host to its radical anion. By design the doping efficiency of
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DMBI dimers therefore should not depend on the C-H bond accepting strength of the host, like
it is the case for DMBI-H.226
8.2 DMBI Derivatives
The novel derivatives of DMBI have been synthesized by S. Benneckendorf from OCI Heidelberg
and are listed below. The dopants are then investigated with a suitable host material in the
next section. We do not list detailed information about molecule characterization but refer to
Benneckendorf et al.208 It is to be mentioned that the following materials have been isolated
after crystallization from petroleum ether/methanol or DCM/hexanes to yield colorless single
crystals suitable for X-ray crystal analyses, which unambiguously prove their structure. Fur-
thermore, it is important to know that DMBI derivatives are quite stable in air but only fairly
stable in solution, meaning that after one day at ambient conditions in chloroform, the oxidized
species is formed as evidenced by NMR spectroscopy. The dopants were stored under air in a
fridge or freezer.
8.2.1 o-AzBnO-DMBI
In general, DMBI dopants can be accessed via a simple condensation reactions as shown in
Figure 8.2b. Introduction of a phenylazide is achieved after etherification of salicylaldehyde
with 1-azido-4-(bromomethyl)benzene in dimethylformamid (DMF) at room temperature in
step 1 of Figure 8.2b. In the second step a condensation reaction with N1,N2-dimethylbenzene-
1,2-diamine was performed to obtain o-AzBnO-DMBI with 47% yield. Its main UV-Vis absorption
features are located at λ= 221 nm, 274 nm, 313 nm, and an additional absorption band appears
at 253 nm which can be correlated with the azide. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shows an
irreversible mass loss at 117 ◦C for repeated cycles attributed to loss of nitrogen due to azide
pyrolysis. Furthermore, a low melting point (86 ◦C) and a decomposition temperature at 240
◦C were identified.
Figure 8.2: Structure of o -AzBnO-DMBI in (a) and synthesis scheme in (b). Provided by S. Ben-
neckendorf (Univ. Heidelberg).208
8.2.2 o-BnO-DMBI
To compare the immobilizable o-AzBnO-DMBI with a similar but not functional dopant, the
derivative o-BnO-DMBI was synthesized with a phenyl group employing benzyl bromide in the
Williamson ether synthesis in step 1 of Figure 8.3. As measured by TGA, o-BnO-DMBI has a low
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melting point at 108 ◦C and decomposes at 200 ◦C. In UV-Vis absorptions spectroscopy o-BnO-
DMBI exhibits absorption features at λ = 221 nm, 274 nm and 313 nm but not at 254 nm as
o-AzBnO-DMBI.208
Figure 8.3: Structure of o -BnO-DMBI in (a) and synthesis scheme in (b). Provided by S. Benneck-
endorf (Univ. Heidelberg).208
8.2.3 o-MeO-DMBI
The DMBI derivative o-MeO-DMBI in Figure 8.4, which is known to literature,219 only bears an
ortho-methoxy group and therefore can be used for comparison to o-AzBnO-DMBI or o-BnO-
DMBI and is investigated in Section 13.4 in terms of stability.
Figure 8.4: Structure of o -MeO-DMBI. Provided by S. Benneckendorf (Univ. Heidelberg).208
8.2.4 o-PBnO-DMBI
To realize attachment at the surface and achieve contact doping, i.e. charge transfer only at the
interface between semiconductor and electrode, the dopant o-PBnO-DMBI-I was synthesized.
Here, the dopant is existent as an Iodine salt, since synthesis of its neutral form was not suc-
cessful. As a consequence, o-PBnO-DMBI-I has to be reduced with NaBH4 after self assembled
mono-layer (SAM) formation on oxidic substrates in order to arrive at the neutral species in the
last step of Figure 8.5. For now, this is an intended route to employ DMBI for contact doping
but has not been demonstrated yet.
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Figure 8.5: Structure of o -PBnO-DMBI-I with intended reaction mechanism. Provided by S. Ben-
neckendorf (Univ. Heidelberg).208
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9 Doping Properties in Organic
Semiconductors
9.1 Electrical Conductivities of P-Doped P3HT
When adding a dopant to P3HT with an electron affinity high enough, ideally below the
HOMO level of P3HT, an electron transfer to the dopant becomes possible, generating charged
species.41,49,159 This is the case for dopants such as F4TCNQ and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3, where an in-
teger charge transfer is verified.43,91,121 In this process free charge carriers or holes are created,
increasing the carrier concentration and hence the conductivity by several orders of magni-
tude.43,228 Details about the doping process are discussed in Section 3.1. Conductivity values of
the system, which is studied in this thesis, are listed in Table 9.1 and have been measured by L.
Müller (TU Braunschweig).120,229,230
Experimental Information: P3HT films were spin-cast from chloroform (CF) or chlorobenze
(CB) on borosilicate glass substrates with a roughness down to 2 nm. Gold electrodes were
evaporated to a thickness of 60 nm through a shadow mask of finger-like structures. Current
measurements were then performed on different channel lengths. Alternatively four-point probe
measurements have been performed on doped films without gold contacts.
Results: Since processing parameters, such as solvents, temperature, concentration, anneal-
ing, substrate treatment etc. strongly influence the observed electrical properties, a comparison
with literature values in Table 9.1 is usually difficult.229,231–233 For example, if dopant and P3HT
are mixed in solution charge transfer causes aggregation and alters the morphology of the thin
film.129 As a consequence, a direct connection between measured sheet resistance and charge
carrier concentration is generally not trivial. Although almost all F4TCNQ dopants are charged
at moderate doping level, only about 5% F4TCNQ anions contribute to free holes.43 Together
with morphology related effects, electronic trap filling and broadening of the energetic dis-
tribution of transport sites by Coulomb potentials can change the carrier mobility at low and
moderate doping, which impacts the doping-conductivity relation.43 However, an increase in
conductivity up to values listed in Table 9.1 usually suggests efficient doping. The data in Ta-
ble 9.1 show that the solvent can affect conductivities of P3HT by influencing the morphology,
i.e. the degree of crystallinity. For pure P3HT films the solvent of higher boiling point, i.e.
chlorobenze (CB, 131◦C) compared to chloroform (CF, 61◦C), increases the drying time allow-
ing P3HT chains to align.229 However, this is different for films doped with F4TCNQ, where
agglomerates may already occur in solution.129,234 Moreover, the dopant Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 dis-
plays a better conductivity of 49.3 S m−1 than F4TCNQ although F4TCNQ is expected to possess
a higher electron affinity when blended with P3HT. It is to note that Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is de-
signed in order to increase solubility, which could be the reason for improved conductivity due
to a better mixing and higher structural order within the film.91,130,231 Another possible expla-
nation can result from the generation of free holes. The electron in Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 cations is
localized around the molybdenum core and, in a naive picture, shielded by the organic moieties
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concentration solvent conductivity [S m−1]
P3HT - CB (2.3 ± 0.6) 10−4
P3HT - CF (1.1 ± 0.4) 10−4
P3HT:F4TCNQ 1:10 MR CB 0.3 ± 0.1
P3HT:F4TCNQ 1:10 MR CF 2.9 ± 1
P3HT:Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 1:10 MR CB 49.3 ± 9.7
Literature91,129,153
P3HT:Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 10 wt% CB ca. 22
P3HT:F4TCNQ 17.5 mol% CB 1.82 ± 0.22
P3HT:F4TCNQ 17 mol% CF 8
Table 9.1: Conductivities for P3HT and P3HT doped with F4TCNQ and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3. The
solvent for processing was either chloroform (CF) or chlorobenze (CB). The concen-
tration is given in molar ratio (MR) or molar fraction (mol%) or weight percentage
(wt%). Electrical measurement have been carried out by L. Müller (TU Braunschweig).
of the complex, reducing coulomb interaction allowing the hole to escape.160 This has been
identified to be an important mechanism in the generation of free charge carriers form theoret-
ical considerations.42 The analysis of electrical properties of doped P3HT films are not carried
out by the author and, for further information, the reader is referred to Müller et al.229,230
9.2 IR Characteristics of doped P3HT
In order to estimate doping efficiencies, approaches in literature often rely on optical absorption
spectra, analysing P3HT polaron and dopant cation contributions under usage of appropriate
absorption cross-sections.231,235–237 Since diffusion during sequential deposition can best be
demonstrated with IR spectroscopy as outlined in Section 10.1, important doping characteristics
in the Infra-red spectral range are briefly mentioned in the following.
Experimental Information: Thin films of P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 were spin-cast from a
solution of chlorobenze on cut intrinsic silicon wafers, which were solvent-cleaned in an ultra-
sonic bath. The substrate’s backside was cleaned after spin-coating.
Results: A typical IR-transmission spectrum of P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is shown in Figure
9.1, measured by V. Sivanesan (Univ. Heidelberg). Pristine P3HT exhibit a series of vibration
modes around 1500 and 3000 cm−1 that are mainly assigned to stretching modes of the thio-
phene ring and C-H vibrations in the hexyl side chain.238,239 For doped P3HT, a broad electronic
excitation between 3000 cm−1 and 5000 cm−1 emerges, which can be assigned to the pola-
ronic optical transition P1, described in Section 2.4.32 The P1 polaron absorption is expected
to feature a 1-dimensional intra-chain delocalization.33 Below 1500 cm−1 IR-active vibrations
(IRAVs) modes are present for doped P3HT, which have a large oscillator strength.238 Moreover,
for (undoped) rr-P3HT a 2-dimensional DP1 polaron, that is defined by inter-chain delocal-
ization, was measured between 500 and 1500 cm−1 and assumed to interfere or superimpose
with IRAV modes.32 For the dopant F4TCNQ, infra-red absorption studies are used in literature
to identify the degree of charge transfer in P3HT. This is possible, since the C≡N stretching
vibration of charged F4TCNQ is red-shifted compared to neutral F4TCNQ at 2228 cm−1.240
Furthermore, the red-shift was shown to linearly depend on the charge located on F4TCNQ
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molecules, thereby offering a distinction between integer or partial charge transfer.241–244 In
a study of Méndez et al., F4TCNQ was demonstrated to undergo integer charge transfer with
P3HT, but the non-fluorinated and weaker acceptor TCNQ only a partial charge transfer causing
lower conductivities.49 In contrast, the C=O stretching vibration of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 at 1737
cm−1 does not shift at a significant level. Thus, given the high doping efficiency of Mo(tfd-
CO2Me)3, a reasonable conclusions can not be made by evaluating the stretching mode of
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3. As a possible explanation, the additional charge may not be located at the
C=O moieties but on the metal centre of the dopant.160 For a detailed analysis and peak fitting
of the C=O fano line shape, the reader is referred to the master thesis of V. Sivanesan (Univ.
Heidelberg).101
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Figure 9.1: IR transmission spectra of pristine rr-P3HT in (a), pure Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in (b) and the
doped P3HT film in (c) at a molar ration of 10:1 (P3HT:Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3). The broad
polaronic optical transition P1 at 3000 cm−1 in (c) is a clear indicator of doping. Figure
is adapted from Reiser et al.245
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9.3 Fermi Level Shift and Charge-Transfer in P3HT
9.3.1 Photoemission of P3HT and MoCOMe
As a first step photoelectron spectra of pure P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 were recorded to study
important core-level peak characteristics and energy levels of pure materials.
Experimental Information: Pure rr-P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 films were spin-cast from so-
lution at 600 rpm and 1200 rpm, respectively. The materials were dissolved in chlorobenze at
7.5 g L−1 and stirred over night at 50 ◦C. Solvent-cleaned cut n-type silicon wafers were chosen
as substrate for P3HT and ITO for Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3.
Analysis: XPS and UPS spectra of pristine P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 are presented in Figure
9.2. For pure P3HT there is obviously no F 1s emission detectable in Figure 9.2 within the limit of
noise. For Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3, however, the F 1s emission in Figure 9.2f, l is the strongest XPS line
and can be used to determine the dopant concentration in Section 10.2. Both P3HT and Mo(tfd-
CO2Me)3 contain sulphur: The S 2p3/2 peak for Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in Figure 9.2e is located at
lower binding energies of about 163 eV. The S 2p3/2 emission of P3HT is measured at 164 eV
in Figure 9.2b agreeing with carbon-sulphur bonds in literature. The difference in energy may
very well be explained by the different chemical binding conditions, since sulphur within the tfd-
moieties of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is involved in metal-complex formation. There is a single (broader)
C 1s peak found for P3HT which is composed of the different carbon-carbon or carbon-hydrogen
and carbon-sulphur bonds plus a shake-up satellite at ca. 287 eV. The individual components
differ only slightly in binding energy but give rise to an asymmetric peak shape. A detailed
peak component fit of the C 1s line based on DFT calculations can be found in literature246,247
and is not carried out here. The situation is however very different for Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3, in
which more electro-negative elements are bound to carbon such as oxygen and fluorine. In
Figure 9.2d the emission at highest binding energy (292.5 eV) is assigned to CF3 and the central
component at 289 eV to carbon in the methoxy group. The main line at 285 eV shows a shoulder
towards higher binding energies, indicating that two constituents are involved. The carbon not
yet assigned is bound to sulphur in the tfd-group and in the methyl group, which occur at a
ratio of 2:1 according to Figure 6.1. Therefore, the larger component at 285 eV is attributed
to carbon-sulphur bonds and the methyl group to the shoulder at 286.5 eV, connected by an
ether bond. The Mo 3d spectrum in Figure 9.2j overlaps with the S 2s emission, which is why
a peak fitting has to be carried out to separate the Mo 3d5/2 from the S 2s line. Additionally,
a small satellite structure is suspected, which is shifted about 2 eV to higher binding energies.
The position of the Mo 3d5/2 line at ca. 230 eV lies in the middle of the extreme 6+ and 0
oxidation states and has been previously measured for Mo(tfd)3 to be between Mo(III) and
Mo(IV) coinciding with the binding energies of MoS2 with an oxidation state of 4+.
121,248,249
The O 1s emission of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 shows two components at 533.5 eV from the methoxy
group and at 531.7 eV from the carbonyl part. The ASF corrected XPS peak intensities match
the expected element composition, which are derived from the structural formula in Figure 6.1.
If they had not agree with the chemical structure, this could have indicated that the materials
decompose during deposition or have major contaminations. The integrated intensities are
given in Table Appendix B.2. Their corresponding ionization energy (IE) and work function can
be deduced from UPS measurements of occupied states in the valence region in Figure 9.2g-i.
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Figure 9.2: The figure shows C 1s, S 2p and F 1s core-level spectra of pure P3HT in (a)-(c) and
the dopant Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in (d)-(f). The intensity scale for the S 2p emission in (b)
and (c) is identical, but differs for (a),(b) and (c),(f). UPS measurements are given
in (g)-(i) for P3HT in red and for Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in blue. Additionally the Mo 3d,
O 1s and survey spectra of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 are presented in (j),(k),(l). For all core-
level spectra, a peak fit is added to the graph including labels of their component
assignment. Common Voigt-profiles are used for fitting and are represented with
varying colour shades.
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The UPS spectra of P3HT are studied in literature and feature a peak centred at around
4 eV that is attributed to the localised pi-state of the thiophene units.145 The delocalized pi-
states appear at lower binding energies and form a flat plateau with a HOMO at around 1 eV
depicted in the inset of Figure 9.2g. The intense emissions in the region between 5 and 10
eV contain contributions from both σ- and pi-bands but are dominated from σ states of the
side chains.145 As previously mentioned, spectral details and the HOMO position depend on
morphology, conjugation length as well as the processing conditions.250 We also find a strong
dependence of the measured Fermi level position on the choice of substrate, which is discussed
in connection with doping in the next section. Moreover, radiation induced changes are possible
for P3HT under illumination.251 Furthermore it has to be mentioned, that the thickness of P3HT
films was measured with a profilometer to be around 50 nm which causes charging during UPS
and (to a much lesser degree) in XPS. Consequently UPS is recorded under UV-illumination,
which by itself affects the energy position of P3HT, leading to a considerable uncertainty in the
determined HOMO onset. Nonetheless, the HOMO position of P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 have
been estimated by linear extrapolation of spectral onset and are listed in Table 9.2, agreeing
with values reported in literature within the systematic error margin of 0.2 - 0.5 eV for P3HT.
The problems and estimation of charging by photo-excitation are discussed in more detail in
Section 9.3 and 14. For Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 a work function of 5 - 5.2 eV is found, which in turn
means that Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is strongly n-type with a HOMO binding energy of ca. 2.1 eV if
a band gap of ca. 2.2 eV is assumed.91 Due to its high electron affinity, the dopant acts as an
acceptor with electrons from either substrate or contaminations. A different Fermi level position
of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is found when processed on ITO or silicon, but a common IE of ca. 7.3 eV is
measured.
Material Φ [eV] HOMO [eV] F 1s [eV] Mo 3d5/2 [eV] IP [eV]
P3HT on Si ca. 3.75 ca. 1 - - ca. 4.75
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 on ITO 5.2 2.15 687.85 229.9 7.3
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 on Si 4.9 2.4 688.2 230.1 7.3
Literature91
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 on Au 5.2 2 - - 7.2
Table 9.2: Energy levels determined from the spectra shown in Figure 9.2. The HOMO onset and
secondary electron cutoff have been estimated from linear extrapolation. The ioniza-
tion potential (IP) is given by the sum of work function Φ and HOMO level BE. Values
reported in literature are given below. The precise energy levels of P3HT depend on
various parameters and will be discussed in the next Section.
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9.3.2 Substrate Characterization
In this study cut silicon wafers are used as substrates since they provide a smooth surface and
can be purchased with controlled conductivity and surface treatment. Anticipating results from
the next section, differently doped silicon wafers are chosen to investigate their influence of
substrate properties on solution-processed organic thin films. In a first step, a set of purchased
silicon wafers is characterized by XPS and UPS.
Experimental Information: A selection of silicon wafers was purchased from Sil’tronix Silicon
Technologies (France) and shipped in a sealed container. All wafers had (100)-orientation and a
native oxide layer as termination. The doping conditions were chosen from strong p- to n-doped
silicon with a conductivity specified from the retailer in Table 9.3. The wafer were split with a
glass cutter and broken by hand to obtain about 1-2 cm2 large sample substrates. They were
subsequently cleaned by acetone and isopropanol in a heated ultrasonic bath for 20 min, as it is
the general cleaning procedure done before organic layer deposition.
Results: As a first step, silicon substrates were measured by a four-point probe sensing
method to compare the sheet resistivity with resistivity values provided from the retailer. The
results of this measurement is listed in Table 9.3. Within the limits of accuracy one finds a rea-
sonably good agreement. From the resistivity values in Table 9.3, charge carrier concentration
and Fermi level position can be estimated using the textbook formalism with semi-empirical cor-
rections as described in Section 3.2. To characterize the substrate, XPS and UPS measurements
Sample Polished Thickness [µm] Nom. resistivity [Ω cm] Meas. resistivity [Ω cm]
p+ 2s 525 0.0015 0.0012
p 1s 475 2 1.29
i 2s 1000 7000 6789
n 2s 375 4 4.25
n’ 1s 675 0.9 0.77
n+ 1s 650 0.013 0.017
n++ 2s 265 0.003 0.0054
Table 9.3: Four point probe resistivity measurements of purchased silicon substrates in compari-
son to the nominal resistivity provided from the retailer. The nominal wafer thickness
is used to calculate the resistivity from four point probe currents. The wafers were ei-
ther one-side (1s) or two-side polished (2s) but all experiments were measured on the
smooth surface. The trivial names i,n,p, etc. are self-chosen in this context for labelling
the wafer types.
were done on multiple samples of each wafer class. For simplicity the silicon wafers are referred
to as their doping type using the self-chosen trivial names in Table 9.3 for categorization. The
recorded XPS and UPS spectra are presented in Figure 9.3 with a color-map from blue (n-type)
to red (p-type). The Si 2p line in Figure 9.3b shows the Si 2p doublet with closely spaced spin-
orbit components at around 99 eV and a component at ca. 103 eV from SiOx of the native oxide
layer. The oxygen at the surface leads to a strong O 1s emission at ca. 533 eV and an Auger line
at around 900 eV in Figure 9.3a, e. As expected, a systematic shift to higher binding energies
can be observed for both the O 1s and the S 2p level, when going from p-doped to n-doped
silicon.
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Figure 9.3: XPS and UPS spectra for differently doped silicon substrates from Table 9.3. The
colour-legend is given for all figures at the bottom. The labels are trivial names to
identify the wafer type. Si 2p and O 1s emission is given in (b) and (e) showing Fermi
level shift from p- to n-doped silicon. Their normalized and centred spectra are given
in (c) and (f), respectively. Carbon contaminations are plotted in (d). UPS spectra in
(g) and (h) overemphasize contaminations. A reliable measurement of the valence
region is plotted in (i) using XPS. Representative XPS secondary electron edges (SEC)
are listed in (j), whereas the UPS SEC shows an irreversible shift to higher binding
energies compared to XPS, which is not fully understood.
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Upon doping the Fermi level moves to the valence or conduction band for either n- or p-
doping. This can be verified by measuring the valence region with XPS in Figure 9.3i, where
the total shift of about 1 eV is found when tracking the valence band maximum (VBM). For UPS
spectra in Figure 9.3g, h we mainly measure contaminations, since the carbon valence electron
in the 2p-orbitals feature a high cross-section for HeI (21.22 eV) excitation energy. The presence
of carbon contaminations can also be confirmed by the C 1s spectra of Figure 9.3d, which are
similar for all substrate types. However, the peak intensities of the Si 2p and O 1s emission varies
for different spots on the substrate, suggesting inhomogeneous coverage of contaminations or
the silicon’s native oxygen layer. Therefore, the normalized and centred Si 2p and O 1s emission
is plotted in Figure 9.3e, f which exhibit a common peak shape for the O 1s line but deviations
for the Si 2p peak at highest doping levels. For n++ and p+ silicon substrates the visibility of
spin-orbit splitting of the 2p state seems to be reduced and the component from SiOx is shifted
with respect to the Si 2p3/2 peak. This observation is not further investigated as it is not topic
of this work. However, measurements of the secondary electron cut-off (SEC) with UPS show a
considerable discrepancy in comparison to those measured with XPS in Figure 9.3k. The work
function determined from UPS is likely not trustworthy since the UPS measurement seems to
reduce the work function as derived from XPS in Figure 9.3k. This effect is not fully understood
but is likely caused by the oxide layer. A similar effect was observed for oxide substrates in
literature before.252
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Figure 9.4: Mean values of measured XPS work function in (a) and Si 2p maximum in (b) for two
different take-off angles. Standard deviation of the data set from multiple samples
is given as error-bars. Theoretical estimations based on conductivities according to
Section 3.2 are plotted as blue circles for comparison.
Consequently, work function values are deduced from XPS in Figure 9.4a as they are likely
more reliable. Moreover, the work function derived from XPS does not depend on the doping
level as it is observed for the silicon valence band and core-level lines. Since the position of
the SEC varies for each sample, multiple samples were measured and the mean value including
standard deviation are plotted in Figure 9.4a. Again, there is no systematic dependence of
the doping-induced Fermi level shift on the work function in Figure 9.4a but a rather random
distribution with n-Si having the lowest work function. As a conclusion, the work function
is mostly determined by the oxide layer or carbon contamination on the surface. Even for
atomically clean silicon a non-trivial dependence on the doping level is found in literature.67
This already complicates the intended experimental study of energy alignment, since the work
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function is not properly controlled and does not change in accordance with the substrate’s Fermi
level position. At least, the measured Fermi level shift can be nicely compared to calculated
values in Figure 9.4b. For this purpose, the Si 2p3/2 peak maximum is extracted from Figure
9.3b and shifted by 98.8 eV to match the valence band position. The Si 2p3/2 peak can be
determined more accurately, and the distance of 98.8 eV between the Si 2p level and VBM is
reported in literature.253,254 This may not hold for very high doping concentrations, but serves
as an approximate reference point for comparison. Additionally, the Si 2p emission was recorded
under a take-off angle of 20◦ in order be more surface sensitive. Within this measurement one
can not find evidence for a difference in Fermi level position between the two take-off angles. In
total, a nice overall agreement is found between calculated Fermi level position and measured Si
2p shifts. Deviations at high doping concentrations can also be ascribed to approximations made
in calculating the density of states, which does not take into account the formation of doping-
induced sub-bands in case of degenerate silicon. Additionally, the Si 2p position is compared
to the shift of the O 1s level and the SiOx satellite near the Si 2p main line in Figure Appendix
B.4. The position of the O 1s emission roughly follows the trend of the Fermi level shift derived
from the Si 2p line. However, there are deviations at higher doping levels which could be due a
variation of the properties of the native oxide layer. Since this observation is not a main focus
of this work, it is not further investigated. As a side remark, a former p-doped substrate was
identified to be in-fact n-doped based on the position of its Si 2p level and wrongly labelled
by the manufacturer. This was further proven by with Hall-measurements of the charge carrier
type.
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9.3.3 Photoemission of P3HT doped with MoCOMe
The photoemission study of doped P3HT, presented here, primarily serves to identify spectral
changes originating from doping, to evaluate charge transfer and Fermi level shifts. To this
end, a systematic parameter variation of doping concentration of both P3HT film and of the
underlying silicon substrate was conducted. The idea to study energy level alignment at the
interface of doped polymers on a fundamental level, could not be achieved, since substrate
preparation, sample to sample variations during solution-processing and photoelectron-induced
charging impeded drawing decisive conclusions about the energetic conditions at the Si-P3HT
interface. Nonetheless the observations are stated in the following together with a brief dis-
cussion of errors and possible improvements of the experiment. The main spectral features
emerging upon doping of P3HT agree with those reported in literature.91 The measurements
serve as a starting point for further experiments on diffusion in sequentially doped P3HT films
discussed in Section 10.2.
Fermi Level Position in P3HT
In order to support electrical and optical measurements done on the system P3HT:Mo(tfd-
CO2Me)3, processing parameters are chosen to match the same P3HT films used for these
investigations with silicon substrates characterized as described in the previous section. How-
ever, the layer thickness was not ideal for photoelectron spectroscopy measurements since the
undoped P3HT films were not conductive enough and photoelectron-induced charging occurred.
Experimental Information: The materials rr-P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 are stored and their
sample weight is determined in air. They were separately dissolved in chlorobenze in a nitrogen
glovebox. The respective solutions were stirred overnight at 50◦C and mixed several hour before
spin-coating with a solution of 7.5 g L−1 at 600 rpm for 60 s. The cut silicon wafers from the
previous section were cut and cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with isopropanol and acetone for
20 min.
Results: The series of doped P3HT with a varying doping concentration prepared in solution,
ranging from 1:100 to 1:5 molar ratio of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3:P3HT, is shown in Figure 9.5. For
increasing doping concentration, dopant related core-level lines start to become visible such as
the F 1s emission in Figure 9.5c and the corresponding carbon emission component at 289 eV in
Figure 9.5c. Also the oxygen and molybdenum spectra of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 can be identified for
higher doping concentrations in Figure 9.5a, j, k. For the sulphur S 2p emission in Figure 9.5g,
and the same spectra centered at the main S 2p3/2 line in 9.5h, a growth in overall peak intensity
is observed with doping, which agrees with a higher sulphur content in Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 ver-
sus P3HT. But most importantly, a distinct shoulder at 163 eV emerges with increasing dopant
concentration, which is correlated to charged dopants, i.e. radical Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 anions that
have accepted an electron from P3HT. Charged species of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 may also be identi-
fied when the peak components of the Mo 3d emission in Figure 9.5k are explored. Assuming
integer charge transfer, a more detailed analysis on doping ratios can be performed on the basis
of the S 2p and Mo 3d line, which is postponed to the next section. Moreover, a doping related
rise in carrier concentrations leads to a Fermi level shift observed for both XPS and UPS spectra
in Figure 9.5. As expected for p-doping, the Fermi level moves by almost 1 eV towards the
HOMO position of P3HT.
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Figure 9.5: P3HT doped with Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 at varying concentration. The molar ratio of
dopants to P3HT monomers is given at each graph and in the legend (right cor-
ner). UPS spectra are shown in (d)-(f). The S 2p core level is centered in (h) to
highlight changes in shape. UPS measurements of pure P3HT heavily suffer from
charging effects, and are performed under UV illumination to increase conductiv-
ity by photo-generated charge carriers. For comparison, the dashed line in (d)-(f) is
measured without UV-lamp. Also the C 1s level in XPS (b) seems to be affected by
charging to a lesser degree. Fermi level shift due to doping amounts to almost 1 eV.
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Figure 9.6: Binding energies extracted from the spectra in Figure 9.5 for differently doped sili-
con substrates (b)-(c). HOMO onset/SEC for pure P3HT are determined for spectra
recorded under UV-illumination which still holds a uncompensated shift of ca. -0.3 eV
in (c),(d). Errorbars are estimated based on statistical variations for multiple samples
plus a systematic error-estimation for charge corrections. The error for preparing the
desired doping concentration in solution is assumed to be 15%. The result in (b)-(e)
are overlayed in (a) to highlight the Fermi level shift visible in both UPS and core-level
spectra resulting from P3HT. The relative offset has been adjusted to roughly match
the HOMO position at high doping concentration.
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This is accompanied by a shift of core-level emission lines towards lower binding energies and
an increase in work function, determined by the secondary electron cut-off (SEC) in Figure 9.5f.
In order to investigate the Fermi level position as a function of doping concentration in more
detail, the HOMO onset and the SEC are determined by linear extrapolation to zero intensity
around the point of highest slope. Additionally, the C 1s and S 2p3/2 peak maximum position
is approximated by a Gaussian fit to track Fermi level shifts. This has been carried out for all
doping concentrations and available silicon substrates and is plotted in Figure 9.6b-e. It is note-
worthy that at highest doping concentration the S 2p3/2 and, to a smaller degree also the C 1s
contain contributions of the neutral dopant, slightly changing the peak shape/composition and
therefore the position of its maximum. A large systematic error enters for UPS measurements of
pure P3HT due to charging effects from photo-excitation. If the resistivity is too high, remaining
positive charges from photoelectrons leaving the sample can not be fully compensated and build
up an attractive surface potential. Photoelectrons then appear to have less kinetic energy and
emission lines are shifted to higher binding energies, which can be confused with a Fermi level
shift. The layer thickness of P3HT thin films was measured with a profilometer to be about 50
nm and slightly thinner for doped films of about 45 nm. The film thickness was chosen to match
samples used for optical and electrical characterization, but is too large for UPS measurements
in case of undoped P3HT. On the other hand, if it is chosen to be too small, the influence of the
substrate is dominating the Fermi level position of the P3HT adlayer and material properties of
bulk P3HT can not be correctly determined. To compensate for charging, a UV-LED diode was
mounted on a transparent window, illuminating the sample during UPS and XPS measurements.
The goal was to photo-generate charge carriers to improve the conductivity in P3HT to reduce
positive surface charging from the photoemission process. This technique has been applied pre-
viously in XPS studies to measure band alignment of organic interfaces.255 As described before,
the UPS spectrum in Figure 9.5e and even the C 1s core-level emission shifts to lower binding
energies under UV-illumination of 364 nm (solid versus dashed line in Figure 9.5b, e). To ver-
ify that indeed charging is causing the shift, XPS and UPS spectra can be alternately recorded
with combinations of illumination from XPS (1486.7 eV), UPS (21.22 eV) and UV-LED (3.4 eV),
revealing that the C 1s level moves to higher binding energies if the UPS lamp is turned on but
shifts back if the UV-LED is switched on (exemplified in Figure 14.1). From this test, one can try
to estimate charging effects and conclude that the UV-LED is largely compensating charging for
XPS but in case of UPS, a remaining shift of about 0.2-0.4 eV remains when comparing to the
XPS C 1s position. Consequently, the UPS spectra of pure P3HT were recorded using the UV-LED
and fitted values for HOMO-level and SEC may still hold a charging-induced shift of -0.3 eV in
Figure 9.5c, e. Moreover, it is known that UV-light may also permanently affect the band posi-
tion in organic materials, which is difficult to account for.251 This means that the energy values
extracted for pure P3HT are facing large systematic errors of at least 0.35 eV for UPS and 0.2
eV for XPS which means that the HOMO BE can not be more precisely determined between 0.8
- 1.3 eV and the work function around 3.6 - 4.1 eV. Since all samples are solution-processed, a
shot-to-shot variation and even variations within different positions of one sample give rise to
statistical error in energy levels of around 0.2 eV. For doped samples charging from UPS mea-
surement does not occur and the Fermi level moves to BE values of 0.1 - 0.2 eV close to the
HOMO position. Even with a poorly defined HOMO-level for undoped P3HT, this amounts to
a Fermi level shift of 0.5 - 1 eV in total. In Figure 9.6a the core-level and work function shifts
are overlaid with the HOMO position via an arbitrary offset. Both follow the same trend as a
function of concentration, indicating a doping induced Fermi level shift.
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The idea of this experiment was to change doping and Fermi level position of the substrate
to find a direct dependence of the Fermi level in P3HT on the substrate’s energetic conditions,
which then disappears at high Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 content due to a reduced space charge region
and screening from charge carriers. However, this could not be demonstrated as undoped P3HT
could not be measured without large systematic and statistical errors and the substrate’s work
function is not controlled by its doping level. Surprisingly there seems to be a statistically
relevant difference of the HOMO-level for highest doping concentration between n-Si and quasi-
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intrinsic or strongly doped silicon as substrate. This does not correlate with the hole or electron
density in silicon but with the work function measured in Section 9.4. The HOMO position of
strongly doped P3HT is plotted versus the silicon substrate’s work function in Figure 9.7 yielding
a slope close to one. A band diagram based on the UPS and XPS work function measurements
is drawn in Figure 9.8. Here, bands in silicon are drawn as straight lines although there is no
information on the conditions at the silicon surface. In fact, for intrinsic or low doped n-Si,
a considerable band bending in silicon could be possible. However, a measurement of the Si
2p beneath the P3HT film, which could have given information on the Fermi level in silicon,
was not possible in Figure 9.5i. For highly doped P3HT the band setup in Figure 9.8 suggest a
downward band bending towards n-silicon in case of doped P3HT.
Charge Transfer of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3
The spectra of Figure 9.5g, k can be analysed in more detail to derive an estimate for the charge
transfer efficiency of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in P3HT. For this purpose, a model fit was adjusted to
the data of the S 2p and Mo 3d emission for each doping concentration and substrate. In the
following discussion an integer charge transfer for Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in P3HT is assumed, which
agrees with its strong doping capabilities and studies reported in literature.91 The shoulder of
the S 2p emission at 162.5 eV in Figure 9.9a can be assigned to the S 2p3/2 emission of charged
radical Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 anions. This agrees with a density functional theory calculation of
Tenderholt et al. revealing that the additional electron is mostly located at the sulphur C2S2
portions of dithiolene ligands of the Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 complex.
91,160 The corresponding polaron
in rr-P3HT is delocalized over many thiophene units. Since the positive charge on rr-P3HT is
not localized, a distinct peak component at higher binding energies in the S 2p emission is not
observed.33 For the fit of the S 2p emission the S 2p level of pure Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is used to
model the charged species at lower binding energies. The main peak of the S 2p level in Figure
9.9a contains sulphur of both P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3, each at slightly different binding
energies. For simplicity these components were not separated, but a broader single peak model
of adjustable width is used instead (consisting of two Voigt profiles for S 2p1/2 and 2p3/2).
An exemplary fit is plotted in Figure 9.9a, showing the sum of combined neutral and partially
charged S 2p in green and blue, respectively. The fraction of charged dopants can only be
determined if the doping concentration is taking into account to separate the neutral S 2p peak
contributions from P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 within the green fit component in Figure 9.9a.
The amount of neutral nd0 and charged dopants nd− add up to the total amount of dopants
nd = nd0 + nd− , where the amount of P3HT shall be denoted by nm. With this definition the
molar ratio prepared in solution is given by nd/nm which equals (nd0 + nd−)/nm. The quotient
of integrated peak intensities I(S 2p) of different S 2p core-level species are expected to match
their respective atomic molar ratios. As a consequence, the molar ration nd/nm can then also be
expressed by:
nd
nm
=
Id(S 2p)/Nd(S)
Im(S 2p)/Nm(S)
=
( Id0(S 2p) + Id−(S 2p) )/Nd(S)
Im(S 2p)/Nm(S)
(9.1)
where Nd(S) and Nm(S) denote the number of sulphur atoms in Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 and the P3HT
monomer. From the fit in Figure 9.9a, only the ratio of Id−(S 2p)/(Id0(S 2p) + Im(S 2p)) can be
inferred. In this case, if one takes the molar doping ratio nd/nm to be known, the fit result can
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be inserted into the above equation to solve for the fraction of charged dopants nd−/nd which
equals Id−(S 2p)/Id(S 2p), where Id(S 2p) = Id−(S 2p) + Id0(S 2p).
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It should be noted again that this consideration only applies to an integer charge transfer, in
which neutral and charged dopants can be clearly separated within their respective core-level
emission lines. This is assumed to be also the case for the Mo 3d spectrum in Figure 9.9b. Al-
though it is shown in literature that the additional electron is mainly located at the C2S2 portions
of dithiolene ligands,91,160 the Mo 3d spectrum shows two components in both the Mo 3d5/2
and the 3d3/2 region. For the fit in Figure 9.9b the Mo 3d part of pure Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 and
a single broad peak for the S 2s emission is chosen, which stems in this case from both P3HT
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and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3. The Mo 3d component towards lower binding energy is attributed to
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)
·−
3 and the Mo 3d peak at 230 eV to neutral dopants as in Figure 9.5k. The ratio
of charged to neutral dopants can be simply inferred from the quotient of the corresponding
Mo 3d fit components in blue and red shown in Figure 9.9b. These fitting procedure has been
done for all concentrations and substrates in Figure 9.10. For very low concentration a reliably
fit is difficult, which leads to large error bars for a molar doping ratio of for example 1:100.
The fraction of charge transfer derived from the Mo 3d spectrum does not significantly deviate
from the values calculated from the S 2p level but seems to be slightly higher. This difference is
not relevant, but could be explained by the indirect calculation of the neutral S 2p contribution.
Overall one observes a decrease in the amount of charge transfer with concentration, meaning
that for low dopant content most of the dopants can accept an electron, whereas for high doping
concentration a successful charge transfer becomes unlikely. This behaviour is reported in liter-
ature and is ascribed to either agglomeration of dopants within the film or a reduced number of
unoccupied doping sites due to coulomb interactions of dopant ions.13,79 Furthermore, there is
no dependence of the substrate on the doping efficiency found for the data in Figure 9.10.
In conclusion, this investigation serves to analyse doping related spectral features that indicated
charge transfer and verify an increase in carrier concentration causing a Fermi level shift to-
wards the HOMO level of P3HT. However, a further-reaching study on band alignment with
respect to substrate properties could not be achieved since intrinsic P3HT layers suffer from
charging and the substrate surface properties are not sufficiently controlled. Additional con-
ceptual considerations on improving the experiment are also expressed in the final discussion.
In principle, charging can be reduced by choosing a lower P3HT film thickness as it is done in
Section 14. However, if the film thickness is chosen to low, charge carrier exchange with the
substrate and a possible band bending at the interface may not be saturated. To fully reveal the
energetic conditions at the interface, a step-wise variation of the organic film thickness has to be
conducted with repeated photoemission measurements. Furthermore, band bending in the sub-
strate and the contribution of the interface dipole can be better evaluated in such an experiment.
However, this is typically not possible for polymers such as P3HT, since processing parameters
determine the morphology of the P3HT film, which impacts the position of energy levels. As
a compromise, one could choose only two carefully selected processing parameters to obtain a
low and high film thickness to evaluate the extent of the interface dipole. To guarantee a similar
film quality, the samples need to be cross-validated with structural analysis, e.g. transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) or grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS).
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9.4 Metal-Semiconductor Interface
Using photoelectron spectroscopy, many interface studies for organic electronics rely on ther-
mally evaporated small molecules on electrode materials to step-wise build up the contact and
consecutively measure energy level positions. For polymers this is not possible because of their
high molecular weight. In this section, silver is thermally evaporated onto a doped P3HT film to
investigate band alignment and possible charge transfer at the metal contact. This experiment
was carried out as a preliminary study to prepare and characterize a system, with which a drift
of molecular dopants can be studied. Details about previous experiments that demonstrate a
drift can be found in Section 11.
Experimental Information: Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 and P3HT were dissolved in chlorobenzene and
mixed at a molar ratio of 1:10. The solutions were stirred over night at 50◦C and mixed several
hours before processing. Thin films were spin-cast from a 13.5 g L−1 solution at 1200 rpm on
solvent-cleaned cut p+-Si silicon wafers. The samples were then directly transferred to the vac-
uum system. Silver was thermally evaporated without breaking the vacuum. The evaporation
rate for silver was set to ca. 1 nm min−1, which is lower as it is used for device fabrication, and
was monitored by a micro-balance.
Results: XPS and UPS spectra of step-wise deposited silver on doped P3HT are shown in Fig-
ure 9.11. With increasing coverage damping of organic-related core-level lines can be found for
the F 1s, C 1s, O1s and S 2p emission. As expected, an increase of the Ag 3d line and all silver
related core-level features in the survey spectrum in Figure 9.11a can be confirmed. The nom-
inal coverage derived from the micro-balance during deposition is written at each graph and is
encoded by colour, going from red to grey, as listed in the legend of Figure 9.11. Even at a cov-
erage of ca. 18 nm, carbon and fluorine traces can still be detected, which would not be possible
if a dense layer and the small inelastic electron mean free path (IMFP) of silver is considered.
This discrepancy can either be explained by intercalation of silver into the polymer, formation
of islands or lighter organic contaminations "floating" on top of the growing silver layer. Interca-
lation into the polymer is certainly possible and is difficult to rule out completely,256 but is not
expected to be the dominating factor in this system. In a similar study, Hirose et al. found an
abrupt, unreacted interface of silver, but within the same experiment e.g. aluminium was seen
to react and intercalate into the organic semiconductor during deposition.257 Here, the forma-
tion of islands can be directly verified by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images in Figure
9.13. The surface-image of doped P3HT clearly changes when a nominal 5 nm silver layer is
deposited, showing small 5 - 10 nm grains that are already connected. For coverages above 200
nm large structures can be seen in Figure 9.13d easily reaching 100 nm in size. This correlates
with a control experiment performed with the bare silicon substrate. The coverage derived from
damping of respective core-level emission lines is plotted versus the nominal thickness in Figure
9.12d, using an estimated calculated electron mean free path (IMFP) for silver. For coverages
below 10 nm they roughly agree regardless of the chosen substrate line but are considerably
lower than the nominal thickness. As it can be inferred from Figure 9.11k, the Si 2p emission
can still be detected at nominal coverage of 10 nm, whereas for 50 nm a dense silver layer was
found (there are no data points in between). On the other hand, even for silicon, carbon con-
taminations appear at the surface when reaching dense silver layers, although the C 1s is smaller
than for P3HT as sublayer. The C 1s signal further persists to much higher silver coverage.
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Figure 9.11: Figure shows XPS and UPS spectra for step-wise evaporated Silver on P3HT doped
with Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3. In the legend and at each graph the nominal coverage is
provided, as determined by a quartz micro-balance. A reduction in peak intensity
with increasing silver coverage is visible for the F 1s, O 1s, C 1s and S 2p emission in
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If silver is deposited on doped P3HT, additionally the fluorine and sulphur related emission
of the S 2p and F 1s level can be observed at very high coverage. The organic contaminations
therefore have to originate from the substrate and seem to "float" on the heavier silver layer. In
fact, also the more surface-sensitive UPS measurements in Figure 9.11 do not show the spectrum
of sputter-cleaned silver. Even at highest coverage, there is considerable contribution of either
P3HT or the dopant. A linear combination of the UPS spectra of P3HT and sputter-cleaned silver
is fitted to the data in Figure 9.12a showing a good overall match. However, the pi-state of P3HT
is more likely situated at around 3.5 eV, which leaves the shoulder at 2 eV unexplained. The
UPS spectra may contain further contributions of the dopant or organic fragments, which can
be located at 2 eV. The formation of islands and the possibility of surface contaminations from
the organic layer, complicates the analysis of the interface diagram. Nonetheless, a Fermi level
shift is observed in Figure 9.11, marked for the C 1s and the S2p emission by a dashed line.
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Figure 9.12: Fitted UPS spectra of high Ag-coverage on doped P3HT from Figure 9.11g in (a). The
dependence of the work function with silver coverage is presented in (b). Changes
of core-level as a function of nominal silver layer thickness is plotted in (b). The nom-
inal layer thickness is obtained from a calibrated quartz-balance and is compared to
an estimated coverage based on damping of photoemission from the underlying
layer in (d).
There is a small shift of the Ag 3d line up to a coverage of 5 nm, which may be caused by
small metallic islands which show a size-dependent hole screening or may indicate intercalation
for low coverage and metallic Ag formation at high coverage. Within the first deposition step,
the secondary electron cout-off (SEC) quickly drops close to the position of silver, yielding a
work function of ca. 4.2 eV. With further deposition, the work function stays constant as shown
in Figure 9.12b. When plotting the energy position of the C 1s or the S 2p line in Figure 9.12,
a band bending of up to 0.5 eV within the organic layer can be expected. However, this can
occur over a short distance which can not be determined, since the metal is deposited onto the
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semiconductor. Moreover, silver is exhibiting inhomogeneous growth conditions that do not
allow for concluding the spatial extension of band alignment. Interestingly, the F 1s level and
the S 2p component, which is attributed to charged dopants, do not shift accordingly but besides
an initial shift of 0.13 eV stays constant regardless of the deposited silver. This suggests that
isolated dopants or clusters of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 at the metal interface stay charged and do not
follow the band bending measured for P3HT. With the information acquired by this experiment,
the band alignment for P3HT is anticipated as sketched in Figure 9.14. Admittedly, there is a
certain margin of interpretation, since one does not evaporate the organic semiconductor and
measure its energetic progression, but rather track P3HT between growing silver islands. For
higher coverage the signal is likely dominated from P3HT fragments "floating" on top of the
metal layer and is therefore not meaningful for the P3HT film.
(a) P3HT:Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3
(c) + 17 nm Ag
(b) + 5 nm Silver
(d) + 220 nm Ag
Figure 9.13: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of silver deposited on P3HT with in-
creasing coverage. Data was recorded and provided by L. Müller (TU Braunschweig).
Figure 9.14: Schematic band diagram of the interface of doped P3HT with silver anticipated from
XPS measurements in Figure 9.11.
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10 Diffusion in Sequentially Doped P3HT
It is mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that sequential doping offers the potential of
doped and highly crystalline polymer films with coherent charge transport.118 In this section,
the diffusion of thermally evaporated Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is studied in a sequential doping process
of P3HT with varying crystallinity. In order to obtain a complete picture of the diffusion pro-
cess, in-situ IR spectroscopy during sequential dopant deposition and subsequent photoelectron
spectroscopy after evaporation are applied, since they differentially probe both bulk and the
surface region of the P3HT film. With these techniques it is also possible to estimate charge
transfer and its efficiency as a function of the nominal dopant coverage, allowing to optimize
the doping process. Moreover, it is attempted to model the doping concentration versus time
from XPS core-level spectra. Because Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is considered to be a bulky dopant, it is
not expected to enter the pi-pi stacking of P3HT crystallites, which may cause a difference in the
diffusion behaviour when comparing semi-crystalline and fully amorphous P3HT. In fact, there
has been some controversy in literature, whether F4TCNQ is entering the P3HT crystal based
on refractometry data and lattice spacing.153,161
Materials and Sample Preparation: Samples for XPS and IR spectroscopy have been pre-
pared identically. For this study rr-P3HT (>93% regularity, MW= 24 kg mol
−1) and rra-P3HT
(MW= 57 kg mol
−1) was used without further treatment as described in Section 6.2. The dopant
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 was provided by the group of S. Marder (Georgia Institute of Technology) and
synthesized according to Zhang et al.121,157 Both P3HT materials were dissolved in chloroben-
zene and stirred on a hot-plate overnight at 50◦C with a concentration of 11 and 13.5 mg/mL for
rr-P3HT and rra-P3HT, respectively. Thin films were spin-cast at 1200 rpm for 30 s in a nitrogen
glovebox on cut ca. 1.5 cm2 silicon i-Si wafers (intrinsic, σ >5000 Ω). Silicon substrates were
cleaned with acetone and isopropanol in an ultra-sonic bath prior to spin-coating. The resulting
film thickness L0 = 50±6 nm was determined by ellipsometry and a DEKTAK profilometer. The
samples were then shortly exposed to ambient conditions when transported to the UHV evapo-
ration chamber. After deposition, UHV conditions were not interrupted for further XPS and IR
measurements. Dopant evaporation was carried out at ca. 130 ◦C and a pressure of 10−8 mbar.
10.1 IR-Spectroscopy Measurements During Deposition
Experimental Information: IR spectra were recorded in transmission geometry during dopant
deposition in UHV. Therefore, the backside of the silicon substrate was cleaned with chlorobenze
in the glovebox. The evaporation rate was monitored by a quartz micro-balance and chosen
to be between 0.1 and 1 nm min−1. The nominal layer thickness Ld determined from the
evaporation rate provides a measure for the amount of deposited molecules.
Discussion: Relative IR transmission spectra measured by S. Beck (Univ. Heidelberg) of the
thermal deposition of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 on P3HT thin films are shown in Figure 10.1. The ref-
erence spectra of pure P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 can be found in Section 9.2. The nominal
dopant coverage ranges up to 11 nm and refers to the equivalent layer thickness Ld of pure
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3, which was measured by the micro-balance. As it can be inferred from Figure
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10.1, doping-induced spectral features immediately emerge with increasing Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3
coverage. These are the strong IR-active vibrational (IRAV) modes below 1500 cm−1 and the
broad polaronic P1 absorption around 3200 cm−1 for rr-P3HT and at 5000 cm−1 for rra-P3HT,
which are caused by an electron transfer from Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 to P3HT resulting in a posi-
tive charge on the polymer backbone.32,238 The blue-shift in binding energy between rr-P3HT
and rra-P3HT can be explained by a stronger polaron localization in rra-P3HT due to a lower
effective conjugation length and reduced pi-pi stacking that is caused by disorder.
Figure 10.1: Relative transmission spectra of a sequentially doped rr-P3HT layer in (a),(b) and
ra-P3HT in (c),(d) for varying dopant coverage from 0 nm to 11 nm. The whole
MIR range is depicted in (a),(c) and the fingerprint range zoomed in (b),(d). The
characteristic C=O stretching vibration of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is marked on the right.
There is a different ordinate scale in (a) and (c). The data have been measured and
provided by S. Beck (Univ. Heidelberg).
Although most of the vibrations modes are comparably weak with respect to the strong IRAV
modes, the C=O stretching vibration at 1735 cm−1 is well separated and can be used as an
indicator for the presence of dopants. The relative spectral change is largest at small coverage
and saturate above 8 nm for both rr-P3HT and rra-P3HT, suggesting that further deposition does
not introduce additional charge transfer. The growth of polaronic absorption bands reveal that
both charge transfer and diffusion starts immediately with dopant deposition, whereas only a
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much smaller increase was measured when evaporation has stopped. During the deposition
process, dopants are expected to carry thermal energy, allowing a fast immersion into the P3HT
film. As a control experiment, and in order to verify that it is not a matter of surface doping,
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 was evaporated on a cooled P3HT film and subsequently annealed. Since this
experiment was also not done by the author, the reader is referred for details to Reiser et al.245
However, the experiment shows, that on a cooled substrate only vibrational modes attributed
to neutral Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 with the characteristic C=O stretching vibration at 1735 cm
−1 are
observed (beside a small initial charge transfer at the interface for 0.3 nm coverage). When the
substrate warms up to room temperature, diffusion sets in at 5-10 ◦C and doping related absorp-
tion features (IRAV modes + polaron) drastically changes the spectrum. These feature slowly
increase and saturate at room temperature within several hours, much slower than those ob-
served during thermal evaporation. The final saturated spectrum of doped P3HT is comparable
for both samples, which are either kept at -20 ◦C or room temperature during dopant deposi-
tion. With higher coverage further deposition of dopant molecules does not induce additional
electron transfer, and presumably a dopant adlayer is formed. However, since IR spectroscopy
probes the whole layer stack, the method is not able to distinguish the diffusion profile of neutral
dopants, which is considered to be an important mechanism for device degradation.114 Here,
XPS can distinguish the chemical composition at the surface and how it is related to diffusion.
10.2 Photoelectron Spectroscopy after Deposition
Experimental Information: The evaporation rate was chosen to be ca. 1 nm min−1. The
samples were transferred after evaporation to the XPS chamber in UHV conditions. Core-level
spectra were recorded over the course of several hours, while moving the focused X-ray beam
(200 µm) along the surface within one data series to avoid radiation damage.
Results: Complementary to IR spectroscopic data, XPS is a surface sensitive technique for
chemical states, which can distinguish charged and neutral dopants within the inelastic mean
free path of ca. 3 nm for organic materials. In Figure 10.2a,c the S 2p core-level spectra of
rr-P3HT and rra-P3HT are shown for different dopant coverages, which are quantified by the
nominal layer thickness Ld measured by the micro-balance. An overall increase in S 2p inten-
sity is observed with dopant deposition, which is due to the higher relative sulphur content in
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 compared to P3HT and consequently the molar density of sulphur increases
with increasing dopant concentration. An electron transfer from P3HT to the dopant gives rise to
a charged Mo(tfd-CO2Me)
·−
3 species bearing a negative charge located on its functional core and
particularly on the C2S2 portions of dithiolene ligands.
160 This causes a shift to lower binding
energies of the S 2p core-level line of the dopant and has been studied by a peak deconvolution
in Section 9.3. Especially for rr-P3HT in Figure 10.2a and when comparing the upper graphs
in Figure 10.2a, the shoulder towards lower binding energies can be clearly recognized. For
lower dopant deposition up to a nominal Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 layer thickness of Ld = 5 nm, there
is only an increase of charged species at lower binding energies (162.5 eV). This means that
most dopants at the surface seem to be charged in case of low dopant coverage. For higher
deposition, additional electron transfer does not occur and neutral dopants are accumulating
at the surface. For neutral Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 the position of the S 2p3/2 is located at ca. 163
eV which is about 1 eV lower than for pure P3HT at about 164 eV in Figure 9.2b. Therefore,
at high coverage the maximum of the S 2p3/2 broadens and shifts from the position of doped
P3HT to the binding energy measured for neutral Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 at 163 eV. A similar situation
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is found for rra-P3HT in Figure 10.2c, although the amount of charged dopants is lower than for
rr-P3HT (determined by the S 2p3/2 peak at ca. 162.5 eV). At a high coverage of Ld = 15 nm,
the S 2p intensity for rra-P3HT is larger than for rr-P3HT, suggesting that there are more neutral
dopants accumulating on the surface in case of rra-P3HT. The position of the S 2p3/2 peak of
P3HT, Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)
·−
3 is marked by a red dotted line in Figure 10.2. In
order to study the diffusion and changes in dopant surface concentration, XPS measurements
were performed after various waiting times with the sample being at room temperature. In
Figure 10.2b, d the spectra are plotted separately after evaporation together with a spectrum
recorded for a 10 h waiting time with the sample kept in UHV at room temperature. For low
doping concentrations with a majority of charged dopants, there is no change in the amount
of dopants found with waiting time. For a coverage of Ld = 8 nm, a considerable decrease of
the neutral dopant fraction is observed after 10 h, whereas the amount of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)
·−
3 at
162.5 eV mainly stays unperturbed. In fact, the shoulder towards lower binding energies does
not decrease regardless of the type of P3HT or the dopant concentration for the probed infor-
mation depth, even though an even distribution of dopants in the whole film is not expected.
In contrast to rra-P3HT, a significant decline in the amount of neutral dopants after 10 h can
be identified for rr-P3HT and coverages Ld = 10 - 15 nm. This suggests that neutral dopants
are more mobile than charged dopants, which are likely coulombically bound to the host ma-
trix. For rra-P3HT, such a decrease is not seen above Ld = 11 nm and the total S 2p peak stays
roughly constant for 10 h, which is dominated by neutral Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3, probably forming a
dopant layer.
The changes in surface concentration as a function of time, which are due to neutral dopants,
can be further quantified in Figure 10.3. From C 1s and F 1s core-level spectra, recorded to-
gether with the S 2p emission in Figure 10.2, the molar ratio of dopants to P3HT monomers
can be calculated. For this purpose, the background-subtracted core-level spectra have to be
integrated and weighted with atomic sensitivity factors (ASF), which are specific to the spec-
trometer and account for analyzer transmission, cross-section, and average electron mean free
path, as described in Section 4.1. The correctly scaled intensity I˜ is then derived from the mea-
sured peak intensity I according to: I˜ = I/ASF and its ratios correspond to the ratio of respective
atomic densities. However, because both dopant and matrix contain sulphur and carbon, the
molar ratio nd/nm of dopants nd to matrix monomers nm has to be inferred from rearranging:
I˜(F 1s)
I˜(C 1s, S 2p)
=
Nd(F)nd
Nd(C, S)nd + Nm(C, S)nm
(10.1)
where Nd(C,F,S) and Nm(C,S) denote the number of atoms (C, F, S) in dopant and matrix
monomers, respectively. Alternatively the most probable doping concentration can be calcu-
lated using the formalism in Section 5. For very high doping concentration, Eq. 10.1 is not
accurate and leads to big errors when the carbon intensity is mainly dominated by Mo(tfd-
CO2Me)3 because of division close to zero. As a consequence, a peak component fit of the C
1s emission as depicted in Figure 9.2d is used instead, attributing the main C 1s line to P3HT
plus dopant, whereas the components toward higher binding energies are only from Mo(tfd-
CO2Me)3. Molar fractions in Figure 10.3 are then simply derived from molar rations nd/nm
by:
nd
nd + nm
=
nd/nm
nd/nm + 1
(10.2)
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Figure 10.2: S 2p spectra for varying dopant coverage measured directly after dopant evapora-
tion on rr-P3HT (a) and rra-P3HT (c). Each spectrum is remeasured after 10 hours
for rr-PH3HT in (b) and rra-P3HT (d). For (b), (d) the solid lines show the spectra
recorded directly after evaporation from (a), (c), and the dashed lines show the
spectra recorded 10 h later. The assignment of the S 2p3/2 emission line for differ-
ent chemical components is marked by a red dashed line in each plot. The intensity
scale in (a) and (b), (c) and (d) is similar but differs between (a) and (c). Adapted
from Reiser et al.245
Finally, in Figure 10.3, the dopant fraction at the surface is plotted versus waiting time on
a logscale for the various nominal dopant coverages, given by the nominal layer thickness Ld .
Each sample represents one data series with a fixed deposited coverage encoded by colour. It
can be seen that the decrease in surface concentration is continuous and not strictly exponential.
For low molar fractions of < 0.05, the surface concentrations seems to be constant with time
and, provided that almost all Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is charged, this agrees with the hypothesis that
charged dopants are less mobile than neutral dopants. For extremely high coverage there is
also no change in the molar fraction, which can be explained by a saturated P3HT film and
a dense dopant toplayer. On the other hand, an opaque dopant layer would be expected at a
nominal coverage of Ld = 10 nm, if no diffusion had occurred (provided an IMPF of around
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3nm). However, the molar fraction shows there is indeed no dense adlayer of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3
present at the surface (already at the first XPS measurement) up to a nominal dopant layer
thickness of 18 nm for rr-P3HT and 14nm for rra-P3HT. This agrees with IR spectroscopy data,
which find a diffusion into the P3HT film already during deposition. Further deposition beyond
18 nm will hold a molar fraction of one, meaning a pure dopant contribution on the surface. To
understand the data in Figure 10.3 in more detail, a numerical model is constructed in the next
section.
Ld[nm] Ld[nm]
(a) (b)
Figure 10.3: Molar fractions of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 to P3HTmonomers for rr-P3HT (a) and rra-P3HT
(b) as determined in the surface region. The color legend on the right side shows
the approximate nominal layer thickness Ld of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 as measured by the
micro-balance. Relative errors for molar ratios can be estimated to be as high as
15%.
10.3 Theoretical Modeling of Photoemission Data
After thermal evaporation has ended, there is a slow decrease of the amount of neutral dopants
at the surface observed with XPS in Figure 10.3, which can either be explained by desorption
or further diffusion of the dopant into the P3HT film. To evaluate the contribution of these
processes, a quantitative analysis and theoretical modelling is carried out in the following. For
this purpose, the amount of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 and P3HT has to be estimated from their respective
layer thickness in order to calculate molar ratios or fractions derived from XPS measurements.
The amount of dopants shall be denoted by nd and the amount of P3HT monomers by nm. The
length of the total thin film after evaporation is assumed to be L = Ld + L0, where Ld describes
the nominal dopant coverage, measured by the micro-balance, and L0 is the initial thickness of
the pure P3HT film L0 = 50±6 nm. Furthermore, for a given area A the amount of dopants and
polymer monomers can be calculated from the nominal dopant coverage nd =
ρd
Md
ALd and pure
P3HT film thickness nm =
ρm
Mm
AL0. The molar weight Md = 744.54 g mol−1 of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3
and Mm = 166.28 g mol−1 of P3HT is known from their chemical structure, whereas their
respective densities must be estimated based on literature values of similar materials.258,259 For
this calculation a generic density of ρd = 1.6 g cm−3 and ρm = 1.1 g cm−3 is used, respectively.
With the definition of the density ρ = mV =
m
AL and molar weight M =
m
n , one therefore obtains
n = ρMAL by substitution the mass m. The total average molar fraction X for each data series is
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then inferred from X = nd/(nd + nm), which is used to set the initial conditions and distribution
for the calculation.
10.3.1 Desorption estimate
In general Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is stable under UHV conditions and was evaporated at ca. 130
◦ C
for this process and adsorbs on P3HT and on silicon. However, small amounts can still desorb
from the surface in UHV conditions. In order to quantify the desorption rate, a pure film of
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 was deposited on a silicon substrate with a layer thickness thin enough to
measure the Si 2p core-level signal of the substrate. The Si 2p emission was then recorded in
UHV over the course of days. The layer thickness was calculated according to Beer’s law with an
empirically estimated electron mean free path of λ= 3.4nm for the pure Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 layer.
The results of this control experiment is shown in Figure 10.4. An increase of the Si 2p intensity
corresponds to a decrease of the nominal coverage and gives a decline in the calculated layer
thickness in Figure 10.4. At the same time the F 1s and C 1s core-level intensity does not change
significantly, which excludes a steady drift in X-ray power as the cause for the rise in Si 2p peak
intensity. The linear decrease in coverage is attributed to desorption at a constant rate of r <
0.05 nm h−1, which is obtained from the linear fit in Figure 10.4. With this desorption rate, the
decrease in surface dopant concentration can be estimated and compared to the data in Figure
10.3. For this purpose, a simplified but extreme situation is assumed, in which there is a pure
dopant toplayer on pure P3HT, meaning no intermixing.
Ld[nm]
(b)(a)
Figure 10.4: The nominal layer thickness of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 on silicon versus time in (a). A linear
fit is added in red with the fit results listed in the inset. Molar surface fraction of
dopants is plotted over time in (b). The blue data points are taken from the data in
Figure 10.3 for rr-P3HT. The green data points, together with a linear fit to guide the
eye, are from a solution-doped rr-P3HT film with homogeneous but similar overall
concentration.
In this case a maximum desorption rate r = 0.05 nm h−1 causes the dopant layer to decrease
at the surface with r until all dopants have left the P3HT film. The inelastic electron mean free
path λ gives a measure for the information depth. For this simplification, it is assumed that
a fixed one-dimensional volume of length λ is probed by XPS, which generates a signal of the
dopant layer of thickness ld and the remaining P3HT volume of λ− ld . If the dopant thickness
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is larger than λ, only dopants can be detected with XPS. The molar fraction measured from the
combined dopant and P3HT volume is given by X = nd/(nd + nm), where in this case nd is the
amount of dopants in the adlayer ld and nm the amount of P3HT in the rest volume λ− ld . As
explained in the beginning of this section, the amount nd and nm can be calculated with the
layer thickness ld for a certain area A via nd =
ρd
Md
Ald and correspondingly nm =
ρm
Mm
A(λ − ld),
using the numerical values: Md = 744.54 g mol−1, Mm = 166.28 g mol−1, ρd = 1.6 g cm−3,
ρm = 1.1 g cm−3. The time dependence for the molar fraction X (t) enters with the decreasing
layer thickness due to desorption l(t) = l(0) − r t with the rate from Figure 10.4. The initial
layer thickness is adjusted to fit the first data point in Figure 10.3. The time-dependence of the
desorption estimate is plotted in Figure 10.5 in comparison to the data and an extended model
based on absorption and diffusion. For very high dopant coverage, the decrease in surface
concentration predicted by desorption is actually higher than observed by XPS. Whereas for
intermediate coverage, the desorption estimate can not explain the steep decrease in dopant
concentration at the surface. It should be noted that charged dopants, which dominate at
fraction of ca. 0.05 and are considered to be less mobile, are not taken into account in this
desorption model. In order to verify that desorption is indeed not the dominating mechanism
and that it is not different for P3HT than for a pure Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 film, a doped P3HT film
is prepared from solution with homogeneous but similar overall concentrations. The measured
surface concentration is plotted (green) in Figure 10.4 together with the data of Figure 10.3,
which does not show a comparable decline given the same timescales.
10.3.2 Absorption and Diffusion model
The more detailed model to describe the data in Figure 10.3 is formulated in terms of concentra-
tions c and takes dopant absorption, bulk diffusion of dopants, charging of dopants, and a finite
sorption capacity of the P3HT film into account.260 With the assumption of a locally constant
average density ρ¯ and molar mass M¯ , the approximate concentration reads: c ≈ ndnd+nm ρ¯M¯ . Since
molar concentrations c can be related to molar fractions, which are derived from XPS measure-
ments, the here presented model is applied to the data in Figure 10.5. For the course of the
following description, the model is given in concentrations but molar fractions are inserted to fit
the data. For this description, one distinguishes between the concentration of charged dopants
cc, neutral dopants cn and dopants adsorbed on the surface ca. The concentration of adsorbed
dopants is only defined within a surface region that in this case is set to 3 nm, which approxi-
mately matches the XPS information depth and the surface roughness of P3HT. In this region,
dopants can be absorbed by the film, and in this model, transformed into neutral dopants cn
which can subsequently diffuse through the P3HT bulk. In a simple image, dopants at the sur-
face have to find a diffusion pathway to enter the P3HT film. To model the transition, neutral
dopants cn are defined with the whole film, including the surface region. Additionally neutral
dopants can undergo a charge transfer and transform into charged dopants cc. Because changes
in surface coverage are mainly due to neutral dopants, see Figure 10.2, charged dopants cc
are considered to be immobile in this model. Consequently, the bulk diffusion is only related
to neutral dopants and is modelled by Fickian diffusion that is independent of concentration
with diffusion constant Dc. To match the finite thickness of the thin film, the diffusion current
Jc = −Dc∂x cn(x , t) is set to zero at the surface (x = 0) and towards the substrate (x = L), which
defines the boundary conditions for the system. For this calculation, the length (thickness) of
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the thin film after evaporation is set to L = Ld + L0, with the nominal dopant coverage Ld ,
measured by a micro-balance, and L0 = 50 ± 5 nm the initial P3HT film thickness. For sim-
plicity, both absorption or uptake of dopants and charging of neutral dopants are modelled by
linear isothermal sorption in Eq. 10.4, 10.5. Here, the sorption constants kc and ka for charged
and adsorbed dopants are introduced, respectively. The finite dopant capacity (the volume that
dopants can occupy in the P3HT film) enters by a multiplier in the differential equation in Eq.
10.5 which yields the saturation capacity Stot for both charged and neutral dopants. The upper
limit for charged dopants is realized analogously and is given by Sc, representing the maximum
number of available doping sites. Assuming that the number of sites does not differ between
bulk and surface, Sc can be estimated based on the XPS data in Figure 10.2 or 10.3. The system
of differential equations to solve in terms of ca, cn, cc then reads:
∂t cn(x , t) = Dc∂
2
x cn(x , t)− ∂t cc(x , t)− ∂t ca(x , t) (10.3)
∂t cc(x , t) = kccn(x , t)

1− cc(x , t)
Sc

(10.4)
∂t ca(x , t) = −kaca(x , t)

1− cc(x , t) + cn(x , t)
Stot

(10.5)
The total concentration at the surface is simply given by c(0, t) = cn(0, t)+ cc(0, t)+ ca(0, t) and
is assumed to be representative for molar fractions, meaning that c(0, t) is compared to the data
in Figure 10.5 after solving the above differential equations. To do this, initial conditions has
to be set up in a reasonable way to match the experimental situation, which is described in the
following.
Ld[nm] Ld[nm]
(a) (b)
Figure 10.5: Measured molar surface fractions of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in rr-P3HT (a) and rra-P3HT
(b). The nominal layer thickness is encoded by colour for each data series with
the bar legend on the right-hand side. The solid lines (also coloured) represent a
fit of the discussed model, i.e. solving differential Eq. 10.3 - 10.5 with the proper
initial conditions and constraint parameters. The dashed line shows the desorption
estimate of the previous section for comparison with a rat of r = 0.05 nm h−1.
Adapted from Reiser et al.245
From IR spectroscopy measurements, it is known that there are dopants diffusing into the
P3HT film already during thermal deposition. The slow decrease observed with XPS is mainly
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due to remaining dopants at the surface, which are incorporated or absorbed by the P3HT over
time at room temperature. Therefore, the amount of evaporated dopants is split, which is in-
ferred from the nominal layer thickness Ld , into an equilibrated fraction and dopants remaining
on the surface. In practice, one chooses an equilibrated molar fraction of neutral dopants Xn
distributed in the entire film and an adsorbed fraction at the surface Xa. They are assigned to
the concentrations cn(x , 0) and ca(x , 0)when solving the differential equations. The distribution
between Xn and Xa has to match the total dopant fraction X , when treated as a density, accord-
ing to X L = XnL + Xaλ. Adsorbed dopants are defined in a surface region with length λ. The
surface fraction Xa is then adjusted in a way that Xa + Xn matches the first data points probed
by XPS in Figure 10.5. The calculation of molar fraction X from the dopant layer thickness is
described above and uses the numerical values: Md = 744.54 g mol−1, Mm = 166.28 g mol−1,
ρd = 1.6 g cm−3, ρm = 1.1 g cm−3.
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Figure 10.6: Calculated spatial distribution of the molar fraction of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 in rr-P3HT
(a) and rra-P3HT (b) for two different coverages Ld in red and blue. The initial
distribution is shown by a dotted line and the propagated solution at t = 800 min
by a solid line. The region between 0 and 3 nm contains adsorbed dopants.
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Figure 10.7: The sum of squared residuals X 2 of the fitting routine for the data in Figure 10.5
versus the diffusion constant Dc for rr-P3HT in (a) and rra-P3HT in (b). The coloured
line represents different values for ka chosen constant for the fit and given in the
legend on the right. To find a lower limit for the diffusion constant in this model,
a significant difference in X 2 from the optimal X 2min is defined by X
2/X 2min = 1.3
which yields a threshold of an acceptable X 2 as a function of Dc marked by a red
dashed line. The overall difference of the X 2 value is due to a different number of
data points.
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An example of the initial dopant distribution is plotted in Figure 10.6 for two different cov-
erages together with the propagated solution calculated from Eq. 10.3 - 10.5. For rr-P3HT, the
changes in Figure 10.6 highlight adsorbed dopants at the surface (x ∈ [0,3nm]) being absorbed
and distributed in the film by diffusion, as it is intended by construction of the model. Ideally
all data series in Figure 10.5 can be reproduced with one set of parameters for rr-P3HT and
rra-P3HT. To reduce the number of degrees of freedom, some of the constants in Eq. 10.5 - 10.5
can be fixed based on experimental findings in Figure 10.2 and 10.3. With IR spectroscopy a fast
charge transfer was observed during deposition, which is why the sorption constant for charged
dopants is set sufficiently high (kc = 100 min−1) to ensure an immediate charge transfer on the
time scales relevant for fitting. From the S 2p core-level emission in Figure 10.2 the maximum
number of charge dopants can be estimated, which is assumed to be also valid in the bulk of
the P3HT film. Therefore the capacities are set constant and chosen manually to be Sc = 0.05
for rr-P3HT and Sc = 0.035 for rra-P3HT used in the fitting routine in Figure 10.5. The results
of solving the differential equations Eq. 10.5 - 10.5 is fitted to the data in Figure 10.5 with ka,
Stot and Dc as free parameters simultaneously to all data series. The best fit is obtained with
ka ≈ 0.015 min−1 for both rr-P3HT and rra-P3HT and sufficiently high diffusion constant Dc.
Ld[nm] Ld[nm]
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Figure 10.8: The figure shows molar surface fractions of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 versus time for rr-P3HT
in a) and rra-P3HT in b) similar to Figure 10.5. In order to visualize the effect of
variations in error margin of the parameters Stot, ka, they have been added with
ka = 0.016 ± 0.004 and Stot = 0.084 ± 0.003 for rr-P3HT and ka = 0.015 ± 0.005
and Stot = 0.0580.002 for rra-P3HT.
As a consequence, the diffusion constant is not a decisive factor and the time dependence
in this model is mainly dominated by the incorporation or absorption rate kc. However, the
diffusion constant must not be chosen too small in order to get a good fit result. The sum of
squared residuals X 2 is plotted in Figure 10.7, showing that for the best ka, the dependence on
Dc flattens out towards higher values, but increases if Dc is chosen too small. If a threshold for an
acceptable X 2 is introduced based on the best X 2min, a lower limit on the diffusion can be derived.
Setting an acceptable tolerance requires a diffusion constant Dc ≥ 10−15 cm2 s−1 for rr-P3HT and
Dc ≥ 3 ·10−16 cm2 s−1 for rra-P3HT to sufficiently describe the data within this model. Although
one obtains a similar ka, a different total capacity of Stot = 0.084 for rr-P3HT and Stot = 0.058
for rra-P3HT is suggested by the model fit. The difference of Stot is bigger than the error of
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ca. 10% in L0. Additionally, the dependence of variations in fitting parameters on the resulting
concentration curves is illustrated in Figure 10.8. In general, the more complex diffusion model
yields a better description of the data than the estimate only based on desorption. Within this
model and to explain differences in Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 capacity Stot between rr- and rra-P3HT
at high concentrations, the morphology of such thin films can be considered. Complementary
electron diffraction measurements carried out by L. Müller on these samples reveal clear signal
of a semi-crystalline morphology with crystallites being embedded in an amorphous matrix for
rr-P3HT.245 This is not found for rra-P3HT which agrees with previous studies.261 The fully
amorphous rra-P3HT has a slightly lower density than rr-P3HT, which suggests also a large free
volume benefiting the diffusion of dopants. This does not agree with the observations of this
study, however there is evidence that the rra-P3HT inter-crystalline regions in rr-P3HT have
an even lower density than amorphous rra-P3HT.258 Although there is no direct proof for this
hypothesis, the low-density grain boundaries in rr-P3HT may play an important role in absorbing
and improving the diffusion of dopants. For example, the mobility model of solvent molecules
in polymers, which was derived from a statistical treatment, proposes a volatility:134,137
md ∼ e−Bd/ f , (10.6)
where md denotes the mobility, f the fractional free volume and Bd represents minimal void
size that dopants need to perform a jump.136 To shed further light on this hypothesis, imag-
ing of dopant pathways could be attempted with scanning tunnelling or transmission electron
microscopy, requiring molecular resolution and sufficient material contrast.
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11 Drift of Molecular Dopants
Within this project, the mobility of molecular dopants was investigated by forcing the dopants
to drift in an externally applied electrical field. If dopants undergo charge transfer, molecular
ions are present in the organic host matrix that are sensitive to potential gradients. With a high
enough applied electrical field, ionic migration becomes possible, if the potential barrier at the
doping site is sufficiently lowered. This has been studied systematically by Müller et al. for p-
doped P3HT in Figure 11.1.120 The drift of F4TCNQ in P3HT can be observed with fluorescence
microscopy on a laterally structured electrode setup having channels of ca. 125 µm length. If the
electrical field reaches a certain threshold value, the dopant is pushed away from the cathode
causing a change in contrast of the fluorescence signal in Figure 11.1a.
P3HT:F4TCNQ
c)
Figure 11.1: (a) Lateral micrographs of a P3HT:F4TCNQ channels between two gold electrodes
(black) and an applied electrical field of strength between 0 and 1.6 V µm−1 for 30
s. Pure, undoped P3HT appears reddish/violet due to its absorption at 400 - 700
nm, whereas doped P3HT features a broader absorption and a greyish colour. (b)
Current as a function of time for increasing constant electric fields of alternating
polarity. At a field of ca. 0.75 V µm−1 the current decreases because an undoped
region emerges from dopant drift. (c) Application of a memristor, which writes at
high fields (≥ 1V µm−1) and reads out at low voltages. The difference in current is
due to an undoped region at the silver contact. Modified from Müller et al.120
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The emergence of an undoped region, which can be several microns in size, causes a subse-
quent fall-off in the current through the device. After reversing the bias, the doping distribution
can be reversed as well, with the dopants subsequently drifting into the opposing direction.
When choosing asymmetric contacts, a memristive device can be constructed based on the con-
ductivity modulation that stems from a controlled dopant migration in Figure 11.1c. Since this
work has not been done by the author, the reader is referred to Müller et al. for additional
information.120 Interestingly, for the small molecular transport material Spiro-MeOTAD a drift
is not observed at comparable fields strengths. Furthermore, the drift in rra-P3HT seems to be
less effective than in rr-P3HT. The drift of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 was additionally verified by IR mi-
croscopy. To run a similar experiment in UHV with XPS, a new sample holder was constructed,
which allows an external voltage to be applied in-situ without breaking the vacuum. A doped
P3HT film was spin-cast on a cleaned glass substrate and a finger-like electrode structure was
evaporated on top. In this case we used aluminium as electrode and a thin MoOx buffer layer
in order to achieve sufficiently good charge carrier injection. In this case, silver is not chosen as
electrode since the Ag 3s emission interferes with the F 1s peak, if a high pass energy is used
and the analyser runs in constant energy mode. The finger structures were carefully connected
at the edges with silver ink and clamps to the electrically separated screws of the sample holder
in Figure 11.2a. With the help of an X-ray induced secondary electron imaging (SXI), the alu-
minium electrodes and the P3HT channels can be located showing a different contrast in Figure
11.2c, which is used to position the X-ray beam. The channel and the neighbouring contacts
were scanned with a focused beam of 10 µm in diameter as sketched in Figure 11.2b.
Si
P3HT:MoCOMe
MoOx
Al
SXI
MoOx
Al
a) b)
c)
d)
channel
Figure 11.2: (a) Picture of the sample holder with doped P3HT film plus silver electrode con-
nected via clamps. Sketch of the idea for this experiment in (b). X-ray induced
secondary electron imaging (SXI) of the finger-like electrode structure in (c). The
integrated intensity of the F 1s, Al 2p and O 1s emission as a function of the focused
X-ray beam position in (d). The F 1s core-level was rescanned, as fast as possible,
after a bias of +200 V (red) and -200 V (green) was applied.
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For this purpose, the pass energy was set to 117.4 eV and spectra measured at constant
binding energy at 688 eV using the channel electron multiplier to resolve the peak structure.
The result of F 1s, Al 2p and O 1s integrated intensity as a function of position is depicted in
Figure 11.2d. A clear pattern of the F 1s emission in between the Al 2p and O 1s signal, that is
originating from the electrodes, can be distinguished matching the spacing of the evaporation
mask of 200 µm. However a dependence of the F 1s signal on an externally applied voltage in
red and green in Figure 11.2d was not observed. There has been a sequence of further attempts
and tests to resolve the drift with XPS but which were not yet successful. It is possible, that
the dopant concentration at the surface is not affected by the lateral current, or that only a few
of the channels were active, since in the above setup all electrodes were run simultaneously.
A vertical geometry, in which the voltage is applied between substrate and a surface electrode,
was tested by evaporating a thin gold layer of a few nanometres onto P3HT, sought to be still
transparent for XPS. The basic idea is to apply a voltage at the gold layer, while still being able
to measure the core-level emission of the dopant beneath the gold layer. This attempt failed
because a thin gold layer was found to be not conductive enough compared to doped P3HT. The
current was therefore not distributed through the gold film, but running directly at the edges of
the external contact into P3HT. The conductivity of the surface could not be increased by a fine
copper grid, used for transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
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12 Anchoring and Activation
12.1 Spectroscopic studies on a model system
In order to study the linking process of small molecular dopants to organic semiconducting
host matrices, a simple test molecule is chosen which bears a phenyl azide anchor and that
is easy to synthesise. This molecule serves as a model for possible dopants and will not in-
troduce a charge transfer. However, diffusion properties and interaction with its host matrix
may be representative for suitable dopants. Within this model system one can additionally
study and optimize film preparation processes and methods of activation such as UV-light and
temperature. The body part is given by a naphthalene group, which is comparable in size to
dopants like F4TCNQ or DMBI. For this study 2-((4-azidobenzyl)oxy)naphthalene (ABN) and its
fluorine-substituted derivative 2-((4-azido-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorbenzyl)oxy)naphtalene (AF4BN) is
used, which have been synthesised by S. Benneckendorf from OCI Heidelberg. Their structural
formula is given in Fig. 12.1.
(a) ABN
O
N3
F
F
F
F
(b) F4ABN
Figure 12.1: The Figure shows the structural formula of the test molecules 2-((4-azidobenzyl)oxy)
naphthalene (ABN) in (a) and 2-((4-azidobenzyl)oxy) naphthalene (AF4BN) in (b).
Both molecules were synthesized by S. Benneckendorf from OCI Heidelberg.
As discussed in section 7.1 the fluorinated benzyl azide is expected to offer a higher yield of
singlet nitrene insertion into alkyl chains or carbon-hydrogen bonds in general. Therefore, ABN
and AF4BBN are investigated and compared by IR and XPS spectroscopy. Also UV-VIS Absorp-
tion measurements and microscopy imaging have been performed to further characterize the
materials. The activation of the azide group by temperature or UV-light can be best detected by
IR spectroscopy. To gain information on linking properties the azides have to be blended with
suitable charge transport materials. In the following different concentrations were mixed with
the p-type polymer P3HT and the n-tpye small molecule PCBM, which are solution-processable
and offer different morphologies. From previous studies it is expected that polymers offer a
higher diffusivity than small molecular hosts, which may also be present in this system.
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12.1.1 Test Molecules ABN and AF4BN
Experimental Information: First, pure films of ABN and F4ABN were prepared by spin coat-
ing and drop casting on n-type silicon and on glass substrates cut into 1.5x1.5 cm2 pieces.
The azides dissolve readily in chlorobenzene already at room temperature. The materials were
stirred on a hot plate at 50 ◦C as a test to increase solubility, but this did not affect the resulting
film thickness. Depending on the measurement technique, the concentration of the solution
was varied from 9 to 20 g L−1 in order to achieve a suitable film thickness. Spin coating was
performed at 1000 rpm in a nitrogen glove box with an approximate humidity < 10 ppm. The
samples were then shortly exposed to ambient conditions for carrying out all subsequent mea-
surements.
An important step towards proving immobilization of the anchoring molecules is to track the
azide’s spectroscopic signature, which has to change upon activation. It is known from literature
that reactions can be triggered by application of heat or UV light (250 nm).205 For UV-activation
of all azide containing films a mercury-vapor lamp GPH135T5L/4 from Peschl UV-products with
a nominal UV-C power of 1.2 W at 254 nm was used. The penlight was mounted on a support
above the sample at varying distance. In order to determine the total exposure, the light inten-
sity at the sample position was measured using a Newport power-meter 1936-C equipped with
a photo-diode 818-UV plus attenuator. The calibration measurement is shown in Figure 12.2
and follows a power law which agrees with an isotropic light source. Two fits have been made
with either a strict x−2 or a general x−b dependence on the distance to the sample x which both
fit the data sufficiently well and yield a power factor of approximately 50 mW.
Figure 12.2: Intensity calibration of a discharge lamp, which is used to activate the azide inor-
ganic thin films discussed below. The measured intensity is plotted versus the dis-
tance of the penlight to the sample position. From the fit we obtain a power factor
of approx. 50 mW. The fit results are given in the inset for the model ax b marked
by a red line.
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Results, Microscopy: Optical microscopy serves as a first tool to characterize the morphology
of thin films on a macroscopic scale. Here, a Nikon Eclipse 80i reflected-light microscope with
up to 100x objective magnification is used. Microscopy images of such films are shown in Figure
12.3. They exhibit a pronounced crystalline structure with crystal clusters of a few microns in
size. The crystalline nature is further corroborated by cross-polarized light microscopy, where
the directly reflected light is blocked by a polariser oriented at 90 degrees. The ABN crystals
appear bright in the image, which arises form a slight rotation of polarization. Furthermore,
de-wetting can be observed around dust particles. One can see holes in the film at higher
magnification, which is likely connected to the material’s tendency to from crystals. In addition,
AF4BN was drop-casted from solution on silicon showing significantly larger crystals but also
holes and ruptures, see Figure 12.3. In general the obtained azide layers are not compact
or homogeneous and therefore disadvantageous for preparing pristine thin films. However,
optimization of the film processing regarding solvent or substrate treatment was not conducted
since the test molecules are not expected to act as a dopant and the precise energy levels are not
of interest for this study. Optical transmission spectroscopy like IR or UV/Vis can still be reliably
performed on such films but XPS and UPS are found to be challenging.
Figure 12.3: The Figure shows reflected-light microscopy images of a thin spin-cast ABN film
in a), b) and under cross-polarization in c). ABN was cast on silicon from solution,
which resulted in an approximate average film thickness of 35 nm. A film of AF4BN,
which was drop-casted from solution, is given in d), e) and under cross-polarization
in f). Scale bar: a) 100 µm, b) 25 µm, c) 50 µm, d) 100 µm, e) 20 µm and f) 20 µm.
Results, UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy: When pure films of ABN of AF4BN are activated in
an inert atmosphere, complex reactions involving ketenimine expansion or triplet reaction are
probably favoured compared to C-H insertion. Even partial polymerization or cross-linking is
imaginable. Regardless of the mechanism, the transformed azide group can be seen as a marker
of the reacted ABN molecules. Optical absorption is measured of pure acide films in Figure
12.4, using an Avantes AvaLight-DH-S-BAL light source and AvaSpec-ULS3648 spectrometer.
From UV absorption measurements the absorption of the azide group is anticipated at about
250 nm (not visible in Figure 12.4), which triggers the photo-activation. In Figure 12.4 strong
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absorption is observed in the UV and a tail extending into the visible and near infra-red. There
are distinct bands at 300-350 nm, which are lost upon activation. These absorption bands can
be related to the 2-methoxynaphthalene part of ABN and F4ABN.262 In a cooled Argon matrix
at 4 K or in the vapour phase of naphthalene comparable absorption bands have been measured
at around 310 nm in literature.263,264 These bands have been studied and assigned to an elec-
tronic long-axis polarized 1B2u ← 1Ag transition.265,266 The possibly stronger absorption bands
of naphthalene at 270 nm are not resolved in this spectrometer setup since the lower limit of the
wavelength range is at 300 nm. The decrease in visibility of the naphthalene related absorption
band is an indicator that the reactive azide group attacks the naphthalene body of neighbouring
molecules. For pure ABN and F4ABN films possible insertion reactions are likely to involve the
naphthalene group. It is important to compare them with absorption spectra of prototype matrix
materials. For P3HT no significant absorption bands align with bands from ABN or AF4BN. For
PCBM a distinct peak at ca. 335 nm, which is an orbitally allowed 1T1u→ 1Ag transition,267,268
and a weak tail extending into the near-infrared overlaps with the spectral features of ABN
and F4ABN. The absorption tail of PCBM is not expected to originate from artefacts but is re-
lated to intermolecular interactions.269 A more detailed analysis on the activation reaction and
molecular decomposition can be drawn from IR spectroscopy, testing ABN specific molecular
vibrations.
Figure 12.4: The Figure shows UV-Vis absorption spectra of ABN and AF4BN in comparison with
the matrix materials P3HT and PCBM in (b). The UV-activated azide layers are rep-
resented by a dashed line in (a).
Results, IR-spectroscopy: Further insight into the activation process of the azide group in
ABN and F4ABN is gained from IR spectroscopy. The subsequent IR measurements on the
samples of this work were carried out and evaluated by H. Mager.100 All samples have been
measured on silicon in transmission geometry using unpolarized light at 7◦ incident angle. The
spectra are recorded by a MCT detector averaging 200 scans. DFT calculations of ABN and
F4ABN molecules in the gas phase are used to assign molecular vibrations to experimentally
observed absorption bands. However, since the DFT calculation neglects inter-molecular inter-
actions in the solid phase and is further dependent on the choice of exchange interaction and
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basis set, it can not exactly predict peak strength and position. Nonetheless, an assignment of
those absorption bands can be made which are influenced by the functional azide group. For
both ABN and F4ABN the strong absorption band at about 2200 cm−1 is attributed to a pure
stretching vibration band of the azide group. In addition there are vibrational modes from C-H
bending vibration in the naphthalene body and the phenyl ring that seem to be influenced or
affected by the azide group and its stretching mode. Such modes are expected to generate the
strong absorption band of ABN at 1282 cm−1 and partially the very strong band of F4ABN at
1495 cm−1 (overlapping of two vibrational modes). A bending vibration of the azide group
enters most likely at 791 cm−1 for ABN involving a bending vibration of C-H bonds in the naph-
thalene group. IR spectra of ABN and F4ABN are shown in Figure 12.5. The same sample is first
measured directly after film preparation and is then activated by UV light in a glove box.
Figure 12.5: The Figure shows relative transmission spectra of ABN in red in (a) and of F4ABN in
green in (b). The same film after UV activation is added in each sub-figure in blue.
Thickness values in the legend are determined by ellipsometry. Important peaks are
marked in the figure and are listed in Table B.1. The spectra have been measured
and provided by H. Mager.100
After activation the peaks at 2200 cm−1 almost completely vanish and absorption bands that
oscillate with the functional azide group are reduced in intensity, e.g. at 1282 cm−1 for ABN
and at 1495 cm−1 for F4ABN. As a result, the reaction of the functional group within ABN
and F4ABN can be clearly tracked. The samples have been measured before and after UV-
activation using ellipsometry to determine the film thickness. Whereas the film thickness of
ABN stayed approximately constant there seems to be a reduction of coverage for the F4ABN
film as measured by ellipsometry and a suitable reflection model. In order to determine the
proper order of magnitude for the UV-expose time, a step-wise activation was carried out. By
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integrating the dominant vibration at ca 2100 cm−1 an estimate for the transformed fraction
can be derived.
Figure 12.6: The Figure shows relative transmission spectra of F4ABN in the region of the azide’s
stretching vibration at 2100 cm−1 in (a) for various UV-exposure times. A continuous
reduction in peak intensity can be verified. The normalized and integrated signal is
plotted for ABN and F4ABN in (b). The spectra have been measured and provided
by H. Mager.100
If the signal at time zero is taken as reference, a full transformation is achieved after 1500
s, which corresponds to a dose estimated from the penlight calibration to be about 0.6 J cm−2.
The progress of activation is plotted in Figure 12.6. By tendency a slightly faster activation is
found for F4ABN compared to ABN. The peak integration can be further corroborated by a full
oscillatory model (SCOUT) yielding similar results and can be followed in the Bachelor Thesis
of H. Mager.100 The precise reaction type or mechanism is however difficult to demonstrate.
From Figure 12.5 one can see that there are no further absorption bands appearing which
could have been assigned to new bonds or molecular states. The general loss in visibility and
the broadening of peak shapes may indicate chemical reactions that involve new connections
between molecules but also degradation in general. It should be noted that the spectrum of
the pure activated F4ABN film shows much more broadening and reduced visibility than the
corresponding activated ABN sample. Although this observation can not be clearly verified it
agrees with the potentially higher reactivity of F4ABN which is assigned to the fluorine protected
benzene anchor.
Results, Photoemission: As previously mentioned corresponding measurements with XPS
and UPS are challenging, as pure ABN thin films are not stable under UHV conditions. To
compensate for desorption to some extend, thicker layers have been processed from solutions
with a concentration of up to 20 g L−1. Since they are rather inhomogeneous and form islands
(see Figure 12.3), partial charging and broadened line-shapes are difficult to avoid. This means
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that they are not very reproducible concerning binding energy or absolute intensity. Therefore,
the core-level spectra of ABN and F4ABN are not presented here (see Appendix Figure B.3) and
merely principal observations are briefly summarized below for the sake of completeness.
If the film is exposed to UV radiation with a dose of 0.6 Ws cm−2 in an inert atmosphere, changes
in the N 1s spectrum can provide a rough idea of the azide’s signature. The N 1s peak shows a
main component at 401 eV and a side-peak at 406 eV before activation. The two-peak structure
is characteristic for the azide functional group, reported in literature.179,185 The peak towards
higher binding energies is assigned to the central electron-deficient nitrogen, whereas the main
peak at 401 eV stems from the two lateral nitrogen atoms.189 As a consequence the intensity ra-
tio is expected to be 1:2, which roughly agrees with the data. After activation, the contribution
at 406 eV vanishes and a single nitrogen peak remains that is likely originating from carbon-
nitrogen bonds. Since intensity and exact binding energies are not meaningful, a change in
overall peak intensity can not be correlated to a release of nitrogen. Nevertheless, the results
indicate that the film is not activated by the X-ray’s photo excitation. The O 1s emission is gov-
erned by SiO2 from the native oxygen layer of the Si substrate. The covalently bonded oxygen
of ABN is expected at about 533.5 eV and hardly visible for any sample. An oxygen component
at a binding energy of about 536 eV may be assigned for the sample at highest coverage. This
could be attributed to the covalently bonded oxygen, which suffers charging effects of the or-
ganic layer or generally to contaminations. The only reasonable contamination could be sodium
with an Auger emission at 529 eV or 557.4 eV. Similar to ABN, the N 1s spectrum of AF4BN has
a main component at 401 eV and shows a satellite at 405 eV vanishing after UV activation. It
should be noted again, that at higher coverage, the spectral signatures are strongly shifted to
higher binding energies making a clear analysis difficult. Significant for AF4BN is the strong
fluorine emission and the carbon peak component at higher binding energies, which stems from
carbon atoms bound to fluorine in the anchor group of F4ABN. Better spectra are obtained for
F4ABN in blends for example with PCBM as shown in Figure 12.10. Due to a better film quality
charging effects arising from inhomogeneity are not present in a suitable host matrix.
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12.1.2 ABN and AF4BN blended with PCBM
Experimental Information: Blends of PCBM and the azide molecules have been prepared by
mixing their respective solutions prior to spin-coating. PCBM was also dissolved in chloroben-
zene and stirred on a hot plate at 50 ◦C for several hours. The preparation of the azide solution
and film processing was conducted as described previously. Optical Microscopy revealed that a
crystallization of the azide molecules occurs within the PCBM film if there is residual solvent
present. Therefore the blends were annealed at 60-70 ◦C on a hotplate for 5 min in order to
evaporate the remaining chlorobenzene. Quickly exposing the films to low vacuum was found
to be working as well. The total concentration of 14 g L−1 for all mixing ratios was kept constant
and resulted in a film thickness of ca. 45 nm, which was verified by profilometer measurements
and ellipsometry.
Results, Microscopy: The crystalline azide molecules are found to segregate within PCBM
thin films after spin coating under certain circumstances. From Figure 12.7 one can clearly see
that the snow-flake like azide structures grow from seeds, which are caused by dust particles
or other contaminations present in the film. The size of these structures depends on concen-
tration but also varies with each sample. Furthermore cross-polarization microscopy highlight
the patterns formed by the ABN crystals, because they are slightly changing the reflected light’s
polarization.
Figure 12.7: The Figure shows reflected-light microscopy images of PCBM mixed with ABN at
a molar ratio of one. In (a) a very large structure is emerging from a black seed
centered in the middle of the snow flake-like pattern. A zoom of (a) can bee seen
with higher magnification in (b) and under cross-polarization in (c). The continuous
growth of crystals in a single sample is depicted in (d)-(f). The Images (d)-(f) were
taken ca. 5, 7 and 13 min after spin-coating. Scale bar: (a) 250 µm, (b)-(c) 50 µm
and (d)-(f) 250 µm.
In particular, the continuous growth of the ABN structures on a very large scale can be nicely
observed by microscopy. Here, the blended films were transferred from the glove-box directly
to the microscope without annealing or vacuum treatment. The circular snow-flake patterns
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then start to grow within minutes. This process predominantly occurs at high concentrations
of ABN and is mediated by residual solvent in the film. This can be verified by comparing an
annealed or vacuum treated film of similar concentration, which microscopically displays a neat
film. The annealed film is further stable, at least for the observed period of a few hours, and
does not develop any further crystalline structures. The few already formed crystals do not grow
significantly. On the nano-scale, the morphology is of course completely unknown and may be
composed of large clusters of ABN molecules.
Results, UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy: From the individual UV-Vis absorption spectra it
could be presumed that all significant spectral features of PCBM and ABN are overlapping. how-
ever, as it can bee inferred from Figure 12.8, they are not distinctive in the blends. Interestingly
the PCBM’s pi-pi∗ transition 1T1u→ 1Ag at ca. 335 nm decreases in the activated films.268,270 A
similar fading of characteristic absorption bands was also observed for the ABN bands at 300 -
350 nm of the pure materials since without host matrix present, the ABN molecules are likely to
react with each other. This may be an indicator that PCBM undergoes a chemical reaction with
ABN after UV activation. For pure PCBM a similar exposure with UV light leads only to a slight
decrease in visibility of the 1T1u→ 1Ag transition267,268 at ca. 335 nm, which may be related to
polymerization or partial oxidation. However, there are no additional absorption bands arising
in the blended films upon activation, see Figure 12.8. In any case, UV-triggered reactions of the
PCBM blends can be verified by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy that is likely occurring between
PCBM and ABN or F4ABN.
Figure 12.8: The Figure shows UV-Vis absorption spectra of ABN (a) and AF4BN (b) for the
blends with PCBM at a concentration of 1 molar ratio (MR) for ABN and 0.5 MR
for AF4BN. The activated layers are represented by a blue line. The spectra of PCBM
and ABN or F4ABN are plotted for comparison. Different absolute absorption values
can correlate with varying film thickness.
Results, IR-spectroscopy: Well defined films of high mixing ratio of ABN and F4ABN with
PCBM have been investigated with IR spectroscopy by H. Mager and are plotted in Figure
12.9. The observed vibrational modes can be directly attributed to the spectra of pure PCBM
and ABN or F4ABN in Figure 12.5 implying that there is no particular interaction between the
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molecules before activation. Absorption strength and precise peak position of vibrational modes
can slightly change as the azide stretching vibration of ABN at 2110 cm−1 in Table B.1 has
shifted to 2113 cm−1. Furthermore the C-O stretching vibration of PCBM at 1737 cm−1 is re-
duced in intensity compared to pure PCBM. Characteristic vibrational modes of ABN at 1282
cm−1 connected to the functional azide group can be found in the blended films as well. Similar
observations can be made for F4ABN in PCBM, for example the F4ABN absorptions bands at
1495 cm−1 and 2120 cm−1 can be identified in spectra of Figure 12.9. Relative intensity ratios
of vibrational modes are preserved in the blended films. If the blends are exposed to UV light
in the glove-box an activation of the azide group can be verified. Vibrational modes linked to
the functional azide group at 2110 cm−1 and 1282 cm−1 for ABN as well as at 1495 cm−1 and
2120 cm−1 for F4ABN are vanishing during UV exposure. PCBM related bands like the C-O
stretching vibration at 1737 cm−1 remain unchanged after activation, which impedes making
definite predictions or statements about azide reaction and immobilization.
Figure 12.9: Relative transmission spectra of ABN blended with PCBM (a) and F4ABN in (b).
The same film after UV activation is added in each sub-figure in blue. Important
peaks are marked in the figure and can be compared with Table B.1. Each sample
is remeasured after 22h UHV.The spectra have been measured and provided by H.
Mager (Univ. Heidelberg).100
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By integrating the absorption peak of the azide stretching vibration at around 2110 cm−1
the transformed ABN/F4ABN fraction can be estimated. After UV exposure for 5 min with an
UV-power of 0.24 mW cm−2 about 47% of ABN and 67% of F4ABN molecules are activated.
The converted fraction is much smaller compared to pure ABN films or mixed with P3HT. Since
PCBM is strongly absorbing around 250 nm, it is believed that a higher UV-dose is required since
PCBM is partially absorbing UV light to be used for activation. A full transformation of the azide
is achieved after an additional 10 min exposure at 0.85 mW cm−2. To test stability and volatility
of ABN in PCBM the blended films are exposed to UHV conditions and measured again with IR
spectroscopy to track ABN content. A decrease in ABN concentration is indeed observed for the
non-activated films but corresponding IR spectra remain unchanged for activated films. This
observation agrees with the following XPS measurements done under similar conditions. If it is
assumed that only a negligible amount of azide is transformed at room temperature, one can
use the strong absorption at around 2110 cm−1 to quantify ABN content. Under this assumption
19% of non-activated ABN has left the PCBM film in 2 hours and about 40 % after 22 hours
showing significant desorption. Similar values are obtained for F4ABN.
Results, Photoemission: In contrast to the pure azide films, blends with PCBM can be prop-
erly characterized and analysed by XPS and UPS in various concentrations. In Figure 12.10 the
spectra of PCBM mixed with ABN are plotted at a molar ratio ranging form 0.3 to 1 molar ratio
(MR) before and after activation. The C 1s and O 1s emission is governed by PCBM and changes
in these spectra are only observed at higher concentration of ABN after activation. Nitrogen ex-
clusively occurs in ABN/f4ABN and can be used as a marker for activation. Before activating the
film with UV-light, the N 1s spectrum clearly shows two distinct nitrogen species at an intensity
ratio of 2:1.179,185 In analogue to the pure ABN films the N 1s component at ca. 404.5 eV is at-
tributed to the central electron deficient nitrogen atom and the main peak at 402 eV is assigned
to the lateral nitrogen atoms.189 The outer nitrogen atoms of the azide group differ slightly in
binding energy, which can be anticipated by a little broader emission at 402 eV. Interestingly,
the overall N 1s intensity before activation does not depend strongly on the concentration of
ABN prepared in solution. In fact, after calculating the molar ratio of ABN according to Eq.
5.3 in Section 5.1 from the combined core-level spectra in Figure 12.10, it is found that the
remaining ABN content is significantly lower. After activation, however, the ABN content agrees
with the expected concentration assuming that the azide group has transformed into nitrene
and released molecular nitrogen. The higher amount of ABN in the activated film can also be
identified in the increase of the O 1s peak component towards lower binding energies stemming
from C-O-C bonds present in the ABN molecule. For pure PCBM a small increase in the O 1s
signal is found, mediated by UV-light which is due to an oxidation at the surface from residual
oxygen in the glovebox. A decrease in the C 1s peak and a shoulder towards higher binding
energies was observed for the sample with highest ABN content after activation. Furthermore,
upon activation the peak component at 404.5 eV vanishes and a broader peak at about 399.5
eV emerges which is attributed to the formation of carbon-nitrogen bonds and consequently to
a successful activation of the ABN molecule. From the N 1s emission one finds a complete ABN
conversion for a dose of 1 J cm−2, which agrees with results obtained from IR spectroscopy. The
higher amount of ABN after activation can be assigned to an increase in stability of ABN in the
film under vacuum conditions and therefore to a reduced volatility. Though it is not possible to
determine if or how the ABN is connected with the PCBM matrix. The XPS core level spectra of
F4ABN blended with PCBM are very similar to ABN mixed with PCBM (see Figure 12.10).
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Figure 12.10: Core-level emission spectra of ABN in (a) - (c) and F4ABN in (d) - (g) blended with
PCBM for various concentrations ranging from a molar ratio (MR) of 0.3 to 1.0 with
respect to PCBM. The activated films are plotted in blue. The legend for all graphs
can be found in the bottom. In (i) and (j) the secondary electron cut-off (XPS) is
depicted for ABN and F4ABN, respectively. Corresponding UPS spectra are shown
in (j) and (k).
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The interpretation of the O 1s and N 1s emission series can be carried out as for F4ABN, which
in principle possesses the same anchor group and anchoring mechanism. Correspondingly, a
transformation of the azide group upon activation and an overall increase in F4ABN content is
observed in the activated films. A larger F4ABN content in the activated films is attributed to
a successful activation that prevents F4ABN molecules to leave the surface in UHV conditions
since it is likely connected to neighbouring molecules. An indicator for this correlation is the
much large N 1s peak at about 401 eV, which originates from C-N bonds and follows the initial
concentration in intensity. In addition, the strong F 1s emission serves as a direct tracer for
F4ABN molecules in the blend. Without activation only a small amount of F4ABN is detected
which rarely depends on the F4ABN concentration in solution. In the detailed spectra of Figure
12.11, a peak analysis has been carried out to highlight changes in the N 1s emission upon
activation. In the N 1s spectrum of the non-activated ABN sample a small peak component at
400.5 eV can be interpreted as a partial decay of the azide prior UV-activation.
Figure 12.11: Fits of the N1s core level spectra of the PCBM blends with ABN in (a) and F4ABN in
(b). The activated films are given in (c) and (d) for ABN and F4ABN, respectively.
Single components are plotted in red and the total fit in blue.
A closer look at the F 1s spectrum for the non-activated films reveals a peak component
at 689.5 eV which is not observed after activation for higher F4ABN content at comparable
intensity ratios. If the azide group is exchanged with a N-H or C-H bond a strong shift of the
F 1s level seems unlikely. A possible explanation involves intermolecular interactions. A first
simulation provides indication for a shift of the F 1s core-level of 1 eV provided the fluorinated
ring systems are directly stacking. If the F4ABN molecules are disordered within PCBM the F 1s
emission is expected at 688 eV. This may be an explanation for the observed peak component at
698.5 eV for the non-activated PCBM:F4ABN films.
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12.1.3 ABN and AF4BN blended with P3HT
Experimental Information: The P3HT films have been blended with ABN and F4ABN by mix-
ing their respective solutions at a concentration of 14 g L−1. Similar to the experiments con-
ducted in the blends with PCBM, the materials were dissolved in chlorobenzene and stirred on
a hotplate for several hours prior to spin-coating at 1000 rpm in a nitrogen glove box. After
film deposition the just prepared thin films were directly annealed at 65 ◦C on a hot plate for
5 min in order to suppress segregation and crystallization of the ABN and F4ABN molecules in
the polymer matrix. Unlike PCBM this post-treatment was not successful for P3HT since the
segregation process already takes place during spin-coating, which is verified by Microscopy.
Ellipsometry measurements on the P3HT films on silicon yield a film thickness of about 60 nm.
Results, Microscopy: In contrast to blends with PCBM, ABN and F4ABN are found to always
segregate in P3HT regardless of the post-treatment. However, the degree of ABN and F4ABN
crystallization is likely reduced by annealing of the P3HT film, which is shown for F4ABN in
Figure 12.12 at a F4ABN content of 0.2 molar ratio (MR). For a content above 0.2 MR a thorough
coverage of ABN and F4ABN crystals can be found even after an additional annealing step.
The amount of ABN crystals above 0.2 MR seems to be much higher suggesting that at lower
concentration not all ABN molecules have formed macroscopic structures.
Figure 12.12: Reflected-light microscopy images of P3HT mixed with ABN and F4ABN. In (a) and
(b) a film of F4ABN in P3HT at 0.2 molar ratio (MR) is shown where in (b) the film
was annealed. In (c) and (d) a film of F4ABN in P3HT at 0.35 MR is exposed to
UHV conditions. The film in (d) was activated by UV light before. In (e) a film of
ABN in P3HT is shown at 0.1 MR and in (f) at 0.35 MR. Scale bar: (a) 100 µm, (e)
100 µm and (f) 100 µm.
The degree of segregation is difficult to quantify and furthermore not strictly reproducible
as there have been films investigated at an ABN content of about 0.2 MR that varied in size
and shape of ABN structures. By trend ABN seems to be more ready to form large structures
than F4ABN for increasing content. In Figure 12.12 microscopy images are shown of F4ABN
films which have been exposed to UHV conditions and which show a fading of the crystalline
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structures. However, if the films have been activated with UV light before, these structures
seem to persist and can be observed after retrieving the samples from UHV. Given the optically
visible segregation, this suggests that the ABN molecules are immobilized because a partial
polymerization or cross-linking between neighbouring ABN molecules has occurred, rather than
with the P3HT matrix.
Results, UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy: The measured UV-Vis spectra for the blend in
Figure 12.13 show ABN and F4ABN specific absorption since their spectral signatures do not
overlap with those of P3HT. For example, unlike in PCBM the electronic long-axis polarized
1B2u ← 1Ag transition of naphthalene can clearly be identified between 200-300 nm similar to
pure ABN films.265,266 After activation these bands are reduced in visibility which is much more
apparent for F4ABN, comparable to the spectra in Figure 12.4. Due to the fluorinated benzene
ring a higher reactivity and potential CH-insertion efficiency of F4ABN is expected. From mi-
croscopy images considerable segregation is deduced, meaning a reaction of the nitrene radical
with neighbouring ABN or F4ABN molecules seems likely. The UV-Vis spectra at higher wave-
lengths are dominated by the contribution of P3HT which rarely changes, if blended with ABN
or after UV-activation. The shoulder at high wavelengths stays essentially unperturbed suggest-
ing that the polymer order is maintained on the nano-scale. The peak structure above 500 nm is
explained by a Franck-Condon coupled exciton-polaron series.146 The lowest energy feature in
the pi-pi∗ range is associated with an inter-chain absorption and therefore benefits from domains
of ordered P3HT forming weakly interacting H-aggregates.144 Furthermore no polaronic feature
is detected as it is known for electrochemical doping for example with F4TCNQ.
Figure 12.13: UV-Vis absorption spectra of ABN and AF4BN for the blends with P3HT at a con-
centration of approx. 0.2 molar ratio (MR). The activated layers are represented
by a blue line.
Results, IR-spectroscopy: For the analysis of absorption bands in blends of ABN and F4ABN
with P3HT thin films of about 55 nm have been measured in Figure 12.14 by H. Mager.100 To
increase visibility a rather high concentration of ca. 0.3 molar ratio of ABN/F4ABN was chosen
for the presented spectra. As it is known from microscopy images ABN/F4ABN segregate at
high concentrations forming large crystalline substructures which could not be prevented by
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post-treatment with heat or vacuum to remove residual solvent. Identical measurements have
been performed at lower concentration and homogeneous films, which led to corresponding
absorption spectra with reduced strength of ABN/F4ABN bands agreeing with the initial ABN
content. Consequently, for spectroscopy one has to make a trade-off between film quality and
visibility of absorption bands. In Figure 12.14a each peak in the blend can be assigned to either
P3HT or ABN with possibly small shifts that are due to a different dielectric background.
Figure 12.14: The Figure shows relative transmission spectra of ABN blended with P3HT (a) and
F4ABN in (b). The blended film after UV activation is added in each sub-figure in
blue. Important peaks are marked by a dashed line and can be compared with
Table B.1. Each sample is further remeasured after 22h in UHV. The spectra have
been measured and provided by H. Mager.100
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Relevant peaks connected to the functional azide group of ABN at 1282 cm−1 and 2110 cm−1
can clearly be identified in the mixed films. Corresponding peaks can be found for F4ABN at
1495 cm−1 and 2122 cm−1 in Figure 12.14b. Remarkably, for F4ABN there are distinct peaks
that are relatively gaining strength in the blend compared to the spectrum of a pure F4ABN
film. They are located at 1118 cm−1, 1386 cm−1, 1600 cm−1, 1625 cm−1 and at 1657 cm−1
as it can be inferred from the dashed markers in Figure 12.14. This increase in absorption of
individual bands may be attributed to a different dielectric background leading to a modified
electrostatic surrounding of F4ABN molecules favouring individual vibrations. In addition, the
absorption band of P3HT at 1456 cm−1, which is assigned to a stretching vibration of the thio-
phene ring,238 seems to become asymmetric if blended with F4ABN. In the next step, thin films
have been activated with UV-light at 254 nm with an approximate power of 0.24 mW cm−2 in
a few cycles. The azide can be activated in P3HT which causes a disappearance of all azide-
related vibration bands according to Table Appendix B.1 and a reduction of film thickness from
e.g. 53 to 48 nm. For ABN there are some vibration bands showing an increased absorption
upon UV-activation at 1220 cm−1, 1510 cm−1 and at 1630 cm−1. However, they can be assigned
to C-H vibrations of the naphthalene group and therefore do not enable predictions about the
precise anchoring mechanism. Since it is know that ABN crystallises at higher concentration,
a reaction with neighbouring ABN seems more likely. But this means that an increasing ABN
content does not give a better signal with regard to anchoring mediated changes of P3HT ab-
sorption. For F4ABN a general broadening and reduction in peak strength is observed similar
to pure F4ABN thin films. With one exception, an increase in absorption upon activation can
not be verified for F4ABN. A quantification of azide transformation is again made by integrating
the strong stretching vibration of the azide group between 2046 cm−1 and 2170 cm−1. A per-
centage of transformed ABN molecules of about 44% is obtained after one minute and of 89%
after eight minutes UV-exposure. For F4ABN a significantly faster activation is found, where
90% are transformed after one minute. In general, the activation is slower compared to pure
ABN/F4ABN films but much faster than for blends with PCBM. Consequently, the speed of acti-
vation depends on the UV-absorption of the host material. To test the stability of activated films,
both UV treated and pristine blends were exposed to UHV conditions (10−8 mbar). Within limits
of accuracy, all non-activated ABN/F4ABN molecules have evaporated from P3HT after approx-
imately 20 h in UHV. It means that all ABN/F4ABN related absorption bands disappeared and
the IR spectrum of a pure P3HT film is left in Figure 12.14. In contrast, the spectra of activated
films essentially remained unperturbed and still held characteristic ABN/F4ABN features. It is
concluded that if the blend was UV-activated, the ABN/F4ABN molecules are significantly less
volatile and are ideally bound to neighbouring molecules. This was also observed for lower
ABN/F4ABN concentrations of ca. 0.05 mol%, forming microscopically homogeneous films,
for which a connection between P3HT and ABN/F4ABN is more likely. Moreover, ABN/F4ABN
seems more diffusive in P3HT than in PCBM, where only about 40% of ABN molecules des-
orbed from PCBM under UHV conditions within the same time. For a more sensitive analysis
blends of ca. 0.1 mol% were stored in the spectrometer at low vacuum of about 3 mbar for 75
hours. Here, a steady desorption of ABN/F4ABN was monitored, characterized by a decrease of
significant vibration bands. Interestingly, after 72 hours significantly more ABN molecules (ca.
90%) left the P3HT film compared to F4ABN (ca. 20 %), which may be correlated to the higher
tendency of ABN to segregate as seen by microscopy imaging.
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Figure 12.15: Core-level emission spectra of FABN in (a) - (c),(i) and ABN in (d) - (f) blended with
P3HT for various concentrations ranging from a molar ratio (MR) of 0.05 to 0.2
with respect to a P3HT monomer. The activated films are plotted in blue. The leg-
end for all graphs can be found in the bottom corner. In (h) and (k) the secondary
electron cut-off (XPS) is depicted for F4ABN and ABN, respectively. Their energy
axis is plotted as labelled in (k). Corresponding UPS spectra are shown in (g) and
(j).
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Results, Photoemission: Corresponding conclusions can be drawn from photoemission spec-
tra of ABN/F4ABN blended with P3HT in Figure 12.15. The nitrogen N 1s and oxygen O 1s
emissions serve as indicator to determine the presence of ABN/F4ABN since P3HT does not
contain nitrogen nor oxygen. In the case of F4ABN there is additionally the strong F 1s emis-
sion present. For thin films which have not been activated by UV light only a little amount
ABN/F4ABN can be detected at the surface in UHV. Without UV-activation the N 1s and F 1s
signals are hardly detectable and further independent of the initial ABN/F4ABN concentration
in solution. The loss of ABN/F4ABN is much more distinct for P3HT than for PCBM where a
clear azide signature is measured showing that the functional group is intact. However, after
UV-activation a single broad N 1s peak can be detected at ca. 400 eV stemming most likely from
carbon nitrogen bonds for both ABN and F4ABN. After activation an O 1s peak at ca. 533.5 eV
is measured, agreeing with the C-O-C bond connecting the naphthalene group and the benzene
group. In case of F4ABN the additional F 1s emission at ca. 688 eV originates from C-F bonds
in the benzene group. The molar concentration can be calculated according to to Eq. 5.3 in
Section 5.1 and agrees, in the case of UV-activated films, with the concentrations prepared in
solution. A shift in Fermi level position is not observed in neither UPS nor XPS spectra, meaning
that ABN/F4ABN are not inducing a charge transfer or acting as a dopant for P3HT. A change of
the work function in Figure 12.15h,k after UV-activation may also be explained by ABN/F4ABN
being anchored to the surface. Consequently, the work function is not only determined by P3HT
but is affected by ABN/F4ABN residing on the surface. This is not the case, if ABN/F4ABN
evaporates from the surface without activation. On the other hand, the UPS spectra of the P3HT
blends in Figure 12.15g,j do not show a distinct contribution of ABN/F4ABN. However, there are
also no clear HOMO features observed for the UPS measurements of pure ABN/F4ABN in Figure
Appendix B.3. In summary, it is believed that there are bound ABN/F4ABN molecules present in
the P3HT film upon UV-activation. Without activation ABN/F4ABN tend to evaporate from the
P3HT surface before the first measurement in UHV regardless of the initial concentration. Given
the above results, the ABN/F4ABN test molecules seem to be more diffusive in P3HT than in
PCBM, which is a small molecule forming an amorphous film that has probably less voids than
a semi-crystalline polymer such as P3HT. The precise anchoring mechanism can not be deduced
by XPS measurements. One can only state that there are new C-N bonds formed after activa-
tion. At high concentration a segregation of ABN/F4ABN suggests reactions with neighbouring
ABN/F4ABN molecules, which could render them less volatile because dimers or oligomers of
ABN/F4ABN will have a higher mass and more hindrance in diffusion or desorption.
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13 PCBM doped with o-AzBnO-DMBI
In order to test doping and anchoring capabilities of o-AzBnO-DMBI with respect to the non-
azide reference dopants o-BnO-DMBI and o-MeO-DMBI, the molecules have to be blended with
a suitable host material. In principle, a n-type polymer yields a potentially higher diffusivity
for small molecules. Most of the literature concerning DMBI reports on strong n-doping of
PCBM or C60.218–220,222,223,225,226 Naab et al. showed doping of the n-type polymer P(NDI2OD-
T2)/N2200 with DMBI dimers to perform better than DMBI-H but still found an order of magni-
tude lower conductivities for P(NDI2OD-T2) compared to PCBM.226 Moreover, the low doping
efficiency for DMBI in P(NDI2OD-T2) was attributed to a poor miscibility of dopant and poly-
mer, which can cause agglomeration or segregation during processing. To improve this, Kiefer et
al. attached polar side chains to the copolymer p(gNDI-gT2), which is similar to P(NDI2OD-T2),
increasing both miscibility and conductivity.271 This also holds for a fullerene derivative with a
hydrophilic triethylene glycol type side chain (PTEG-1).272 Since there is no access to a modified
n-type polymer for this work, the investigation is continued with PCBM as matrix material and
not with P(NDI2OD-T2) even though a higher diffusivity could be expected in a polymer.
13.1 Conductivity Measurements
Doping of PCBM with DMBI or DMBI-N leads to a significant increase in conductivity. To verify
that o-AzBnO-DMBI is doping PCBM at comparable conductivities, IV-measurements were car-
ried out by M. Barf from TU Braunschweig on patterned finger-like silver contacts with different
channel lengths.
Experimental Information: All dopants and PCBM have been solved in chlorobenzene at a
total concentration of 10 g L−1 and were mixed right before spin-coating, which was done
at 1000 rpm for 60 s in a nitrogen glovebox. Since the dopants are not particularly stable
in solution they were dissolved for a period of 5 min before processing, whereas PCBM was
stirred at 50 ◦C overnight. As substrate glass with finger-like structured silver contacts was
used with channel lengths between 25 µm and 30 µm. Voltages were applied on these contacts
using the Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer 4155C by Agilent Technologies, which reads out
corresponding currents for conductivity measurement. Conductivities were then calculated from
a set of at least three different samples. For UV-treatment a mercury discharge lamp is used at
an intensity of 0.85 mW/cm2 for 20 min in nitrogen atmosphere, calibrated in Section 12.1.
Annealing of the samples was carried out on a hot-plate in the nitrogen glovebox at 75 ◦C for
one hour. The molar doping ratio was set to 1:10 in solution.
Analysis: An increase of 5 orders of magnitude was found for PCBM films doped with o-
AzBnO-DMBI and o-BnO-DMBI compared to pure PCBM, which translates to values of 10−5 S
m−1 for PCBM rising up to 0.1 S m−1 of doped films in Table 13.1. If doped films are annealed
at 75 ◦C for one hour, the conductivities rise further to 1 S m−1. The increase in conductivity
after annealing can be assigned to a temperature-induced hydride transfer, generating more
DMBI radicals and thereby increasing the number of PCBM radical anions, which ideally gen-
erates also more free charge carriers. After UV-treatment, which is supposed to trigger azide
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reactions, a clear decrease in conductivities is observed. Although UV-activation is done under
nitrogen atmosphere, residual oxygen or water leads to an oxidation of the thin film surface,
as evidenced by XPS in Section 13.3. However, after annealing the conductivity can be raised
again to about 1 S m−1, see Table 13.1. This trend can be observed for both o-AzBnO-DMBI
and o-BnO-DMBI. There is also indication that activated o-AzBnO-DMBI offers improved elec-
Dopant treatment conductivity [S/m]
PCBM - ( 1.03 ± 0.44 )· 10−6
PCBM:o-MeO-DMBI as cast 0.007 ± 0.002
PCBM:o-AzBnO-DMBI as cast 0.07 ± 0.04
PCBM:o-AzBnO-DMBI 75 ◦C for 1h 0.9 ± 0.3
PCBM:o-AzBnO-DMBI UV 0.015 ± 0.004
PCBM:o-AzBnO-DMBI UV, 75 ◦C for 1h 1.0 ± 0.2
PCBM:o-BnO-DMBI as cast 0.01 ± 0.004
PCBM:o-BnO-DMBI 75 ◦C for 1h 0.38 ± 0.2
PCBM:o-BnO-DMBI UV 0.005 ± 0.002
PCBM:o-BnO-DMBI UV, 75 ◦C for 1h 1.35 ± 0.1
Table 13.1: Conductivity of thin films of PCBM doped with o-AzBnO-DMBI and o-BnO-DMBI at a
molar ratio of 1:10, measured by M. Barf (TU Braunschweig).
trical stability observed at very high field strengths. Similar to the drift experiments mentioned
in Section 11, a non-linear increase in current paired with a subsequent hysteresis was mea-
sured for PCBM doped with o-BnO-DMBI or o-AzBnO-DMBI at high fields. A UV-treatment had
no effect on o-BnO-DMBI doped samples, however, for UV-activated o-AzBnO-DMBI a trend
towards linear IV-characteristic was found. The hysteresis can either be explained by contact
modification/degradation, or by ionic movement, i.e. mobile dopants. Consequently, the sup-
pressed hysteresis for UV-treated o-AzBnO-DMBI, at least supports a possible immobilization of
dopants.
13.2 IR-Spectroscopy
IR-spectroscopy is the primary tool to check azide reaction in the bulk of the PCBM film by track-
ing the azide stretching vibration at 2109 cm−1. When treating the sample with UV-light under
nitrogen atmosphere, it is important to ensure that azide decomposition is not only triggered at
the surface and reversely, that UV-induced oxidation does not affect the whole PCBM film, but
only its surface. Details about the specific azide reaction products could not be elucidated with
IR-spectroscopy. IR-measurements have been done by S. Beck (Univ. Heidelberg).
Experimental Information: The films were prepared similarly to the samples in the previ-
ous section, namely from a 10 g L−1 chlorobenzene solution with a doping ration of 1:10 and
spin-cast at 1000 rpm for 60 s. After spin-coating, the substrate’s backside was cleaned with
chlorobenzene. As substrates ca. 1 mm thick cut n-type/intrinsic FZ silicon wafers (σ > 6000 Ω
cm) were used, which were pre-cleaned in an ultrasonic bath. Activation and annealing was
carried out identical to Section 13.1 or 13.3.
Analysis: IR transmission measurements of PCBM doped with o-AzBnO-DMBI are given in
Figure 13.1. The pure transmission spectrum of o-AzBnO-DMBI shows a distinct peak at 2109
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cm−1 assigned to the stretching vibration of the azide group. This mode can also be identified in
the blend with PCBM, which completely vanishes after UV-treatment, suggesting that the azide
has almost fully transformed within the film. However, similar to the model system in Section
12.1, there are no other distinct features in the relative change in Figure 13.1 that could allow
an in-depth interpretation of the reactions involved in the azide decomposition. Nonetheless, no
severe degradation from UV-treatment is found for neither pure PCBM nor doped PCBM, which
could be expected from the decrease in conductivity measured in Section 13.1 or oxidation of
the entire thin film opposed to the surface oxidation identified in Section 13.3. This would have
caused a visible increase in for example C-O stretching vibrations due to oxidation from residual
water or oxygen in the nitrogen glovebox.
Figure 13.1: IR transmittance spectra of PCBM in (a), the dopant o -AzBnO-DMBI in (b) and the
blend at a molar ratio of 1:10 in (c). The UV-treated films are plotted in blue in (a)
and (c) together with their relative change to highlight UV induced changes. Most
distinctive is the reduction at 2109 cm−1 of the azide stretching vibration. The data
were measured and provided by S. Beck and R. Bäuerle (Univ. Heidelberg).
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13.3 Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Photoelectron spectroscopy measurements are carried out on PCBM films doped with o-BnO-
DMBI and o-AzBnO-DMBI at different concentrations. As a result, doping of PCBM by o-AzBnO-
DMBI can be verified and their reaction mechanism classified. For sample preparation and azide
activation, settings and methods are used as developed in Section 12.1 with test molecules
ABN/F4ABN.
Experimental Information: Thin films were spin-cast from a 5 g L−1 chlorobenze solution on
solvent cleaned silicon n+-Si substrate. The dopants were dissolved shortly before deposition,
whereas the PCBM solution was stirred at 50 ◦C overnight. For activation of the azide group, a
mercury discharge penlight at 254 nm it used, mounted above the sample in a nitrogen glove-
box. The UV dose was estimated to be about 1 J cm−2 given an intensity of 0.85 mW/cm2 and
an exposure time of 20 min. Optional annealing of the thin films was done on a hot plate in a
nitrogen glove-box for one hour at 75 ◦C.
Results UPS: For PCBM films doped with both o-BnO-DMBI and o-AzBnO-DMBI one observes
a Fermi level shift towards the LUMO of PCBM, which means that the HOMO in Figure 13.3a, b
shifts to higher binding energies. This coincides with a reduction of the work function in Figure
13.3c, i and a shift of the C 1s and O 1s core level emission in Figure 13.4. These observations
also agree with the significantly improved conductivity of doped PCBM films in Section 13.1.
Furthermore, one finds a slightly larger Fermi level shift for o-BnO-DMBI compared to o-AzBnO-
DMBI in Figure 13.3b, i suggesting that o-BnO-DMBI has a higher doping efficiency than o-
AzBnO-DMBI. The measured Fermi level shift is summarized in Table 13.2. A slightly larger
Dopant treatment HOMO onset [eV] Work function [eV] C 1s [eV]
PCBM - 1.85 4.2 285.2
o-AzBnO-DMBI 9 mol% 2.05 (0.2) 3.9 (0.3) 285.42 (0.22)
o-AzBnO-DMBI 9 mol%, UV 1.79 (-0.05) 4.13 (-0.07) 285.28 ( 0.08)
o-AzBnO-DMBI 9 mol%, 75◦C 2.15 (0.3) 3.8 (0.4) 285.58 (0.38)
o-AzBnO-DMBI 9 mol%, UV+75◦C 1.95 (0.1) 4.0 (0.2) 285.45 (0.25)
o-BnO-DMBI 9 mol% 2.2 (0.35) 3.8 (0.4) 285.6 (0.4)
o-BnO-DMBI 9 mol%, 75 ◦C 2.2 (0.35) 3.8 (0.4) 285.55 (0.35)
o-BnO-DMBI 9 mol%, UV+75 ◦C 1.95 (0.1) 3.95 (0.25) 285.45 (0.25)
o-AzBnO-DMBI 50 mol% - 3.5 (0.7) 285.47 (0.27)
o-AzBnO-DMBI 50 mol, UV% - 3.75 (0.45) 285.42 (0.22)
o-BnO-DMBI 50 mol% - 3.43 (0.77) 285.43 (0.23)
Table 13.2: Determined energy positions for doped PCBM. The shift with respect to the PCBM
reference in the first line is noted in brackets. The HOMO onset and work function
values have been determined by linear extrapolation to zero at highest slope. Due to
the strong HOMO broadening an extrapolation is not meaningful at concentrations
around 50 mol%.
shift in the secondary electron cut-off (SEC) can be attributed to dopants at the surface, locally
reducing the work function. For comparison, Naab et al. found a Fermi level shift of up to 500
meV, being slightly higher than the measured values in this work.225 The measurement of Naab
et al. was carried out on ITO as substrate and with o-MeO-DMBI as dopant, starting from a more
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intrinsic PCBM layer which can depend on the substrate. As a consequence the precise value of
the Fermi level shift is not as important as the movement of several 100 meV.
Figure 13.2: Presentation of energy diagram as calculated from Table 13.2 with constant band
gap of 2.4 eV.
After UV-treatment, which is supposed to activate the azide and to engage anchoring of the
dopant, a significantly reduction in visibility of the valence spectrum of o-AzBnO-DMBI is ob-
served in Figure 13.3a, g. In addition, the doping effect seems to be weakened or revoked,
i.e. the work function increases again in Figure 13.3c and the HOMO shifts back towards the
position of pure PCBM in 13.3a. In principle this would suggest that the dopant is unusable for
application if anchoring destroyed the doping capability. However, it is known from Section 13.1
that the conductivity reduces only about one order of magnitude upon UV-treatment. Therefore
the observed changes in the surface sensitive photoemission experiments can indeed be corre-
lated to an oxidation of the thin film surface from residual oxygen in the glovebox triggered by
UV radiation. A reduced visibility of the HOMO line is also measured for pure PCBM without
dopants, see Figure 13.3a. The O 1s emission in Figure 13.4j shows a distinct broadening and
increase in peak intensity after UV treatment. The additional amount of oxygen in Figure 13.4j
after activation seems to be higher in case of doped films meaning that n-doped PCBM films
seem to be more prominent to oxidation. It is known from the data presented in Figure 13.4h
that the UPS measurement itself partially triggers the azide decomposition but does not result
in an increase of oxygen or additional broadening of line-shapes compared to o-BnO-DMBI as
is evident from Figure 13.3b. As a consequence, reactions concerning the azide are likely much
less harmful to the host than residual oxygen during the activation process. It can be inferred
from IR-measurements that the bulk of PCBM is not strongly affected by oxygen, i.e. there is no
occurrence of strong C-O vibrations after activation, indicating that only the surface is oxidized.
Thermal annealing of doped films for one hour leads to an improved conductivity, which can be
correlated with a small additional shift of the HOMO level and a further reduced work function.
This is explicitly visible for o-AzBnO-DMBI in Figure 13.3j, k compared to as-cast films. Upon
doping a broadening of the HOMO level is found that gives rise to an increase in tail states
reaching into the band gap, which can be inferred from a log-scale plot in Figure 13.3d-13.3f.
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Figure 13.3: UPS measurements of PCBM doped with o -BnO-DMBI and o -AzBnO-DMBI at differ-
ent doping concentrations. The secondary electron cut-off (SEC) in (c),(i),(k) was
recorded with XPS. The effects of thermal annealing at 75 ◦C for one hour is pre-
sented in (j),(k) for both o -BnO-DMBI and o -AzBnO-DMBI as dopants. A logarithmic
plot of (a),(b),(h) is given in (d),(e),(f) highlighting a HOMO broadening and emerg-
ing band gap states. A Fermi level shift can be observed for all doped samples, which
is mitigated by UV treatment in (a),(c),(g).
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This effect has been often observed in literature for dopant/matrix combinations and is mainly
assigned to disorder.273 Most interestingly, there seems to be a distinct state within the band gap
emerging for doped PCBM. All UPS spectra are satellite corrected with the method described in
Section 5.2. Pure PCBM is very similar in shape to the sample doped at 9 mol%, but does not
exhibit a distinct peak at comparable strength. Furthermore, the band gap state is measured
for both HeI and HeII excitation but also gains intensity with increasing doping concentration,
which means the peak within the gap can be attributed to the doping of PCBM and not to ghost
lines or artefacts. This distinct peak can either be attributed to negative polarons in PCBM or
the highest occupied dopant cation state. Since the polaron shift is expected to be only about
200 meV and the band gap state increases with doping concentration, it is suspected that the
observed emission at ca. 0.8 eV is indeed the charged DMBI. The dopant related band gap state
can be also tracked in the UPS data published in literature for DMBI and a DMBI-dimer by Naab
et al. found in the SI.225,226 Indeed, there are other n-dopant systems which show a comparable
emission within the band gap of the host.274 Interestingly, a reduction in visibility is observed
for air-unstable molecular n-dopant after air-exposure.274 Upon UV-treatment in Figure 13.3d
the dopant state also vanishes correlating with increased oxidation, reduced conductivity and
most likely with a degradation of the dopant. After thermal annealing there is a small recovery
observable in Figure 13.3f, if plotted on a log-scale.
Results XPS: XPS core-level measurement reveal both the activation mechanism of the func-
tional azide group and possible charge transfer between host and the dopant. This conclusion
is mainly based on the N 1s emission of o-AzBnO-DMBI and o-BnO-DMBI. In the previous part,
the O 1s spectra in Figure 13.4j is already discussed which clearly shows an oxidation of the
surface after UV-treatment. It is assumed that UV light also triggers a reaction with residual
oxygen or water in the atmosphere of the nitrogen filled glovebox, even if its concentration is
in the ppm range. The C 1s spectrum in Figure 13.4k shows an overall broadening of the main
peak with increasing concentration and an emerging peak component at ca. 287 eV which can
be either from additional C-O-C bonds or carbon nitrogen bonds of the dopant. A significant
change upon UV-treatment is not observed for the carbon emission. However, most insight is
gained from the N 1s spectrum, which is related to the dopant only, since PCBM does not con-
tain nitrogen bonds. The dopant o-BnO-DMBI only has C-N bonds identical to DMBI and is
therefore easier to interpret. The nitrogen bonded in DMBI is sketched in Figure 13.4a and is
expected to cause an emission at ca. 400 eV. However, its cationic species in for example DMBI
salt is known to exhibit a pronounced emission at ca. 402 eV. After hydride transfer the positive
charge is most likely distributed evenly between the symmetric nitrogen atoms causing a shift
to higher binding energies. The transformation from neutral to charged DMBI, or o-BnO-DMBI,
can be initiated by temperature and is shown in Figure 13.4d. Initially at room-temperature,
about 50% of the oBnO-DMBI molecules at the surface are charged. If heated to 100 ◦C, almost
90% of the dopant undergo hydride transfer. This does not mean that an equal number of free
charge carriers are generated but a notable increase in conductivity was measured in Table 13.1.
For lower concentration of 10 mol% only a minority of neutral DMBI is observed whereas an
even amount of cations is found for large concentration in Figure 13.4g. For very high concen-
trations there might be clusters of o-BnO-DMBI and a charge transfer to PCBM does not occur as
there are probably no neighbouring host molecules to interact with, unless the film is annealed
to higher temperatures. One can speculate why there are further DMBI cations formed at 100
◦C. A change in morphology upon annealing is possible, but heat induced hydrogen separation
might be a simple explanation as well. The functional dopant o-AzBnO-DMBI shows the N 1s
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signature of DMBI and its phenyl azide as a superposition, requiring peak analysis to understand
reactions triggered by temperature or UV. The N 1s emission of pure azide can be found in Fig-
ure 12.11 of Section 12.1 or discussed based on calculations from literature in Figure 7.3. The
three nitrogen atoms of the azide form a mesomeric state with an average charge distribution
that leaves the central nitrogen atom electron deficient. The partial positive charge causes a
noticeable peak shift to higher binding energies to around 405 eV. The N 1s levels of the lateral
nitrogen atoms are only slightly separated in energy and can not be fully resolved which give
rise to a combined larger peak at about 402 eV. If exposed to UV light the azide decomposes, re-
leasing molecular nitrogen and forming an intermediate nitrene which is very reactive and can
undergo CH-insertion (see Section 7.2 for details). As consequence the overall N 1s intensity re-
duces and the azide’s distinct peak characteristic transforms to a single broad line at around 400
eV typical for C-N bonds. The expected peak structure and its conversion is depicted in Figure
13.4b. The combination or superposition of peak components from DMBI in Figure 13.4a and
the azide in Figure 13.4b then yields the emission expected for o-AzBnO-DMBI. Here, charg-
ing of DMBI and azide decomposition should occur at sufficiently high temperature. Starting
from the azide doublet (containing three nitrogen peaks) in light blue and neutral DMBI in light
green, the charged and anchored o-AzBnO-DMBI is supposed to have a peak at 400 eV for newly
formed C-N bonds (shown in dark blue) and the DMBI cation at ideally twice the intensity (in
dark green), see Figure 13.4c. This has been presented in Figure 13.4e, which already shows
charged DMBI at room temperature and, according to the fitted model, achieves an almost full
transformation of the azide and charging of DMBI at 100 ◦C. In order to obtain a robust fit, the
relative peak positions are fixed, as measured for o-BnO-DMBI and the azide of ABN in Section
12.1 and only one peak shape is used for all individual nitrogen components. As a result, a small
absolute Fermi level shift, the shared peak shape of all components, the overall intensity and
background is fitted. In addition, the fraction of converted DMBI and decomposed azide was
adjusted respectively, for which the total amount of dopants is kept constant and the stoichio-
metric ratio of products is considered. For example, there are three nitrogen atoms in azide per
molecule, but ideally only one after cleavage and always two nitrogen atoms in DMBI. The fit-
ting procedure is also applied to UV treated o-AzBnO-DMBI doped PCBM in Figure 13.4f, which
shows a full conversion of the azide but only a small change in the amount of DMBI cations.
In Figure 13.4h the N 1s core-level is measured after the UPS measurement and UV-treatment,
revealing that also UPS tends to activate the azide to some degree but a full azide conversion is
reached after UV exposure within the margin of XPS sensitivity. To transform the azide via an-
nealing, an activation temperature of ca. 130 ◦C is needed as determined by thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). Nonetheless, in UHV it is found that a considerable amount of azide has reacted
at 100 ◦C within the surface region. On the other hand, an increase in cationic DMBI is achieved
more effectively when annealed to higher temperatures than with irradiation of UV light. A full
dependence of the N 1s emission with temperature is treated in detail in the next section. The
stability of the azide in oAzBnO-DMBI is also tested by comparing as-cast films with samples
that have been stored for 20 hours in either UHV (ca. 10−9 mbar) or HV (ca. 10−7 mbar). The
samples were carried after preparation in a nitrogen glovebox to the vacuum chamber under
ambient conditions and were subsequently transferred from the air-lock (HV) to the XPS cham-
ber (UHV). After 20 h one observes a clear decrease in the peak component at 405 eV (azide)
for samples in HV but only a minor decrease if the thin film was stored in UHV. An increase in O
1s peak intensity is also found for the sample in HV (not shown here), which indicates that the
partial pressure of oxygen or water can influence the lifetime of the near-surface azide.
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Figure 13.4: Composition and changes of N 1s core-level spectra of o -BnO-DMBI and o -AzBnO-
DMBI are shown. The N 1s components of DMBI is sketched in (a), of phenyl azide
in (b) and their combination present in o -AzBnO-DMBI in (c). They have been fitted
to o -BnO-DMBI in (d) and to o -AzBnO-DMBI in (e),(f) at different temperatures and
after UV treatment. XPS core-level spectra of varying doping concentration after
UPS measurement or UV treatment for o -BnO-DMBI in (g) and o -AzBnO-DMBI in
(h),(j),(k). Decay of the azide is studied in (i) in either UHV or HV.
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13.4 Thermal Stability Measurement: XPS
For the purpose of testing the ability of anchoring the dopant by the covalent bonding between
PCBM and o-AzBnO-DMBI, the temperature dependence of a doped PCBM film is investigated.
Its composition is expected to change when heated to higher temperatures. If not covalently
anchored to the host, dopants can evaporate or at least become more volatile within the blend.
Although DMBI is not particular mobile in an amorphous small molecule host like PCBM, ther-
mal activation may give additional information on the stability of activated o-AzBnO-DMBI.
Therefore, XPS analysis is performed on a step-wise annealed thin film of doped PCBM and
chemical properties of the materials as well as physical parameters like film thickness or doping
concentration are evaluated. In principle, a thermogravimetric analysis of a thin film is carried
out under vacuum conditions. However, in addition to mass loss, one can investigate activa-
tion mechanisms of both the dopant and the anchor group and identify possible decomposition
reactions on a more "molecular level".
Experimental Information: Here, thin films of doped PCBM are processed on a strongly n-
doped n+-Si substrate. The silicon wafer is covered with a native oxide layer and has been
cleaned with solvents prior to film preparation. The samples were spin-cast at 1000 rpm from
chlorobenzene at a total concentration of 5 mg ml−1. Since the functional dopants are not
specifically stable in solution, they were added to the host briefly before spin-coating. All other
steps have been performed identical to the samples prepared in the previous section. For this
measurement a rather extreme doping concentration of 50 mol% is chosen, which may not
be applicable in devices, but is required to achieve good visibility in XPS core-level spectra.
The temperature dependence of the activation process and chemical composition or reactions
is expected to be observable also at high concentration. The processing parameters were then
tuned to obtain a film thickness of about 15 nm, at which the Si 2p emission can still be reliably
detected. By comparing the damping of the Si 2p emission with a pristine silicon substrate,
the nominal film thickness can be calculated, if an inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of electrons
in PCBM is estimated, based on the models in Section 4.1. Changes in coverage then indicate
desorption or decomposition. The samples were mounted on the Phi Versa Probe’s hot-and-cold
stage after being directly transferred to the measurement chamber in ambient conditions. The
temperature was step-wise increased within one or two minutes and a full set of XPS core-level
spectra was measured at constant temperature taking about 45 min.
Results, XPS: The recorded XPS core-level data for doped PCBM at room temperature and
up to ca. 300 ◦C are depicted in Figure 13.6, 13.7 and 13.8. For better understanding, the
interpretation based on the calculated coverage in Figure 13.5 is explained in advance and
then spectral features and findings are discussed to substantiate the hypothesis. The initial film
thickness of all samples is determined to be ca. 15 nm using the model described in Section 4.1.
With increasing temperature the film thickness of pure PCBM stays constant, until the PCBM
films becomes unstable and almost completely evaporates from the substrate at around 290 ◦C.
At this temperature, there is a distinct drop in coverage which coincides with the melting point
of PCBM at 280 ◦C. A clear difference can be observed for doped PCBM films, see Figure 13.5.
If PCBM is doped with o-MeO-DMBI or o-BnO-DMBI the film becomes unstable at considerable
lower temperature. The dopants are much more volatile than PCBM and, if not embedded
in a stable matrix, tend to evaporate in UHV already at room temperature. Around 200 ◦C
the dopants are no longer retained by PCBM and can evaporate from the blend, lowering the
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threshold for some PCBM molecules to desorb as well. After the initial drop in coverage, that
is ascribed to dopants, the remaining PCBM fraction evaporates at around 300 ◦C similar to
pure PCBM, which results in a plateau between 200 and 300 ◦C in Figure 13.5. However, if
PCBM is doped with o-AzBnO-DMBI, the films seem to be generally more stable even beyond
300 ◦C, meaning that the o-AzBnO-DMBI-doped film is more stable than a comparable pristine
PCBM film. In this experiment the functional azide group of o-AzBnO-DMBI gets activated and
possibly forms a reactive nitrene either during the annealing process at ca. 100◦C or by UV-
treatment before entering UHV. In any case it is anticipated that the anchor group of o-AzBnO-
DMBI has reacted when approaching higher temperatures. Nonetheless, there is a small and
continuous mass loss observed, when increasing the temperature that roughly starts at 180 ◦C. A
closer look at Figure 13.5 reveals that o-BnO-DMBI seems to evaporate earlier than o-MeO-DMBI
even though o-BnO-DMBI has a higher molar mass and is considered to be more bulkier. This
discrepancy can be resolved and explained by the observation provided in the spectra of Figure
13.6 and 13.8. From N 1s and O 1s core-level spectra it is concluded, that the benzyl group is
detaching from the DMBI body at about 180 ◦C. In case of o-BnO-DMBI, decomposition leads
to a release of the phenyl group, which may cause the film to become unstable at even lower
temperatures due to its higher volatility. This is a possible explanation for the here observed
lower evaporation temperature of o-BnO-DMBI compared to o-MeO-DMBI. For o-AzBnO-DMBI
a separation of DMBI body and anchor group allows the DMBI dopant to desorb from the film,
while the anchor is still connected or interconnected with PCBM, which can be inferred from N
1s core-level components. A breaking of dopant-anchor connection is also able to explain the
gradual mass loss for o-AzBnO-DMBI-doped samples at higher temperatures.
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Figure 13.5: Substrate coverage in dependence of temperature for PCBM and PCBM doped with
o -MeO-DMBI, o -BnO-DMBI and o -AzBnO-DMBI. The coverage is derived from the
damping of the Si 2p substrate emission. We assume an electron IMFP of 3.5 nm
to estimate the film thickness in nm. Most interestingly is the high coverage for
samples doped with o -AzBnO-DMBI even beyond 300 ◦C.
This conclusion is based on N 1s and O 1s emission in Figure 13.6 and 13.8, which will be
detailed in the following.
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All doped samples show a Fermi level shift of up to 300 meV compared to pure PCBM at room-
temperature. As mentioned in the previous section, N 1s core-level spectra of o-AzBnO-DMBI
reveal a contribution of both the DMBI-dopant part and the functional azide group, transforming
or reacting, if activated by heat or UV-light. The N 1s components can be separately analysed
when comparing o-AzBnO-DMBI with o-BnO-DMBI, where o-BnO-DMBI only exhibits nitro-
gen peak components of DMBI located at 402.5 eV and 400 eV. The N 1s emission of the
isolated azide functional group can be found in Figure 12.11 for the dummy molecules ABN
and F4ABN mixed with PCBM. An extensive peak component analysis for the N 1s emission of
o-AzBnO-DMBI and o-BnO-DMBI can also be found in Figure 13.4. N1s spectra of PCBM doped
with o-BnO-DMBI in Figure 13.6a reveal that DMBI forms more charged species if annealed
to higher temperatures, i.e. the peak component at 400 eV transforms into positively charged
DMBI species at 402.5 eV. Here, it is assumed that the hydride or hydrogen radical transfer of
DMBI is induced by temperature, causing the formation of DMBI cations. This also correlates
with an increase in conductivity observed for annealed PCBM films doped with DMBI. A decline
in the overall N 1s intensity is attributed to a loss of dopants, which occurs at ca. 220 ◦C for
o-MeO-DMBI and 200 ◦C for o-BnO-DMBI in the blend (see Figure 13.6a,b). For o-AzBnO-DMBI
the isolated peak at 405 eV is attributed to the central electron deficient nitrogen of the azide
group and can be clearly identified in Figure 13.6c at room temperature. The lateral nitrogen
peaks of the azide group (see Figure 12.11 for comparison) are expected to yield an emission
between 400 eV and 402 eV. After UV activation, the changes of the N 1s emission of o-AzBnO-
DMBI are best explained by the peak component fit in Figure 13.4f. In Figure 13.6 this can be
seen by comparing the spectra at room temperature in Figure 13.6c with 13.6d (after UV activa-
tion). The peak from the central nitrogen of the azide group at 405 eV is lost and the peak ratio
between the component at 402 eV and 400 eV shifts towards the peak at 400 eV. This indicates a
decomposition of the azide group by UV-light and the formation of covalent bonds with carbon
or hydrogen. With increasing temperature in Figure 13.6c, one observes both a decomposition
of the azide at 80 to 140 ◦C, marked by the peak reduction at 405 eV, and an activation or cation
formation of the DMBI part between 60 and 120 ◦C, causing a change of peak intensity ratio
transferring from 400 eV to 402 eV (see Figure 13.6e or 13.4 for details). At high temperatures
above 150 ◦C only charged DMBI species are expected at 402 eV and transformed azides at 400
eV. Ideally, the intermediate nitrene has formed covalent bonds with neighbouring molecules.
For temperature above 240 ◦C, the N 1s component at 402 eV decreases significantly, which
indicates that the DMBI part of o-AzBnO-DMBI is not bound any more and evaporates from the
film. However, the component at 400 eV persists for temperatures higher than 300 ◦C, beyond
the evaporation point of pure PCBM suggesting that the anchor is connected or even intercon-
nected with PCBM. The separation of dopant and anchor means that the ether bond connecting
the functional phenyl azide with the DMBI body is breaking apart. In mass spectroscopy data of
annealed blends in Section 13.6 decomposition products of o-AzBnO-DMBI without the anchor
can be found. Furthermore evidence is found in the O 1s emission in Figure 13.7. The O 1s
signature of pure PCBM in Figure 13.7a is composed of two components at about 532.5 eV and
533.5 eV from the bindings sites of the carbonyl group and the methoxy group, respectively.
The two components are well separated at room temperature and are of equal strength. For
doped PCBM films, the ether bond in o-MeO-DMBI, o-BnO-DMBI and o-AzO-DMBI gives rise to
an additional O 1s component at 534 eV, which causes an asymmetric double peak structure of
the O 1s emission as shown in Figure 13.7b - 13.7d.
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Figure 13.6: Temperature dependent N 1s core-level emission plotted for PCBM doped at 50
mol% with o -MeO-DMBI in (a), o -BnO-DMBI in (b), o -AzBnO-DMBI in (c) and for
UV-activated oAzBnO-DMBI in (d). The single peak components and their transfor-
mation upon heating and UV-treatment is illustrated in (e). If heated or UV exposed
the azide decomposes and the characteristic emission at 405 eV vanishes in (f). For
the reaction mechanism please compare Figure 7.3, 7.4 and 8.1.
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Figure 13.7: Temperature dependent measurements of the O 1s core-level emission of PCBM in
(a) and doped at 50 mol% with o -MeO-DMBI in (a), o -BnO-DMBI in (c), o -AzBnO-
DMBI in (d) and additionally UV-activated o -AzBnO-DMBI in (e). The spectra at
highest temperature are marked by a circle in (b) and (c) right before the O 1s
emission is dominated by SiOX .
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Figure 13.8: Temperature dependent measurements of the C 1s core-level emission of PCBM in
(a) and doped at 50 mol% with o -MeO-DMBI in (b), o -BnO-DMBI in (c), o -AzBnO-
DMBI in (d) and additionally UV-activated o -AzBnO-DMBI in (e). Compared to pure
PCBM in (a) an additional shoulder around 287 eV can be observed for all doped
samples which stems from C-N and C-O bonds of the dopant.
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For UV-activated o-AzO-DMBI in PCBM the O 1s spectra in Figure 13.7e have to be analysed
with care since UV-exposure was performed in a glove-box and an oxidation of the thin film
surface from residual oxygen is pronounced. If the thin film has evaporated from the surface
in UHV, the O 1s emission is dominated by the strong SiOX peak from the substrate, which im-
pedes tracking of the ether bond in DMBI for lower coverages. However, in Figure 13.7c and
13.7d a more or less symmetric O 1s peak is measured at 180 ◦C suggesting that the ether has
dissociated and, most likely together with the DMBI body, evaporated from the blend. On the
other hand, this is not observed for o-MeO-DMBI, which seems to maintain the ether bond, i.e.
an asymmetric O 1s double peak, right up to 200 ◦C before leaving the film (marked by circles
in Figure 13.7). For o-MeO-DMBI there is only a methoxy group attached to DMBI which is
likely more stable than the phenol ring anchor of o-BnO-DBMI and o-AzBnO-DMBI. If the non-
anchored benzene ring of oBnO-DMBI splits from the DMBI body and is not anchored to PCBM
like in the case of o-AzBnO-DMBI, an immediate desorption of phenol is possible reducing the
stability of the whole thin film compared to the example o-MeO-DMBI. This may be an expla-
nation of the observed slightly higher stability of PCBM doped with o-MeO-DMBI compared to
o-BnO-DMBI.
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Figure 13.9: Binding energy of the C 1s emission extracted from Figure 13.8 in (b) and work
function values derived from XPS secondary electron cut-off as a function of tem-
perature in (a).
In addition one can track Fermi level shifts from C 1s peak maxima in Figure 13.8 and work
function changes from the XPS secondary electron cut-off, which was recorded supplementary
to core-level spectra for each temperature using a small bias in Figure 13.9. The fitted values
are presented in Figure 13.9 as a function of temperature. At room-temperature a clear shift to
higher binding energies and correspondingly to lower work functions is verified for all doped
samples. In the temperature range between room-temperature and 100 ◦C there is no signifi-
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cant change in binding energy observed for doped samples. Indeed one would rather expect an
increase in doping efficiency meaning that energy levels shift further to higher binding energies.
For temperature above 100 ◦C, however, an increase in work function is found for all doped
samples, which can be assigned to dopants desorbing from the surface. An accumulation of
residues during heat is also a possible explanation. For o-MeO-DMBI and o-BnO-DMBI a contin-
uous decrease in C 1s binding energy above 100 ◦C is found until it rapidly rises again when the
point is reached, at which the film has completely evaporated from the substrate. The remaining
carbon adsorbed on the surface has a higher binding energy of about 286 eV and may contain
of fragments of absorbed carbon hydrides or oxides, but it does differ from the C 1s emission
of the thin film (see Figure 13.8). This variation in binding energy is not observed for films
doped with o-AzBnO-DMBI, which exhibit a steady C 1s level with increasing temperature. For
pure PCBM an initial decrease in work function and increase in C 1s binding energy up to 200
◦C is observed and subsequently the reversed trend up to 300 ◦C. At 300 ◦C there is a prompt
rise in C 1s binding energy; here the PCBM film has almost completely evaporated from the
surface. One can not consistently explain the course of binding energies for pure PCBM with
temperature. Possible explanations can be diffusion of residues or phase transitions of PCBM.
Indeed, PCBM is known to have a phase transition at 245 ◦C, 273 ◦C and the melting point at
281 ◦C.275 Additionally, Ngo et al. observed a mass-loss of ca. 1 wt% in the differential scanning
calorimetry trace of PCBM, which was attributed to solvent residues leaving the film.276
The integrated and ASF-weighted intensity of combined N 1s, O 1s and C 1s spectra can be used
to estimate the concentration of dopant molecules in the film by using the stoichiometric ratio
of elements in dopant and matrix, respectively. According to Eq. 5.3 of Section 5.1, the molar
ratio is calculated from least squares including confidence levels for prediction. The result is
plotted in Figure 13.10.
Figure 13.10: Calculated molar ratio of dopant molecules to PCBM as a function of tempera-
ture for o -MeO-DMBI, o -BnO-DMBI and o -AzBnO-DMBI. More precisely, the confi-
dence interval for the calculated dopant concentration is plotted given the legend
on the right. A molar ratio of one is expected from the prepared solution pro-
vided a homogeneous dopant distribution. An extremely large error bar means
that the concentration could not be calculated reliably which indicates desorption
or decomposition of the materials.
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For finding the correct concentration, one further has to distinguish between decomposed and
intact azide, since the number of nitrogen atoms per dopant molecule changes, if gaseous N2 is
released from the film. This has been done be separately integrating the N 1s peak at 405 eV and
directly connecting its integral to the amount of non-reacted azide. A full peak component fit of
the N 1s spectra (like in Figure 13.11) could also be used to identify the reacted o-AzBnO-DMBI
for this plot. The coloured bands in Figure 13.10 mark trust-regions or confidence intervals
of dopant concentration which start at a molar ratio of one agreeing with the concentration
prepared in solution. Desorption or decomposition of dopant in the case of o-MeO-DMBI and o-
BnO-DMBI translates to a sudden increase in error, which is reached at 200 ◦C for o-BnO-DMBI
and at 230 ◦C for o-MeO-DMBI. In the case of o-AzBnO-DMBI, a steady decreasing concentration
is found with a small error. This is valid for both thermally and UV-activated o-AzBnO-DMBI.
The calculation confirms an activation of the azide with temperature, until a full conversion is
obtained around 120 ◦C, i.e. the activated fraction agrees with calculated total concentration of
o-AzBnO-DMBI in the margin of errors.
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13.5 Sequential Deposition from Solution
Successful anchoring and a reduced mobility can be verified at room temperature by directly
investigating the interface of host, i.e. PCBM, and the dopant o-AzBnO-DMBI. In Section 13.4 it
is found that all DMBI derivatives are sufficiently stable in UHV at room temperature if blended
with PCBM. However, the dopant itself is volatile under UHV conditions and is likely to desorb
in considerable quantities if processed on top of PCBM. By comparing the coverage of oAzBnO-
DMBI onto PCBM in UHV of as-cast with UV-activated films, a successful anchoring or at least a
reduced volatility can be substantiated. To achieve a bilayer structure, dopant and matrix have
to be sequentially deposited from orthogonal solvents, in order to avoid re-dissolution of the
underlying matrix layer. The idea of this experiment is sketched in Figure 13.12.
Figure 13.12: Sketch of the experiment to test anchoring of o -AzBnO-DMBI onto PCBM.
Experimental Information: PCBM films were spin-cast from a 1 g L−1 chlorobenzene solution
at 1000 rpm on a solvent-cleaned n-doped n+-Si silicon substrate, which is covered with a native
oxide layer. After drying of the PCBM layer, the dopant oAzBnO-DMBI was deposited at 1000
rpm from a solution of acetonitrile. It should be noted, that o-AzBnO-DMBI is processed shortly
after dissolving due to its stability issues in solution. To verify that acetonitrile does not dissolve
PCBM, we mixed 10 mg of PCBM with 5 ml of acetonitrile and stirred the solvent at 50 ◦C
overnight without visible change in colour or material being dissolved. However, we can not
fully exclude that the dried PCBM film is not partially etched or the dopant penetrates into
PCBM to some degree due to solvent swelling. We processed the dopant from a 1 g L−1 and
0.3 g L−1 solution which resulted in either a close to mono-layer coverage or a ca. 5 nm thick
top-layer. Activation of o-AzBnO-DMBI was realized by UV exposure for 15 min.
Results: Measured XPS core-level are presented in Figure 13.13. From the damping of the Si
2p core-level (not shown here), the coverage was estimated with respect to a clean substrate.
The results are listed in Table 13.3. After keeping the samples in UHV conditions for 20 h without
interruption, the Si 2p and thus the film thickness was measured again, revealing a significant
reduction of coverage for samples which were not activated with UV light prior entering the XPS
chamber. On the other hand, samples irradiated with UV-light show perfectly constant coverage
and hence no desorption. In addition, this can be nicely seen from the reduction in N 1s peak
intensity in Figure 13.13a versus 13.13b and 13.13d versus 13.13e, indicating a loss of dopants
at the surface for non-activated films. The O 1s emission is more difficult to interpret, since it is
composed of contributions from the substrate’s native oxygen layer, the methyl ester of PCBM
and the ether of the dopant in Figure 13.13c, f.
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Figure 13.13: XPS spectra of a bilayer structure of PCBM and oAzBnO-DMBI. The dopant layer
has been processed on PCBM at concentration of 1 g L−1 in (a)-(c),(g),(h),(k) and
at 0.3 g L−1 in (d)-(f),(j). A clear decline in signal and coverage can be observed
over 20 h in UHV for non-activated samples in (a),(d). The coverage stays constant
if the dopant top-layer is activated with UV light prior entering the UHV chamber
in (b),(e). A peak component fit is carried out in (g),(h),(j) with the assignment
of Figure 13.4. Furthermore a decrease in work function can be observed for all
samples compared to PCBM in (i). The O 1s emission is plotted for both activated
and as-cast film in (c) and (f).
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A change in the O 1s emission can only be observed for the sample with high dopant coverage
in Figure 13.13c, i.e. processed from a solution with concentration of 1 g L−1. A UV-related
oxidation of the PCBM surface can be suspected for low dopant coverage in Figure 13.13f.
For this experiment we used a rather long UHV-storing time of about 20 h in order to ensure
that all dopant molecules, which are not chemically bound to the matrix, have left the surface.
However, it is found that most of the non-reacted o-AzBnO-DMBI molecules desorb considerably
faster, most likely within minutes. For low coverage there is still a small remaining faction of
o-AzBnO-DMBI with intact azide group physisorbed on PCBM, having found a local potential
minimum. In addition, there are dopants which already transformed the functional azide group
and possibly formed covalent bonds before entering UHV, which is why a full evaporation of all
dopant molecules is not observed. Nonetheless, there is a clear trend that UV-treated samples
show constant coverage regardless of the UHV-storing time, indicating that dopant molecules are
chemisorbed on the surface. However, this is also the case for multilayers of dopant molecules,
i.e. for the sample processed with 1 g L−1 solution and a total of 10 nm film thickness, from
which it is concluded that o-AzBnO-DMBI can interconnect or polymerize yielding a reduced
volatility as well.
A peak fit of the N 1s emission in Figure 13.13g,h shows that for the sample of high dopant
coverage, which likely forms multilayers of o-AzBnO-DMBI, there is little charge transfer or
charged DMBI ions. On the other hand, for low dopant coverage, processed from only 0.3 g L−1
solution, we find approximately 20% charged DMBI on the surface. This not surprising given
that dopants can only transfer an electron at the interface to PCBM. For UV-treated films a larger
fraction of charged dopants is found, regardless of the initial coverage, which is most likely due
to radiation induced splitting of the hydride. For comparison, the amount of charged dopants in
the blend for either very low concentration and/or annealed films can be close to 100%, which
of course does not mean that there are equally many free charge carriers generated.
Sample, treatment Charged DMBI Thickness L L after 20 h UHV
PCBM - 6 nm -
1 g/L o-AzBnO-DMBI 0 % 9.5 nm 6 nm
1 g/L o-AzBnO-DMBI + UV 40% 10 nm 10 nm
0.3 g/L o-AzBnO-DMBI 20% 6 nm 5.6 nm
0.3 g/L o-AzBnO-DMBI + UV 50% 5.4 nm 5.4 nm
Table 13.3: The layer thickness was determined from the damping of the Si 2p core-level spec-
trum. The fraction of charged DMBI species was estimated based on the peak com-
ponent fit of Figure 13.13g-13.13j.
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13.6 Mass Spectroscopy
Besides the indirect evidence for anchoring of the functional azide group with neighbouring
molecules, a direct proof for o-AzBnO-DMBI covalently bonding to PCBM, was not found with
the spectroscopic techniques of the previous section. With regard to the precise reaction mech-
anism, it is established that azides react with fullerenes in a 1,3-dipolar [3+2] cycloadditions
forming triazolines,277,278 which, upon thermal treatment, undergo a loss of nitrogen,279,280
or [2+1] cycloaddition with nitrenes yielding aziridinofullerenes or azafulleroids.281,282 Also
CH-insertion into PCBM’s alkyl chain may occur. Therefore, it is attempted to investigate doped
PCBM films with high resolution mass spectroscopy. Electrospray-ionization (ESI) and matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) high resolution mass spectrometry were employed
to measure both activated and non-activated PCBM films in the mass spectroscopy facility at OCI
Heidelberg under the supervision of Dr. J. Gross.
Experimental Information: Dopants and PCBM were mixed in a solution of chlorobenze sim-
ilar to the thin film preparation in Section 13.1 at a molar ratio of 1:3 (o-AzBnO-DMBI:PCBM).
The solution was subsequently dried in vacuum to yield a solid blend of dopant and PCBM de-
posited on the walls of the glass bottle. Activation of the azide by heat was carried out on a
hotplate at 135 ◦C under nitrogen atmosphere by annealing the dried blend within the glass bot-
tle. Additionally, small amounts of pure material were weighed for mass analysis without further
conditioning. The vacuum-dried blend cannot be easily UV-activated in the bottle, because the
UV-light does not deeply penetrate into PCBM powder. Therefore large glass substrates are spin-
coated at 1000 rpm to prepare thin films of ca. 50 nm thickness, which were exposed to UV-light
at 254 nm for 30 min. Afterwards the material was rinsed with chlorobenze and collected in a
glass bottle to be dried by vacuum as well. The samples were then carried to the OCI Heidelberg
for mass analysis. There the samples were stored in a fridge until they were further processed.
The mass spectra were recorded using the following instruments: JEOL JMS-700 magnetic sec-
tor (EI); Bruker ApexQehy-brid 9.4 T FT-ICR (ESI, DART); Finnigan LCQquadrupole ion trap
(DART); Bruker Autoflex Speed (MALDI).
Results: MALDI mass spectra of o-AzBnO-DMBI blended witch PCBM are shown in Figure
13.14 together with the assignment of important mass traces. Complementary ESI spectra are
recorded showing similar results to the data obtained from MALDI measurements. For the
non-activated pure blend in Figure 13.14 the main peak is located at mass 370.2 m/z which
matches the cationic o-AzBnO-DMBI molecule with intact azide group [o-AzBnO-DMBI -H]+. It
is thus assumed that the MALDI excitation laser does not strongly trigger azide decomposition.
Nonetheless, the possibility of laser desorption affecting the azide is a considerable concern,283
which is why auxiliary ESI spectra were recorded (see Figure B.1). In the pure blend a small
amount of amine product is detected at 344.2 m/z, that matches the mass of cationic o-AzBnO-
DMBI for which the azide has transformed to an amine group [(o-AzBnO-DMBI) -H -N3 +NH2]
+.
Relative to cationic o-AzBnO-DMBI, provided similar detection efficiency, only trace amounts of
amine is expected to be present in the blend. Among all possible nitrene products, amine is
the least favourable, since no further addition reaction can occur. PCBM with an estimated
mass of 910 g mol− can only be found with a small signal in Figure 13.14a after averaging in
high-resolution (not shown here). With better signal to noise a small peak from cycloaddition
products can be found as well, which have formed during processing and transport or by laser
desorption.
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Figure 13.14: MALDI mass spectroscopy data of a blend of PCBM and o -AzBnO-DMBI at 25 mol%
in (a) after UV-treatment in (b) and thermal annealing at 135 ◦C in (c) on a log-
scale. The assignment of mass traces is depicted above. In principle, the MALDI
desorption laser can cause azide decomposition but we observe a pronounced
main peak at 370.2 m/z assigned to intact o -AzBnO-DMBI in (a). PCBM and CH
insertion products are clearly visible in (b) with trace amounts of amine and o -
AzBnO-DMBI. There are multiple fragments within the thermally activated blends
in (c). The data were provided by the mass spectroscopy facility at OCI Heidelberg
under the supervision of Dr. J. Gross.
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Given the doping ratio in solution, PCBM seems to have a lower cross-section/detection-
efficiency than the lighter dopant cation. Remarkably, for the UV-activated blend in Figure
13.14b a distinct peak at 1253.26 m/z is found, which can be assigned to the direct addition
product: [PCBM+(o-AzBnO-DMBI)]+ minus nitrogen [N2] and a hydrogen atom [H] to be
[PCBM+(o-AzBnO-DMBI)-H-N2]
+. This is direct evidence for the cycloaddition of o-AzBnO-
DMBI covalently connecting to PCBM supporting the picture of an anchoring dopant molecule.
Beside the important cycloaddition product in Figure 13.14b, there is a peak assigned to PCBM
and traces of un-activated o-AzBnO-DMBI cations and amine products at comparable strength.
After UV-treatment ideally no un-reacted o-AzBnO-DMBI is supposed to be present in the thin
film, as found by IR-measurements. Given the higher detection efficiency of the dopant relative
to PCBM in Figure 13.14a, it is concluded that there are indeed only small amounts of amine
and o-AzBnO-DMBI present in the film and that a major dopant fraction has undergone addition
reactions. However, a real quantitative prediction with mass spectroscopy data is usually not
possible. The thermally activated sample in Figure 13.14c shows the same products as for
UV-treated samples but considerably more by-products which could not be assigned in detail.
The results in Figure 13.14c show that UV-activation is still the more benign method to trigger
nitrene generation. In ESI spectra towards lower mass (see Appendix), a peak at 239.1 m/z is
found for the thermally activated blend, which can be attributed to o-AzBnO-DMBI having lost
the phenyl anchor. The molecular weight matches the DMBI body plus the remaining O-H group
but without the phenyl attachment: [DMBI +OH -H]+. At higher temperatures a breaking of
the ether bond was suspected from XPS analysis in Section 13.4 and is here corroborated via
mass spectroscopy.
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14 P3HT blended with o-AzBnO-DMBI
Due to the lack of suitable n-type polymers that could have offered a larger diffusivity for molec-
ular dopants, a significant improvement for organic devices by potential immobilization of
o-AzBnO-DMBI could not yet be demonstrated. To resolve this problem, o-AzBnO-DMBI is
blended with the p-type polymer P3HT, for which F4TCNQ and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 were found
to drift in an electrical field. Since DMBI derivatives are essentially used as strong electron
donors or n-dopants, a doping effect in P3HT seems unlikely. However, they can be used to
counter unintentional p-doping from oxygen or water to obtain more intrinsic P3HT. It is known
from literature, that even if processed in a nitrogen glove-box, residual oxygen or water can
cause P3HT to become unintentionally p-doped.284,285 If P3HT is blended with DMBI, even
processing in air may be possible without p-doping. An application was found by M. Barf (TU
Braunschweig) for organic field effect transistors (OFET) made from P3HT, because a more in-
trinsic P3HT offers lower off-currents and a potentially higher on-off ratio. In addition, those
OFETs were processed in air showing good overall performance. Furthermore, a suppressed hys-
teresis was found for UV-treated o-AzBnO-DMBI, but not for transistors build with o-BnO-DBMI
regardless of UV-treatment, indicating a successful reduction of ionic contributions from drift or
diffusion. This work will be published soon. Here, photoelectron spectroscopy measurements
are reported, showing counter-doping of P3HT processed in air.
Experimental Information: The dopants were mixed with P3HT in a chlorobenzene solution
at a concentration of 7.5 g L−1 and a molar mixing ratio of DMBI to P3HT monomers of 1:10.
Similar to PCBM, the P3HT solution is stirred overnight at 50 ◦C in the glovebox and the dopants
are solved right before processing, since they are not stable in solution. Spin-coating was done
in air on ITO at 1000 rpm for 60 s. UV-activation was carried out in the nitrogen glovebox for
20 min similar to Section 13.1.
Results: The measured XPS and UPS of o-BnO-DMBI and o-AzBnO-DMBI blended with P3HT
are presented in Figure 14.1. A clear Fermi level shift towards higher binding energies with
respect to P3HT can be seen for both o-BnO-DMBI and o-AzBnO-DMBI in the core-level spectra
in Figure 14.1e, g. This means that the DMBI-blended samples cause a Fermi level shift towards
the LUMO level of P3HT, a behaviour typically observed for n-doping. The doping mechanism
of DMBI is expected to proceed via hydride transfer forming, see Section 8.1. The SOMO level is
anticipated to be at ca. -2.53 eV for o-MeO-DMBI· by Bin et al.286 which is not low enough to be
doping P3HT with a LUMO of 2.13 eV efficiently.77 Since an electron transfer to the LUMO level
of P3HT is not possible, compensation-doping of a former p-doped P3HT or filling of band-gap
states up to the charge neutrality level are possible explanations for the observed Fermi level
shift. To verify that P3HT was indeed p-doped by oxygen, a band diagram was constructed based
on UPS measurements assuming a common band gap, which can be estimated from literature
values in Figure 14.2. From conductivity measurement it is known that P3HT blended with
DMBI becomes about 4 orders of magnitude less conductive, which suggests a reduction of the
free charge carrier density. However, due to the low conductivity of DMBI-blended P3HT, UPS
spectra suffer from charging effects.
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Figure 14.1: XPS and UPS spectra of P3HT in black, blended with o -BnO-DMBI in green and o -
AzBnO-DMBI in red. UV treated films mixed with o -AzBnO-DMBI are plotted in
blue. The legend for all figures, except of (k), are given in the right lower corner.
The C 1s core-level emission is measured for P3HT:o -BnO-DMBI under different il-
lumination to analyse effects of charging. In (b) and (c) a correction on the Fermi
level position due to charging from UPS was applied, estimated based on C 1s shift
under illumination as in (k). The spectra in (f) were measured under illumination of
UV light at ca. 354 nm.
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If the resistivity is too high, remaining positive charges from photoelectrons leaving the sam-
ple can not be fully compensated and build up an attractive surface potential. Photoelectrons
then appear to have less kinetic energy and emission lines are shifted to higher binding energies,
which can be confused with a Fermi level shift similar to n-doping. In order to verify that one
indeed has a Fermi level shift from p-type to more intrinsic P3HT, the contribution from surface
charging has to be considered. Since there is no significant broadening in line-shapes and only
thin layers of P3HT are measured, it is assumed to have only a small additional energy shift in
the UPS-spectra. For this purpose the C 1s core-level was measured with XPS under UV illumina-
tion from the UPS discharge lamp and a 364 nm photodiode in Figure 14.1k. The UPS-excitation
causes a considerable shift to higher binding energies, whereas a small recovery is observed if
the UV-photodiode is switched on. With a photon energy larger than the band gap of P3HT, the
UV-photodiode photo-generates charge carriers in P3HT increasing its conductivity and reduc-
ing charging effects from UPS measurements. Since little to no influence of the photodiode on
XPS and pure P3HT spectra is observed, it is assumed that they are not affected from charging.
To account for this error, UPS spectra were charge-corrected by a constant energy shift, deter-
mined according to the difference from the XPS-only C 1s level in Figure 14.1k, to arrive at the
spectra plotted in 14.1c. This systematic correction is not free of error, but not avoidable with
our current set-up. Therefore, an additional systematic uncertainty must be kept in mind for the
spectra in Figure 14.1k, c. The UPS secondary electron cutoff (SEC) depicted in Figure 14.1f
was not corrected for charging, but measured under UV-illumination. For determining the work
function, the secondary electron cutoffs measured by XPS in Figure 14.1i are used. From charge
corrected UPS and XPS values in Table 14.1, the band diagram in Figure 14.2 was constructed
assuming a constant band gap of Eg = 1.9 eV. Within the margin of errors, one finds a slightly
p-doped pristine P3HT film, presumably from absorbed oxygen, and a more intrinsic Fermi level
position if blended with o-AzBnO-DMBI. One can not identify an impact of UV-activation on the
band substructure of o-AzBnO-DMBI:P3HT. On the other hand, the Fermi level position of P3HT
mixed with o-BnO-DMBI appears to be shifted even further towards the LUMO in Figure 14.2,
which is mainly due to a lower work function of the o-BnO-DMBI:P3HT sample. There is not a
Sample Work function [eV] HOMO corrected [eV] C 1s [eV]
P3HT 4.05 0.7 285.12
P3HT:o-AzBnO-DMBI 3.64 1.05 285.47
P3HT:o-AzBnO-DMBI(UV) 3.67 1.2 285.65
P3HT:o-BnO-DMBI 3.2 1.4 285.75
Table 14.1: Work function, HOMO onset and C 1s peak maximum from spectra in Figure 14.1.
The HOMO onset and secondary electron cutoff has been determined from linear
extrapolation at highest slope. For the HOMO onset the charge corrected spectra in
Figure 14.1b is used.
conclusive explanation for this observation but one can speculate that o-BnO-DMBI forms larger
clusters on the surface region since o-BnO-DMBI tends to crystallize and does not mix with
P3HT as well as o-AzBnO-DMBI. Nonetheless, the Fermi level shift measured for the C 1s level
with respect to pure P3HT seems to be almost the same for both DMBI derivatives. Surprisingly,
after spin-coating in air and UV-treatment in the glovebox, little to no oxygen is found in the
O 1s region, which could have been suspected from comparable treatment of n-doped PCBM.
After sufficient data accumulation for increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, one can resolve the N
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1s signal for o-BnO-DMBI and o-AzBnO-DMBI, revealing a peak component at around 402.5 eV
previously ascribed to charged DMBI. The N 1s emission of neutral DMBI at 400 eV is hardly
visible for o-BnO-DMBI suggesting that most o-BnO-DMBI are existent as cationic species. Al-
though a high fraction of charged DMBI was found for doping concentrations of 10 mol% for
PCBM as well, charged DMBI in P3HT is interesting and proofs that DMBI is indeed undergoing
charge transfer. This matches the observation of a Fermi level shift towards the intrinsic position
of P3HT, if DMBI is countering unintentional p-doping. For o-AzBnO-DMBI most of the azide
seems to be reacted during processing or measurement, since the emission at 405 eV of the
central nitrogen peak of the azide group is not clearly visible. For both o-AzBnO-DMBI samples
a broad peak component at 400 eV indicates the formation of carbon-nitrogen bonds after azide
decomposition either by explicit UV treatment or during processing/measurement.
Figure 14.2: Band diagram for P3HT blended with o -AzBnO-DMBI and o -BnO-DMBI with values
from Table 14.1 and a constant band gap of Eg = 1.9 eV.
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15 Summary and conclusion
In this work, properties of molecular dopants in organic semiconductors are investigated aiming
for a better understanding of their morphological stability. In the case of inorganic semiconduc-
tors, doping can be regarded as the key tool to control charge carrier density and energy level
alignment at metal or semiconductor interfaces that ultimately give rise to a multitude of elec-
tronic devices. Typical examples are p-n junctions in diodes and bipolar junction transistors.
Even in field effect transistors doping is heavily exploited in modern silicon technology for inte-
grated circuits. However, in organic semiconductors doping efficiencies are much lower and the
first devices like organic light emittind diodes (OLED) and photovoltaics (OPV) were exclusively
built from intrinsic materials.7,8,34 This is partly due to the high mobility of halides and alkali
metals used as dopants. With emerging molecular dopants, stable doped layers are nowadays
frequently employed as injection and transport layers in OLEDs and even p-n structures have
been reported.44,111 Nonetheless, dopants are known to cause exciton quenching16 and there
are material systems, especially among polymers, where a considerable diffusion of molecular
dopants is observed.14,15 Therefore a goal of this work was to study immobilization strategies
for molecular dopants which are as little invasive as possible and at the same time universally
applicable.
The first part of this thesis summarizes important basic considerations and provides an overview
of relevant literature on the subject. In part II of this thesis, the well-known polymer
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is doped with the soluble bulky molybdenum complex Mo(tfd-
CO2Me)3, which represents a dopant-matrix system that can be studied with respect to different
morphologies and processing methods. Since the regio-regularity of P3HT determines its crys-
tallinity, regio-regular P3HT (rr-P3HT) features a high degree of order, whereas regio-random
P3HT (rra-P3HT) forms fully amorphous thin films. Furthermore Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is derived
from Mo(tfd)3 to increase its solubility, which means that the dopant can be both deposited by
thermal evaporation and mixed in solution. The diffusion of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is comparatively
studied in sequentially doped rr-P3HT and rra-P3HT films by means of Infrared and photoelec-
tron spectroscopy. Thereby it is possible to differentially evaluate charge transfer in the bulk
and at the surface. Sequential doping caught increasing interest recently, because introduction
of dopants can be achieved on previously prepared polymer films offering the possibility of, at
least in some cases, doped and highly ordered films.118 With in-situ IR spectroscopy an immedi-
ate doping of the polymer film is verified that occurs during dopant deposition as evidenced by
polaronic absorption bands. This suggests that Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 quickly enters both rra-P3HT
and rr-P3HT given the conditions of the thermal evaporation process. In a control experiment,
corresponding doping on nitrogen-cooled rr-P3HT is not observed unless subsequently heated to
room temperature accompanied by a much slower build up of absorption bands assigned to dop-
ing. With XPS core-level spectra recorded after deposition, neutral and charged dopants can be
distinguished and the average dopant concentration at the surface can be calculated. This mea-
surement is further instrumental in finding the maximum dopant capacity of such films, since a
pure dopant ad-layer forms, if P3HT can no longer incorporate dopants. In fact, for lower cover-
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ages the measured surface concentration implies that Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 must have diffused into
P3HT during deposition. The amount of charge transfer is inferred from the S 2p emission which
was previously studied in fully solution-doped films. Interestingly, for low dopant coverage only
charged dopants are present at the surface until a maximum number is reached and neutral
dopants add to the surface. With XPS the dopant concentration is monitored as a function of
time after deposition, revealing a slow decrease in the neutral dopant fraction, whereas the
amount of charged dopants stays constant regardless of the coverage. This suggests that neutral
dopants are more mobile than charged dopants, which are likely bound to the P3HT host by
coulomb forces. Furthermore, the subsequent changes in surface concentration are much more
prominent for rr-P3HT than for rra-P3HT and are numerically fitted by a model that describes
adsorption, charging and diffusion of dopant molecules. Within this model, a higher dopant
capacity is found in case of rr-P3HT compared to rra-P3HT and a lower limit of the diffusion
constant at room-temperature can be estimated. Although there is no direct evidence, the data
suggest that the semi-crystalline morphology, especially grain boundaries, may be an important
factor aiding the diffusion of dopants.
A field-induced drift of dopants such as F4TCNQ and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is observed by Müller
at al.,120 if a sufficiently high electrical voltage is applied to a doped P3HT film sandwiched
between two electrodes in both vertical and lateral geometry. The movement of dopant is veri-
fied by optical fluorescence and infrared microscopy measured on a lateral channel and shows a
distinct electrical hysteresis which can be correlated to optical microscopy data. Provided a high
electrical field, dopant anions are pushed away from the cathode, causing a de-doped region of
pure P3HT and leading to a fall-off in current. A proof of ion-migration is also attempted by
means of in-situ XPS within this work. Here, a focused X-ray beam is moved along the channel
after a voltage is applied to the electrodes inside the vacuum chamber. However, a conclusive
evidence for dopant migration was not found, which may be due to the high surface sensitiv-
ity of XPS or the choice and layout of electrodes. To improve this experiment, a single lateral
transistor channel should be chosen that can be controlled by the recently modified XPS sample
holder. However, a vertical channel geometry, in which photoelectrons have to travel through
the top electrode, was not suited for measuring the dopant drift at the contact. A thin gold layer
of a few nanometres is not conductive enough compared to doped P3HT in order to distribute
the current on the surface and still be sufficiently transparent for XPS.
Prior to the experiment on sequential deposition of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3, the dopant and its prop-
erties were studied in solution-doped P3HT films. Efficient doping leads to a Fermi level shift
of 0.5 - 1 eV towards to HOMO level of P3HT. Upon electron transfer the anionic species of
Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 is identified in the Mo 3d and S 2p core-level emission of doped films. A de-
crease in charge transfer efficiency is observed for higher doping concentrations as expected
from previous studies. A comparison of the surface concentration with the intended doping
concentrations in solution suggests a homogeneous dopant distribution. Additionally, a study of
energy level alignment at the interface of a doped polymer film was attempted by systematically
varying the doping concentration of the silicon substrate, on which doped P3HT was spin-cast
from solution. In contrast to small molecular semiconductors, polymers can not be step-wise
deposited and repeatedly measured with XPS in order to construct the band alignment at the
substrate interface. Therefore, the idea was to vary the Fermi level position of a semiconducting
substrate instead. However, conclusive results for a further-reaching study on band alignment
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with respect to substrate properties could not be obtained, since intrinsic P3HT layers suffer
from charging and the substrate surface properties, especially the work function and surface
termination, are not sufficiently controlled. To improve this experiment in future studies, the
layer thickness of P3HT should be chosen smaller to avoid charging and to detect the energy
level position of the substrate emission. Furthermore, the native oxygen layer could be removed
by etching and the P3HT film could be deposited on hydrogen-terminated silicon in an oxygen-
free process and sample transfer. Alternatively, one could attempt a low and high film thickness
by choosing two appropriate processing parameters in order to test the extent of the interface
dipole and check for band bending in the silicon substrate. To guarantee a similar film quality
for different thickness, which impacts the position of energy levels, the samples may need to be
cross-validated with structural analysis. In the context of studying the drift of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3
as described above, an interface study was conducted by evaporating silver on a doped P3HT
film and by successively measuring photoemission. Silver was found to exhibit island growth
on the doped P3HT films as inferred from core-level damping in XPS and scanning electron
microscopy. At very low coverages a partial intercalation into the P3HT film is suspected. Since
silver is exhibiting inhomogeneous growth conditions and organic residues are presumed to be
floating on the growing silver layer, conclusions about the spacial extension of band alignment
can not be made. However, a core-level shift of up to 0.5 eV is measured for P3HT upon silver
deposition, whereas the F 1s level and the S 2p portion, attributed to charged dopants, does not
shift accordingly and roughly stays constant regardless of the silver coverage. This can possibly
be explained by isolated dopants or clusters of Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 at the metal interface accepting
an electron from silver.
In part III of this thesis, a new functionalized n-dopant is characterized which is expected to
facilitate a controllable immobilization in a broad class of organic semiconductors. In this work,
the primary strategy to suppress diffusion relies on a chemical reaction of the dopant with
its host matrix forming covalent bonds which ultimately prevents the dopant from migrating.
To achieve such an anchoring reaction, the dopant needs to be equipped with an additional
"anchor" group that can be externally triggered by heat or light to engage a covalent bond-
ing via click-chemistry. In this approach, concentration and processing can be freely adjusted
and dopant immobilization initiated on the final blend by for example UV-light. In principle,
this concept requires a complementary modification by functional groups of both dopant and
matrix, which is not available so far with the known organic semiconductors. Therefore, reac-
tive azides are chosen to fulfil the role of an universal "anchor" group, which ideally offers the
possibility to attach to aliphatic C-H or olefinic C=C bonds present in almost any organic semi-
conductor by generating reactive singlet nitrenes upon photolysis. It is to note that azides have
been previously reported as cross-linkers in desolubilization of semiconducting polymers.184 To
test chemical reactions and stability of a small molecule bearing a phenylazide group, the test
molecules ABN and F4ABN were studied which possess a naphthalene body and can not in-
duce doping but are comparable in size to e.g. F4TCNQ. The fluorine protected phenyl azide
of F4ABN is expected to offer a higher yield of addition reactions compared to ABN. The spec-
troscopic signature of the azide group could be detected in blends with common host materials
like P3HT and PCBM, and a controlled activation by UV-light is evidenced by IR spectroscopy.
This is in agreement with XPS, where the transformation of the N 1s core-level emission upon
UV-treatment suggests decomposition of azide and the formation of new C-N or N-H bonds. This
is also observed for pure ABN and F4ABN films, for which a reaction with neighbouring ABN
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or F4ABN molecules is to be expected. Problems of mixing and crystallization are observed for
PCBM and P3HT in microscopic images, which at least in the case of PCBM can be avoided by
an additional annealing step to remove residual solvent. With respect to immobilization and
anchoring, it can be demonstrated that ABN and F4ABN films are not stable in vacuum con-
ditions and even evaporate from P3HT and PCBM blends in considerable amounts, which can
be almost completely prevented when the film is activated by UV-light. This suggests a link-
ing or cross-linking of ABN and F4ABN upon UV-treatment, reducing their volatility in vacuum.
However, the precise anchoring mechanism could not be analysed with IR or XPS measurements.
The new derivatives of the air-stable n-dopant DMBI are named o-BnO-DMBI and o-AzBnO-
DMBI and possess a phenyl and phenyl-azide group in ortho-position. The dopant o-AzBnO-
DMBI is exemplary studied with regard to both doping and anchoring capabilities, whereas
o-BnO-DMBI and the literature-known o-MeO-DMBI serve as a non-immobilizable reference.
The dopants were blended with PCBM and activated by UV light after solution processing. Elec-
trical measurements show that both o-BnO-DMBI and o-AzBnO-DMBI are effectively doping
PCBM leading to conductivities values similar to those reported for DMBI. After UV-activation a
small decrease in conductivity is correlated to an oxidation of the thin film surface from residual
oxygen or water as evidenced by XPS. An additional annealing step improves the conductivity
again, which is attributed to a thermal generation of charged dopants, arriving at a total of
about six orders of magnitude increase in conductivity. The doping of PCBM can be further
verified by photoelectron spectroscopy revealing a shift in the Fermi level position as well as
charged dopant species. The anchoring properties of o-AzBnO-DMBI are investigated by testing
the thermal stability of a highly doped PCBM film in ultra-high-vacuum (UHV). Additionally a
bilayer structure of only a few monolayers is measured by XPS with the dopant on-top of PCBM
exposed to UHV at room temperature. It is shown that activated o-AzBnO-DMBI increases the
evaporation temperature of the blend even beyond the 300 ◦C measured for pure PCBM. In
contrast, a fast desorption at around 180 ◦C is observed for o-BnO-DMBI with the remaining
PCBM evaporating at 300 ◦C. However, there is evidence that the ether bond of o-AzBnO-DMBI
and o-BnO-DMBI starts to break at higher temperatures. In a bilayer-structure o-AzBnO-DMBI
was found to leave the PCBM surface already at room temperature but resisted desorption, if
the film is activated by UV-light before entering UHV. These conclusions are drawn from a de-
tailed analysis of XPS core-level spectra mainly from the dopant’s N 1s and the substrate’s Si 2p
emission. Within a careful peak analysis of the N 1s emission, contributions of the azide and
the DMBI body of o-AzBnO-DMBI can be separated and followed as a function of temperature.
The doping mechanism of DMBI involves a hydride transfer to the host or a hydrogen radical
transfer with a subsequent electron transfer, which can be partially initiated by temperature. For
o-BnO-DMBI two nitrogen species are observed assigned to neutral and charged dopants. The N
1s emission of azides was separately measured for the test molecules ABN and F4ABN. A peak
fit of the N 1s core-level of o-AzBnO-DMBI reveals an activation of both the azide decomposi-
tion and the DMBI charge transfer with increasing temperature. A direct proof for the reaction
of o-AzBnO-DMBI with PCBM is given by a mass-spectroscopy measurement of the activated
redissolved PCBM film. Beyond the doping and reaction of PCBM, a counter-doping effect of
o-AzBnO-DMBI in unintentionally p-doped P3HT is observed. This can be beneficently used in
P3HT transistors exposed to air, reducing their off-currents.
If a similar functionalization of p-dopants is successful in the future, a wider scope of matrix
materials, especially polymers, can be tested. With immobilization of both p- and n-dopants
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applications such as p-n junctions and thermoelectric devices can be approached.
In conclusion, photoelectron spectroscopy was applied to study the diffusion of molecular
dopants in organic semiconductors. Although microscopy methods are more suited to inves-
tigate migration of dopants by measuring their lateral diffusion profile, photoemission can be
used to determine the change in doping concentration selectively at the surface due to its high
surface sensitivity. This can be done indirectly based on changes of the Fermi level position or
by directly identifying the characteristic core-level emission of charged and neutral species. In
this approach, migration is observed on length scales that are more relevant to devices, where
an undesired vertical diffusion can become detrimental for lifetime and performance. Chemical
reactions such as the activation of the anchor group of o-AzBnO-DMBI are directly monitored
in combination with charge transfer and doping, which makes XPS a unique tool to correlate
chemical reactions with doping or diffusion properties.
To summarize this work, the dopant diffusion in a sequential doping process is studied non-
destructively by XPS on device relevant length scales to better understand and to identify
process parameters like saturation and charge transfer efficiency. With the characterization
of o-AzBnO-DMBI a first step towards a universally anchoring dopant is made.
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Figure B.1: ESI mass spectra of PCB doped with o-AzBnO-DMBI as blank in (c) after UV-treatment
in (b) and annealed at 135 ◦C in (a). The data were provided by the mass spec-
troscopy facility at OCI Heidelberg under the supervision of Dr. J. Gross.
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Results, Thermogravimetric Analysis: The activation by heat can be indirectly measured by a
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). A TGA measurement of ABN and F4ABN is shown in Figure
B.2. Here, pure material is steadily heated and the probe’s mass is continuously measured.
Changes in weight indicates decomposition and in general reactions including release of by-
products. At about 100 ◦C for ABN and 130 ◦C for F4ABN a clear spike in the heat flow marks
the melting point of the two materials. A product of the azide activation is nitrogen which is
released into the gas phase and should result in a mass-loss which starts at a temperature of
about 130 ◦C and causes a peak in heat flow. The step between 140 ◦C and 180 ◦C for both
ABN and F4ABN is therefore assigned to a transformation of the azide group. The generation of
nitrene causes a weight loss of 10.2 % for ABN and 8.1 % for F4ABN, which is a little smaller
than the observed shoulder centered at 185 ◦C and 165 ◦C for ABN and F4ABN, respectively.
This is likely due a decomposition or sublimation yielding a steady mass loss starting at around
200 ◦C right after or probably during the azide activation and continuing up to 400 ◦C. As a
consequence azide activation has to be carried out carefully at 140 ◦C since higher temperatures
of >160 ◦C may already cause decomposition. However, a more efficient activation is rendered
by irradiation with deep UV-light.
Figure B.2: Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of ABN and AF4BN in (a) and (b) respectively
(measured and provided by S. Benneckendorf (Univ. Heidelberg)).208
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Molecule Exp. absorption [cm−1] Theo. absorption [cm−1] Vibrational mode
ABN 791 813 δ(C-H)naph+δ(N3)
ABN 1020 1150 δ(C-H)naph
ABN 1020 1157 δ(C-H)benz+ν(N3)
ABN 1180 1193 δ(C-H)naph
ABN 1282 1369 δ(C-H)benz,naph+ν(N3)
ABN 2110 2248 ν(N3)
F4ABN 1052 078 δ(C-H)+ν(C-F)
F4ABN 1246 1290 δ(C-H)naph+ν(N3)
F4ABN 1495 1514 ring(C-C)benz+ν(N3)
F4ABN 1495 1523 ring(C-C)benz+ν(C-N)
F4ABN 2122 2270 ν(N3)
Table B.1: Assignment of theoretically calculated molecular vibrations for ABN and F4ABN to
experimentally measured absorption peak positions carried out by H. Mager.100 Only
the modes which contain a contribution of the azide group are selected. Stretching,
bending and ring deformation vibration are denoted by ν, δ and ring, respectively.
The index naph or benz provides the oscillator’s location in either the naphtalene or
the benzyl group.
A list of named azide reactions: the Huisgen reaction, which refers to a 1,3-dipolar cycloaddi-
tion,287,288 between for example an organic azide and an alkyene yielding a triazole; the Curtius
rearrangement decomposing acyl azide to isocyanate that can be further transformed to amine
and carbamate or urea derivatives;177,289 Staudinger reaction with phosphine or phosphite to
iminophosphorane or its modification the Staudinger ligation able to connect two molecules
via an amide connection;290 the Boyer-Schmidt-Aube rearrangement denotes the acid-mediated
reaction of alkyl azides with aromatic aldehydes;291–293 the Schmidt rearrangement in which
a carbonyl group reacts with an organic azide forming amides;294,295 the Hemetsberger-Knittel
synthesis of indole-carboxylic ester;296 for the synthesis of the Aza-Wittig reaction297 and of
heterocycles. There is also a variety of synthetic routes for organic azides, which commonly
employ the displacement or nucleophilic aromatic substitution of e.g. halides at saturated or
unsaturated sites by salts like sodium azide or trimethylsilyl azide. Azides can also be synthe-
sized from alcohols, sulfonates and acetats, epoxides, amines or hydrazines, carboxylic acids and
ketals. Other methods proceed via rearrangement, azo-transfer or the so-called Dutt-Wormall
reaction.176,298
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Figure B.3: Photoemission spectra of ABN in red and F4ABN in green. The spectra for UV ac-
tivated films are displayed in blue. Multiple curves represent various samples and
sample regions that differ in coverage. The Si 2p substrate emission is clearly visible
(h). Since the thin films are of poor quality, binding energy and peak width are not
reliable. The secondary electron cut-off (XPS) is schown in (i) and (l). UPS spectra
of the azide film are given in (j) and (k). The O 1s spectra in (c) and (f) are plotted
versus binding energy.
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Emission Theo. P3HT Exp. P3HT Theo. Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 Exp. Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3
C 1s 91 % 89.1 % 40 % 38.07 %
S 2p 9 % 10.89 % 16.2 % 14.77 %
F 1s - - 24.3 % 28.14 %
Mo 3d - - 2.7 % 2.62 %
O 1s - - 16.2 % 16.4 %
Table B.2: Calculated elemental composition of P3HT and Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3. The experimental
values are derived from the respective core-level emission by taking into account
atomic sensitivity factors (see Section 4.1). The theoretical values are based on the
structural formula of the materials. There is an agreement within the error range of
10-20 %. The F 1s intensity is slightly higher than expected. However, fluorine and
oxygen are located on the outer moieties whereas sulphur and molybdenum form
the core of the Mo(tfd-CO2Me)3 complex.
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Figure B.4: Binding energy of the Si 2p (red) and O 1s emission (blue) of differently doped silicon
substrates. The oxygen stems from the native oxide layer. The binding energy of the
O 1s line is plotted on the right. The position of the SiOx satellite (green) is shifted
to lower binding energies (-4.2 eV) for comparison. The substrate of highest doping
concentration n++ does not fit the trend of the Si 2p line. However, for n++ only one
sample was measured which could have been an outlier. The error bar represents the
standard deviation of multiple measurements.
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